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FOREWORD
The fifth issue of the Journal of Linguistic Studies presents twelve articles belonging
to different fields of linguistics.
The first paper works within the framework of etymology: Davide ASTORI explores
the Romanian word tabără in which he identifies the base of a possible pre-IndoEuropean root coming from the Balkans, possibly spreading out from there.
The following two papers are circumscribed to the field of languages in contact:
Sandra STEFANOVIC and Alina-Andreea DRAGOESCU analyse the impact of
Anglicisms on the Serbian and Romanian of advertising, while Mariya TSIPLE and
Virginia OPRISA focus on the Hungarian influence on the Romanian vocabulary of two
Romanian historical provinces – Maramureş and Banat.
Milica MILOJEVIŠ deals with morphology shedding light on issues of word
formation in connection with nouns comprising the suffix -izacija in the Serbian of press.
The following six papers work within the framework of applied linguistics. Mohd
Sallehhudin Abd AZIZ writes about the implementation and monitoring of the ReCEP
Experiment (an experiment using residential colleges as an experimentation bed that
would transform the passive learning of English into active language use in designated
English areas) and also discusses its effectiveness and efficiency. Diana-Andreea BOCSINMARGHITAN and Ioana BANADUC focus on the teaching of toponyms in French
language classes. Jelena DANILOVIŠ and Sandra STEFANOVIŠ attempt to provide an
insight into students‘ errors of word formation, in terms of inappropriate word classes or
word forms. Tatjana ĐUROVIŠ and Nadeţda SILAŠKI show, in their paper, that
teaching genre-specific lexis and grammar at tertiary level helps students of economics
focus on those aspects of lexical and syntactic forms that are relevant to their future
professional settings and field of expertise. Marija MIJUŠKOVIŠ outlines a research
study intended to identify effective learning strategies in the second language classroom
and to determine how these strategies can be taught and learned by students who have
already begun their second language studies. Ivana ZORICA, Tamara GAJIŠ and Nina
ĐURICA research the market for the German language, more precisely its use and
significance in the educational system for tourism and economy students.
The final papers are circumscribed to the field of multilingualism: Cosmina Simona
LUNGOCI deals with francophony in the Romanian theatre of the 19th century, while
Davide ASTORI deals with the reality of the 23 official languages spoken in the
European Union of the 21st century.
We would like to thank all authors and reviewers for their valuable contributions.
Georgeta Raţă, PhD
Editor
Journal of Linguistic Studies
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RUMANIAN TABǍRǍ
AND „AEGEAN-(PRE)PHILISTINE‟ *T/D(A)BR
DAVIDE ASTORI
University of Parma, Italy
davide.astori@unipr.it
ABSTRACT
Starting from a previous etymological proposal of Greek λαβύρινθος and taking
into consideration some toponyms, present in the European continent, from the
eastern Tabor (mountain in Galilee) to the western Távora (river in the Iberian
peninsula), this paper aims at identifying in Rom tabǎrǎ the base of a possible preIndo-European root coming from the Balkans, possibly spreading out from there.
Keywords: Labyrinth; Mount Tabor; Nostratic; Indo-European
1. INTRODUCTION
As you can read in Ciorǎnescu (2002: 766, entry nr. 8424), the etymology of tabǎrǎ is
obscure and controversial:
Tc. sau mai probabil tǎt. tabur (J. Melich, Ung. Jb., XV, 529-40; Vasmer, III,
66), parţial prin intermediul sl. taborŭ (Miklosich, Slaw. Elem., 48; Tiktin,
Candrea), cf. bg., sb., cr., slov., ceh., pol., rus. tabor, mag. tábor.
[Turkish or most probably Tattar tabur (J. Melich, Ung. Jb., XV, 529-40; Vasmer, III,
66), partially through Slavic taborŭ (Miklosich, Slaw. Elem., 48; Tiktin, Candrea), cf.
Bulgarian, Serbian, Croatian, Slovenian, Czech, Polish, Russian tabor, Hungarian tábor]

While discussing the etymology of Greek λαβύρινθος, meaning ‗endroit où il y a des
galeries creusées ou des couloirs couverts‘ [place with bored tunnels or covered
passages]1, I proposed, in Astori 2008: 173, to connect the Romanian term to a √ dbr to
be found on the one hand in Hebrew debîr ‗sancta sanctorum (of the Temple of
Jerusalem)‘, on the other in ―minoic‖ du-pu2-re.2 Under these circumstances, I pointed
out possible survivals of this ancient root in other Greek words (λαύρα, λάβρσς and
θεράπνη), finally mentioning the possibility of a relationship with Rom. tabǎrǎ:
Ulteriore fascinosa provocazione potrebbe allora anche rappresentare il romeno
tabǎrǎ (macedoromeno tǎbure, meglenoromeno tǎbur), rappresentante di un
termine migrante nell‘intera regione balcanica e più probabilmente derivante –
ciò che si fa ancor più interessante per la via qui in tracciamento – da un turco o
tataro tabur: il significato (legato a un ambito semantico primariamente locale –
di ‗Wohnort‘ nell‘uso del Kretschmer – di ‗accampamento, insediamento‘) e
l‘origine anatolica parrebbero offrire un ulteriore, minimo tassello all‘intricato
quadro in questa sede proposto.
[Rom. tabǎrǎ (macedoromanian tǎbure, meglenoromanian tǎbur) might
constitute another fascinating challenge. In fact, it represents a migrant word in
the entire Balkan region and – even more interestingly for this study – it comes
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from Turkish or Tatar tabor. Its meaning (linked to a primarily local semantic
field – ‗Wohnort‘, in Kretschmer‘s usage – signifying ‗camp, settlement‘) and
the Anatolian origin seems to offer another very small element in the tangled
account here proposed. ]
This etymological proposal (just alluded there) presumed consequently – in
concordance with the semantics more in general, and with good phonetic evolution
approximations – a connection with a root clearly related to Semitic attestations but in a
relationship with them difficult to determine, which points to a possible more general
climate of a socio-cultural koiné of the eastern Mediterranean.3
2. DISCUSSION
More evidence for this hypothesis can be found in two Slavic attestations:
- Serbian tabor, in its primary meaning of ‗enclosure‘;
- Serbian torba, with an evident metaphonia, which – in the meaning of ‗bag‘ –
reinforces the significance already found in the locative macrosemantic here
identified for λαβύρινθος.
As far as toponymy is concerned, there are interesting demonstrations, such as
Tábor4, a bohemian town, mount Tabor in the isle of Ischia5, and the river Távora in
present-day Portugal6. More or less directly, all of these denominations have to do with
mountain areas or relieves. Particularly important to this research is Mount Tabor
(Hebrew:
, Greek: Όρος Θαβώρ)7 shown in Fig. 1. Due to its presence in the
8
biblical tradition , – it is an ancient and relevant case – it is a particular object of analysis.
The belief that the name of the mountain (on which, by tradition, Christ was transfigured)
is linked to Hebrew tabbūr ‗navel‘9 is clearly a paretymology, related to the highly
symbolic value of the mountain10. The Mount Tabor case would be fit for the hypothesis
above outlined, giving an extra proof of its reliability.
As for the labyrinth, Sarullo‘s very recent study (2008) 43 remarks:
Dall‘analisi delle fonti, qui riportate, emerge che con il termine ‗labirinto‘
venivano indicati edifici dalla pianta articolata e complessa che condividevano ―a
subterranean and gloomy character‖11. All‘epoca, dunque, si era persa la nozione
originaria di ‗labirinto come grotta‘, ma ne rimanevano tracce nell‘associare
questo nome a complesse costruzioni, possibilmente caratterizzate da un luogo
ipogeo.
[From the sources analysis here provided, it is clear that the word ‗labyrinth‘ meant
buildings with an intricate plan, sharing ―a subterranean and gloomy character‖ 11.
Therefore, at that time, the notion of ‗labyrinth as cave‘ was lost but evidence remained in
associating these name to complex constructions, possibly located in a hypogeum.]

These characteristics fit in with the orographic realities mentioned above (often, with
a prominent presence of tunnels and caves)12, and more specifically with Mount Tabor in
Galilee and all that tangled, maybe inextricable, constellation of toponimies that come
along and surround it even physically.13
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3. CONCLUSIONS
Widening the reconstruction of the *√ t/d(a)br isogloss towards west would give
further support not so much to a Semitic borrowing, as to an ―Aegeo-(pre)philistine
substratum‖ root (―sostrato egeo-(pre)filisteo‖) 14, also to Hebrew debîr: the idea of an
‗Aegeo-Anatolian cradle‘ for the substantive λαβύρινθος, previously suggested in Astori
2008, is therefore still further reinforced in the etymological contribution to the
Romanian substantive here analysed.
NOTES
1. Deroy 1956: 172, perceiving the res λαβύρινθος as ‗endroit où il y a des galeries creusées ou

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

des couloirs couverts‘ [place with bored tunnels or covered passages], synthesised in the
conclusion in the next page: ―En somme, λαβύρινθος signifiait à peu près ‗galerie couverte,
souterraine‘ dans la langue architecturale‖ [In conclusion, λαβύρινθος meant more or less
‗covered, underground tunnel‘ in architecture terminology‖].
See directly Astori (2008) for the arguments and the quoted bibliography, above all Aspesi
(1996a, 1996b).
Since it is not easy to mark out its boundaries, this geographic and cultural delimitation has
undergone many different attempts at defining it and its terminology, already with Kretschmer
(1896, 1925)‘ s ‗vorderasiatisch‘, and then ‗kleiasiatisch‘. Kretschmer made no secret of his
interest in ―anatolische‖, ―pelasgische‖ and ―donauländische Schicht[en]‖, using Fuchs‘ words
about a ―Urverwandtschaft der bandkeramischen Kultur mit der des vorderen Kleinasien‖ (see
Kretschmer 1940: 257).
Small town with about 37,000 inhabitants; it‘s the second more densely populated town in
southern Bohemia.
Fonseca 1870 described it in the last century: ―Veniamo finalmente a descrivere l‘ultimo
sistema che presenta dei vulcani quasi tutti con manifesti crateri, e pare che la trachite, che li
forma d‘ordinario, sia uscita dal disotto dell‘isola in forma di molle massa, la quale poi per
poca coerenza, e per subite eruzioni, avvenute dopo la sua emissione, si sia sprofondata nel
mezzo, rimanendo erte le pareti. Si compone questo quinto sistema del monte Tabor,
quantunque oggi poco si riconosca il suo cratere, del monte Rotaro, del Montagnone che è il
più grande, del lago del bagno, e del recentissimo cratere di Cremate‖. [―Finally, we get to
describe the last system. Almost all of its craters are visible and it seems that trachyte, which
usually forms them, poured out from the bottom of the isle, in the shape of a soft mass. Then,
because of a lack of consistency and its being subjected to eruptions occurred after its
emission, its centre collapsed, leaving steep walls. This fifth system is composed of Mount
Tabor, even if nowadays its crater is little visible, Mount Rotaro, Mount Montagnone, which
is the biggest, Lake ―del bagno‖ and the very recently formed Cremate crater.]
See Ben-Ur 2009: 11 (note 56) for an interesting paretymology (which reinforces the
possibility of a relation to the family in question).
This mountain is not a volcano, but a high area, surrounded by subsiding ground (defined
‗Horst‘ in geology), which, despite its proximity to the mountains of Nazareth, constitutes a
separate geological formation.
Mentioned for the first time in Joshua (19:22), Mount Tabor is the object of poetical
comparisons on the part of the Psalmist (89:13), the Prophet Jeremias (46:18) and the Prophet
Osee (5:1).
Oba 2007: 8, The navel of the earth (omphalos)?: ―Mention should also be made in this
context of the fact that, within the Bible, there are a few possible hints at a belief that Israel, or
somewhere in Israel, particularly Jerusalem, was the ‗navel‘ or the very centre of the world. In
the Book of Ezekiel, the Israelites are described as those ‗who live at the centre of the earth‘
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10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

(Ezek. 38:12). The Hebrew word translated ‗centre‘ here is tabbûr, and in the Greek
translation, the Septuagint, the word is rendered omphalos or ‗navel‘. (NRSV gives ‗navel‘ as
an alternative translation in a footnote to Ezek. 38:12). The word ţabbûr is also used in Judges
9: 37 for a location in the vicinity of Sechem. NRSV and NAB treat it as a part of a proper
name (Tabbur-erez, Tabbur-Haares respectively), with no indication of the significance of the
first element. REB retains the notion of ‗centrality‘, translating ‗central ridge‘ (see also RSV
‗centre of the land‘). But NJB proposes ‗the Navel of the Earth‘. (It has been suggested that
the name of Mount Tabor may be associated with this word, and that this dome-shaped hill
might have been considered as the navel of the land or the earth, but is highly unlikely that the
two words are connected)‖. See also Block‘s notes 1998: 447-448 to Ezek. 38:12. Another
(para)etymological attempt to try to explain the name of the mountain has been made by
Bayley 1996: I, 340: ―There is a kind of small drum known as a tabor or tabour which
suggests Mount TABOR, a mountain doubtless thus named because it is ‗of remarkably
shape‘‖. See Thomas (1951) for an overview on various attempts at interpreting (these
numerous attempts account for scholars‘ puzzlement).
The importance of the mountain, which primarily derives from the strategic control of northsouth Galilean routes, is so great for the Jews, also because it is mentioned in the biblical tale.
In fact, through Deborah, the prophetess, God warned Barak from the tribe of Neftali: ―Go,
take with you ten thousand men of Naphtali and Zebulun and lead the way to Mount Tabor‖
(Judges 4:6). Thence, the Jews went down, attacked and crushed Sisara and the Canaanites. In
Second Temple times, then, Mount Tabor was one of the mountainous peaks on which the
Jews used to light the fire to inform the northern villages about feasts and about the beginning
of the new moon. The Arabs call it Jebel et-Tur (mountain of mountains).
Borgeaud 1974: 4-5 [note in the quoted text].
With respect to that, it is interesting to think of the subterranean characteristics (and therefore
the climate) of the λαβύρινθοι/staircases at Dydima – cfr. Montegu 1976: 304: ―Regardless of
its etymology, the word labyrinth conveys the idea of a subterranean, intricate system of
corridors, originally connected, perhaps, with cults of chtonian deities. As divination seems to
have been chtonian in character in archaic times, the labyrinths of the Hellenistic sanctuary
could be a survival of ancient, nay pre-Greek, oracular rituals‖.
The Δαβάριττα (κώμην) quoted in Jos. Vit. 318 can be the Daberat of Joshua (19:12; 21:28),
the modern village of Dabûriyéh, a frontier town at the foot of Mount Tabor towards the west
(see Fig. 2): a ten minutes‘ ascent northward from Nazareth brings one to the ruins of a
Hebrew place called by the natives Khirbet Daboura (ruins of Daboura) and also Abu Amoûd
(father of columns). This is probably the site of the Biblical Ciseleth Tabor, of the Daboura of
the Egyptians, and the fortress called by Polybius (v.70.6) ‘Αταβύριον. Eusebius (Onom., ed.
Klostermann, p. 78 s.v. Δαβειρά) may refer to it in the words ―Dabira … a village of the Jews
on Mount Tabor‖. See also the toponym Δαβείρ.
In my opinion, the good definition by Francesco Aspesi seems to connect the three theories
(the Mediterranean, the Pelasgic and the Anatolian one) that usually compete with each other
for the interpretation of the word λαβύρινθος. It therefore concerns, indirectly, also the root
here proposed as the base of the etymology of tabǎrǎ. In a similar way, also Winkler‘s
consideration already pointed to this direction (reasserting the hypothesis here suggested). In
fact, Winckler 1893-1902: I, 423 regarded the name of Mount Tabor as pre-Semitic in origin,
suggesting a connection with Ethiopic dabr ‗mountain‘.
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Fig. 1. Mount Tabor

Fig. 2. The Village of Dabûriyéh at the foot of Mount Tabor
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ABSTRACT
This paper is a study on the significance of ‗Anglicisms‘, English words which
are ubiquitous in the current Serbian and Romanian media. In applied linguistics, the
realm of advertising has been seen as a site for language contact and, latterly, for the
interplay of multilingual discourses. Our target is to analyze in what way these
phenomena affect consumer identity by creating global stereotypes in countries like
Serbia and Romania.
Key Words: Anglicism; Advertising; Language contact; Code shifting
1. INTRODUCTION
Current business and communication trends enforce the necessity of assuming
universal communicative codes. In this general context, the presence of English as a new
Lingua Franca in all areas of life triggers yet another upshot – the globalization of
discourses and stereotypes. Looking particularly into the issue of language globalization,
this paper presents a comparative overview of ‗Anglicisms‘ in TV commercials broadcast
in Serbia and Romania. An Anglicism is generally a word borrowed from English into
another language, often regarded as a form of language contamination by language
purists. Critics often fear the degeneration of language and warn about the loss of
endangered cultural identity. This is not only a local or European phenomenon, but a
widely spread, international one. Like many other languages, Serbian and Romanian are
evermore overwhelmed by English words with varying degrees of corruption. The
question is not whether the respective languages (Serbian and Romanian) are receptive of
Anglicisms or not, but rather to what extent and in what ways they prove to be so. It is
also an issue of cultural attitude, snobbery or the appurtenance to a wider circle of
citizens belonging to the postmodern ‗global village‘. The high incidence of English
attests that it is valorised as the most comprehensive linguistic currency, providing a
cosmopolitan identity for the consumers with which it is associated.
The media represent important means not only in the evolution of language, but also
in the development of identity. Mikhail Bakhtin (1981) discusses the interdependence
between the identity of language users and linguistic meaning. The latter does not exist
independently of identity, as it can only be understood in reference to speakers‘ and
hearers‘ identities. Whereas novels are described by Bakhtin as prototypes of
polyvocalism or polyphony, Cook (1992: 187) overturns this picture in the case of
advertisements, which are governed by an authoritative voice: ―There is in advertisements
119

a reluctance to leave matters open, which results, even in the most heteroglossic
advertisements, in the assertion of a single monologic and authoritative voice at the end‖
(1992: 190). The voice which ends a high number of advertisements on Serbian and
Romanian TV channels often happens to be English, be it in oral or graphic form. A
major aim of this paper is to find out whether English is used merely to make ads sound
more up-to-the-minute and attractive within the globalization of a culture of commodities
or whether this extensive usage of English promotes ethno-cultural stereotypes and
shapes polyvocal identities.
1.1. LINGUISTIC COLONIZATION AS A FORM OF SEDUCTION
Language is one of the most commanding types of ―soft‖ power, as cultural analysts
have envisioned colonization enduring in our day (Nye 2004). English has largely
become a non-national language appropriated by advertisers in non-English-speaking
countries and used as a means of enforcing ―soft power‖. It has become the language of
modernity and globalization, along with the latest advances in marketing, such as the
appearance of the ―global super-brand‖ (Piller 2003: 170). In its turn, globalization has
prompted multilingualism in the language of brands, with English being the major
international contact language in Serbian and Romanian advertising.
Furthermore, the code-switch between languages functions to typecast the users of
that language and, by extension, of certain products. The users are thus catalogued as
cosmopolitan, stylish, connoisseurs, i.e. the possessors of a desirable personality.
Therefore, language contact phenomena in advertising are now being considered as
powerful mass-mediated tools in the construction of social identity (Piller 2001). It is
becoming increasingly popular to represent a nation in the light of goods available on that
particular market (Cameron 2001: 8). Advertising commodities with an emphasis on
comfort and enjoyment displays invasive tendencies with the purpose of promoting a
European identity, as well as the generalized consumption of those goods (Fairclough
1993). Probably the quintessential example would be Coca-Cola‘s ‗global flavor‘ slogan.
Nonetheless, one cannot help wondering whether this new identity which is being built by
the media in countries across Europe is genuinely a budding European one or whether it
is rather surreptitiously American in nature. Social identity is undoubtedly a hybrid by its
nature, whose focal point is not to be found in the realm of politics, but rather in
consumer identity (Piller 2001: 155).
Also, given that identity builds on language, the pervasive use of English needs to be
addressed in terms of its significance and effects. As linguists see it, English is most often
employed as a symbol of prestige, innovation, modernization, internationalism, progress
or future orientation (Ustinova & Bhatia 2005: 495). Therefore, the media resort to
Anglicisms as an attempt to attach the iconic prestige of English to the desirability of
advertised consumer goods. In the particular realm of advertising, globalized English
appears especially in written and sung form, but also in spoken or recited phrases. All of
these may be regarded as the new-fangled rituals of beguiling modern consumers across
the world.
3. MATERIAL AND METHOD
Latterly, Anglicisms are considered by the linguistics of language contact, from the
perspective of multilingualism. In addition, scholars of the language of advertising
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provide an extensive body of literature on the theme. Our corpus of research consists of
Anglicisms taken from TV commercials on four major Serbian (TV Pink) and Romanian
(TVR 1, TVR 2, and Realitatea TV) channels. The corpus includes 47 commercials that
were broadcast in November 2009, most of which employ code-mixing of Romanian and
English. The term Anglicism is used to indicate all the forms in which the English
language is present in Serbian and Romanian ads (monologue, dialogue, song, native
English, or varieties of English). Moreover & Pršiš (2005) maintains that Anglicisms are
English words which are integrated into other languages at all levels (orthographically,
phonologically, morphosyntacticly, semantically and stylistically). The paper equally
looks at the different types of Anglicisms, whether they are visual (picture of a product
with a label in English), orthographic (written tags in English), or phonologic (spoken/
sung refrains, undersongs, and catchphrases uttered in English). Code-mixing and/or
code-switching between Romanian and English, as well as between Serbian and English
are the dominant characteristics of TV commercials which make up our corpus of
research.
4. RESULTS
Results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. Anglicisms in Serbian advertisements
ALWAYS /olvejs/ ulošci – 1. brand /brend/ u svetu
BINGO, premija 320.000 €VRA
CRNA DARK ŢOKOLADA
*Eucerin sa hyaluron punjenjem
FA gel – EXTREME COOL /ikstrim kul/
Garnier COLOUR NATURAL – /garnijer kalr natural/
GARNIER PURE ACTIVE PILLING /garnijer pjur ektiv piling/
GLADE MICRO SPRAY /glejd mikro sprej/
INOVATIVNO SECOND SKIN /sekond skin/ teţni puder
MULTI CORRECTION /multi korekšn/ teţni puder
Oliver Dragojevic u svim MEGAMARKETIMA, pumpama i SHOPOVIMA /šopovima/
Pozovite CITY BOX /siti boks/ CITY RECORDS /siti rekorc/
SEVEN DAYS /sevn dejs/ kroasan – It will make you smile (native English)
SLIMTRAX /slimtreks/ pilule za mršavljenje
TELEKOM SRBIJA - OPEN HOME (written on the screen)
WHITE HORSE (izvorni engleski) sa ful opremom
Ţeljko Samardţiš TOUR /tur/

5. DISCUSSION
The advertisements used in our corpus of analysis bring evidence that the
phenomenon of lexical borrowing from English exists both in Serbian and Romanian
advertising. Both abound in bilingual mixing, which generates a core of English words
transferred into the sphere of universality. For that reason, the sample illustrations make a
case for the stereotyping of a new type of ―Englishness‖, but one which is to a lesser
degree related to England/Britain, if at all. English brand naming confers the products
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credibility, by implying superior quality, which reads as a hidden complex of inferiority
and a corresponding desire for Westernization.
Table 2. Anglicisms in Romanian advertisements
ALWAYS (tampons)
Balsam DOUBLE ACTION de la NIVEA FOR MEN
BLAND-A-MED 3D WHITE PEARL (toothpaste)
Călătoreşte BUSINESS CLASS ‗travel Business Class‘ (business newspaper)
Citeşte MONEY EXPRESS ‗read Money Express‘ (business magazine)
COFFEE SHOP la tine acasa ‗coffee shop in your home‘
ENERGY HOLDING (power)
FAIRY LEMON (dishwashing liquid)
Finanţare ALPHA HOUSING prin ALPHA BANK ‗Alpha Housing financing through Alpha
Bank‘
FORD – FEEL THE DIFFERENCE
Garnier COLOR NATURALS / GARNIER COLOR SHINE
Gillette FUSION POWER
GLADE – FRESH DISKS
HERBAL ESSENCES – HOUSE OF FUN (shampoo)
HIGH VISIBILITY (TV)
Impuls LEASING – Vino acum in SHOWROOM-urile Fiat ‗Come in the Fiat Showrooms
now‘
JOHNSONS – A FAMILY COMPANY (body care)
M & C STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT – FORWARD THINKING
MR. PROPER (cleaning liquid)
ORANGE – TOGETHER WE CAN DO MORE
PALETTE COLOR BROWN RICHNESS – PROFESSIONAL HAIRCARE FOR YOU
PAMPERS – ACTIVE BABY
Peugeot Boxer prin MY DEAL ‗Peugeot Boxer through My Deal‘
ROMANIAN CLASSIC (wine)
TIDE ABSOLUTE (laundry powder)
TOSHIBA LEADING INNOVATION – laptop TOSHIBA şi garanţie NO MATTER WHAT
‗Toshiba Laptop and NO MATTER WHAT warranty‘
VODAFONE – FORUARDez un LINK ... FUNNY... ‗I forward a link ... funny‘ (mobile
Internet)
VODAFONE – POWER TO YOU
WASH AND GO (shampoo)
ZOOM OPTIC FIX (camera)

Upon analyzing the desired effects and motivations of the use of Anglicisms, similar
tendencies and parallelisms have been noticed in both Serbian and Romanian
advertisements. In our case studies of Serbian and Romanian Anglicisms, we have
noticed that the social and cultural stereotypes drawn upon by the use of English are
surprisingly similar across cultures. Loanwords like ‗always‘ are employed to conjure up
connotations of everlasting durability and confidence. This presence of English is
associated with cultural fetish, as suggested by Kelly-Holmes (2000: 67). A host of
examples illustrate some of the stereotypes which symbolically underpin any use of
English words in the Romanian or Serbian media discourse. English appears to be the
language of the good life, as expressed by advertisements for a number of food and drink
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products. Utter paradox surfaces in an advertisement for wine which is characterized, in
English words, as the ‗Romanian classic‘. Even traditional brands of food and drinks are
presented in more attractive English wrappings, to confer products a sense of globalism.
The commoditized realm of plenty presented by commercials whets consumers‘
appetites and alarmingly engenders endless hunger for more. In this expansive trend,
English has crossed the boundaries of television and it has been included in common
speech, especially by the young generation. Phrases containing mixed speech may well be
overheard in actual street life in Romania or Serbia, as well as in commercials for mobile
Internet services, for instance (e.g. Romanian is often interspersed with words like ‗net‘
‗cool‘, ‗funny‘, ‗a foruarda‘ ‗un link‘ < to forward a link, etc). The implied recipient of
such advertisements tends to regard code-shifting as natural, having assimilated it in
everyday speech.
English is seemingly employed in advertisements for two categories of commodities
more often than elsewhere: personal care products and technology. This reflects and
confirms the conjectures discussed in the introduction. In the first case, consumers find
cosmetics and personal care products all the more tantalizing when these confer a sense
of sophistication, style, and prestige. As English is representatively associated with these
notions, products magically become more attractive when foreign-language jingles are
attached to them. Many loanwords describing fashion and beauty items also need to be
maintained up-to-date, which is certified by the use of English words (‗Professional hair
care for you‘, ‗herbal essences‘, etc). As to technology, the use of English to promote a
range of hi-tech gadgets and machines calls to mind the other series of desirable
characteristics such products acquire: innovation, modernization, progress or future
orientation (e.g. ‗Vodafone – power to you‘, ‗Toshiba leading innovation‘, etc).
A semantic transfer between characteristics attached to the English language and
products per se occurs. Ads often make promises about the future, implying that it will be
endlessly progressive and bountiful. Accordingly, ‗redefine the future‘ slogans reinforce
the desirable identity of future-oriented consumers who presumably get to build their own
future. Slogans which are designed to represent the philosophy of a brand also assume a
status of ‗identity markers‘ (Piller 2001: 160). Spoken or written messages in English
instantly activate these stereotypes connected to the commanding global language that
English has become. In the social semantics of goods, English also becomes a ‗marker of
prestige‘ when actual goods slide into non-material images, ideas, or emotions (Ustinova
2005: 502-505). Certain products such as cars play the role of social signs that embody a
certain way of life and a certain type of consumer. The use of English (e.g. ‗Ford – Feel
the difference‘) serves as an index of the product‘s status and selectiveness. Products are
turned into meaningful signs, while images of products become connected with assumed
expectations (Leiss, Kline & Jhally 1986: 153).
Ads often mix slogans and messages in English with foreign melodies and exotic
background settings, targeted at a ‗transnational consumer‘ (Piller 2001: 180). Lexical
items uttered in English are less important in themselves and it is therefore irrelevant that
their meaning is not always understood by the addressees. It is their symbolic value that
underpins the use of Anglicisms, which is at the same time the most significant aspect.
This is displayed by numerous examples where the advertiser‘s voice-over does not speak
faultless English or even the pronunciation is mistaken.
Furthermore, the voice-over is accompanied by visuals in English, whether the
spoken message is bilingual or not. Whereas Romanian/ Serbian is often the preferred
language of the voice-over, English is frequently printed on the screen, as written
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messages appear more reliable. This authoritative voice that remains imprinted in the
minds of consumers as much as it does on the screen possibly becomes one of the most
powerful feats of linguistic colonization. What all the samples we have case-studied have
in common is the use of English less for its utility or communicative function, but rather
for its symbolic function. Thereby, English becomes the emblem of ‗a national identity‘
(Kelly-Holmes 2000: 76), i.e. a type of globalism which is at the same time (neither)
Europeanness and/ nor Americanness.
6. CONCLUSION
It appears that the global consumer market could be described as shifting from
monolingual patterns to multilingual ones dominated by English. The uses of
multilingualism have also been taken outside the discourse of commercial advertising. It
is not for the purpose of communication that English words are used in Romanian and
Serbian advertisements. Their function is to activate stereotypes typical of the
Americanized West. This new territory is not in actual vicinity with America or England/
Britain, but rather it belongs to the mind. For that reason, the atypical use of language
illustrated by this research can be associated with stereotyping identities. Thus, it has
been proven that intercultural advertising is conspicuously the site for issues of selfperception and cultural identity.
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The coexistence between Romanians and Hungarians over the centuries led naturally
to mutual influences upon their languages, and Transylvania was truly the centre of their
contacts and interferences. (Niculescu 2005: 113)
The mutual relationship of a popular nature (but literary) in everyday life, in
administration, justice, army, was named by Ilea-Pamfil (1978) ―the Hungarian
influence‖.
The penetration of Hungarian terms in Romanian is, therefore, a matter of language,
but of common history of the Romanians and Hungarians. It is assumed they entered the
Romanian circuit firstly in Transylvania and then reached across the Carpathian
Mountains (in the north, the east and the south).
Important historians, both Romanian and Hungarian, had largely presented the
circumstances, the age and the occurrence of contacts between Romanians (called Blachi
in Hungarian documents written in Latin, and Olah in the common language, i.e. Vlahi)
and the Hungarians of the 9th-11th centuries.
The influence of the Hungarian language upon the piece of language researched was
exercised on at least two ways:
- administrative and political domination;
- direct contact between the Romanian population and the Hungarian population,
both in Maramureş and Banat.
Many of these popular words of Hungarian origin were assimilated to those of the old
fund and still have a wide circulation, while others are replaced by Romanian words.
Thus, the Hungarian administration has left a number of administrative terms, which
have been replaced almost entirely or are still being used alongside Romanian, not only in
Maramureş and Banat, but in Transylvania. Such words are:
- ghezăş ―train‖ < gőzőş (ALRM—Mar., vol. III, h. 735);
- uşág ―newspaper/gazette‖ < Hung. ujság;
- notar(eş) ―notary‖ < Hung. nótarius, notaru;
- ponóslu ―*petition‖ < Hung. panaslás, ponosluésc < panaszlami etc. (see Teaha
1961); the situation is not exactly the same in Banat, even though there are some
administrative terms left (notareş ―notary‖ < Hung. nótarius, notarus (Caravan);
- solgăbirău (obsolete) ―praetor, prim praetor‖ in the former Austro-Hungarian
administration < Hung. szolgabiró ―idem‖ (Băseşti);
- varmedie (obsolete) ―county, in court, jail‖ < Hung. vármegje ―county‖ (Gladna)
(Frăţilă 1999), they are few, unlike the Transylvania area, the explanation being
that the Hungarians ruled there for a shorter period of time.
Terms of Hungarian origin in Banat overlap those circulating in Transylvania and
only few of the first category circulate in the firstly mentioned area:
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- harấng ―bell‖ (< Hung. harang ―bell‖);
- hărăngăzšu ―bell ringer‖ (< Hung. harangozó ―bell ringer‖);
- şpoier(t) (< Hung. sporhelyt < Germ. Sparherd).
The terms of Hungarian origin which entered the language of Maramureş and Banat
belong to all areas of activity agriculture and cattle breeding; parts of the house; house
ware and activities; items of clothing; food, and others, on one hand, and hydronyms, on
the other hand.
Agriculture and cattle breeding:
- abrak ―portion of oats given to horses‖ < Hung. abrak (DSB I);
- andreghie [andredźe] ―the rear side of a cart, where the hay for the horses is kept‖
< Hung. soroglya used in Bichigi (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999);
- ciopor ―herd, flock‖ < Hung. csoport and csopor;
- ciurdă ―herd, flock‖ met in Gladna, Luncani (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999), ―cireadă
(cattle, oxen)‖ < Hung. csorda (Teaha 1961);
- cociş ―coachman‖ < Hung. kocsis;
- corbaci ―whip‖ < Hung. korbács;
- cosalău ―hay‖ < Hung. kaszáló;
- deaplău ―bridles‖ < Hung. gyeplö;
- dîie ―water melon‖ < Hung. dinnye, dinye is attested in Maramureş (ALRR—
Mar., II, h. 44), Oaş (Tratat 1984; ALR, s.n. vol. I, h. 199; Tamas 1966);
- dohan ―tobacco‖ < Hung. dohány;
- dóhot ―fuel oil, pitch to lubricate the wheels of the cart‖ < Hung. dohot;
- hultoańe ―grafted plant (or tree), after being grafted and grown; graft‖ < Hung.
oltovány, oltvány used in Cărăvan (Banat) (Frăţilă, 1999);
- marhă (sg. and pl.) ―animal‖, ―cattle‖ < Hung. marha ―animal, cattle‖ attested on
a compact area in Transylvania, Maramureş, is used in Gladna (Banat), alongside
marvă ―animal, cattle‖ and in Bichigi (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999);
- oltói ―graft‖ < Hung. oltvány;
- poprică ―pepper; paprika‖ < Hung. paprika. The term is attested on a compact
area in Transylvania, Chioarului area and in Maramureş (Pop-Chiş 1983; TDR
1984);
- poprică ―pepper; paprika‖ < Hung. paprika; porodici < Hung. paradicsom, etc.
- rât ―hay field‖ < Hung. rét;
- sarsámuri ―the tools of the plough-man‖ < Hung. szerszám;
- valău ―trough for feeding the animals‖ < Hung. válo.
Parts of the house:
- ablăgău ―window‖ < cf. Hung. ablak (DSB I);
- alaş ―scaffolding‖ (< Hung. állás);
- cúhne ―kitchen‖< Hung. kohó (kohnya);
- hăizáş ―roof‖ (< Hung. hajzás);
- târnaţ ―veranda, tower, porch (enclosed cu planks just like a balcony)‖ < Hung.
tornác used in Bichigi and Gladna (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999);
- teglă ―brick‖ < Hung. tégla (attested in Maramureş and on the valley of the river
Crişul Negru (Teaha 1961);
- ţenti ―centimetres‖ Hung. centi (on the valley of the river Crişul Negru it is used
as ţéntă (Teaha 1961);
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văcălaş ―plaster‖ < Hung. vakalás;
văcăle(şte) ―beplasters‖ < Hung. vakolni;
zar ―lock‖ < Hung. zár.

House ware and activities:
- bădog (badoc) ―can of gaud‖ < Hung. bádok;
- canceu ―mug of water‖ < Hung. kancsó;
- chefe and its variant cheifă ―brush‖ < Hung. kefe;
- credenţ ―cupboard, sideboard‖ < Hung. kredenc (< Germ.-Austr. Kredenz);
- du(i)nă ―eiderdown‖ < Hung. dunna (dunyha);
- fedeu ―lid of a pot‖ < Hung. fedö (ALR s.n., vol. I, h. 1045—Maramureş and the
north-western part of Transylvania);
- feştesc ―paint‖ < Hung. festeni;
- finje ―cup‖ < Hung. findzsa (findsia);
- fioc (archaic term, used very seldom) ―drawer‖ < Hung. fiók;
- hatijac ―knapsack‖ < Hung. hátizsák;
- pârlău ―hollowed logs where laundry or hemp is scalded‖, ―pot made of staves or
a tree trunk hollowed in the shape of the cylinder ... in which the laundry is put,
usually in order to be scalded with lye‖ < Hung. parló used in Gladna (Banat)
(Frăţilă 1999);
- socăciţă ―female cook‖ (< socáĉ + -iţă) < Hung. szakács: this term is attested on
a compact area in Transylvania (ALRM, s.n., vol. III, h. 896), Maramureş and
Banat (Frăţilă 1987);
- şpor (şpâr) ―cooking stove‖ < Hung. spór;
- strujac ―straw mattress‖ (is used more rarely, because of the lack of use of the
object it defines) < Hung. struzsák (ALR, II, vol. I, h. 356);
- şurluiesc ―I wash the floor‖ < Hung. súrolni (ALR, s.n., vol. III, h. 1049);
- tăńer ―dinner plate‖ < Hung. tányer used in Gladna (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999);
- tolcer ―funnel‖ < Hung. tölcser (attested in Banat—ALR, s.n., vol. I, h. 158);
spór, şurluésc ―I wash the floor‖ < Hung. súrolni;
- tolčer ―funnel‖ < Hung. tölcser.
- uiagă ―glass‖ < Hung. üveg., known in Transylvania, Maramureş: the term was
attested in Jupa (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999).
Items of clothing:
- barşón ―velvet‖ < Hung. bársony: this term is attested on a compact area in
Transylvania, Crişana and Maramureş, where there are two accentual areas:
bárşon, in Crişana and western Transylvania, and barşón, in Maramureş, the
centre and the eastern part of Transylvania, as well as Banat (see ALR II, s.n., III,
h. 862; IV, h. 1207; DSB III) (the second area was formed by a progressive move
of the accent);
- barşón ―velvet‖ < Hung. bársony;
- becéş ―sleeveless waistcoat, doublet‖ < Hung. bekecs (DSB IV);
- belej(ş) ―lining‖ < Hung. belles;
- budigăi ―underwear‖ < Hung. bugyogó (Maramureş and Banat – DSB IV);
- bugilarăş (form used in Banat) / budelarăş (Maramureş – Slatina) ―wallet, purse‖
< Hung. bugyelláris (DSB IV);
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bumb ―button‖ < Hung. gomb: the term circulates in Transylvania, Maramureş
and Banat (DSB IV);
c(o)lop ―hat‖ < Hung. kalap: this term is attested in Maramureş, northern and
north-eastern Transylvania (ALR, s.n., vol. IV, h. 1159; Botoşineanu 2007);
ceaplău ―small cord / shoe lace and ret‖ < Hung. csáplo;
cipcă and its phonetic variant ciptă ―lace‖ < Hung. csipke idem; cf. SerboCroatian čipka: the term is attested in Maramureş under the form of cîpcă in
points 235, 236, 237 (ALRM—Mar., vol. III, h. 623), in Transylvania (TDR
1984) and in Gladna (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999);
gubă ―thick long coat, long-haired shepherd‘s coat‖ < Hung. guba;
isloagă ―trimming‖, pl. islogi ―small coins, butterflies‖ < Hung. islog ―butterflies
(metal)‖ used in Gladna and Băseşti (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999);
jeb ―pocket‖ < Hung. zseb;
lipideu ―sheet‖ < Hung. lepedö (it is used in both Maramureş and Transylvania
(TDR 1984);
pătelat (a phonetic variant of pătilat) used in Transylvania, Banat (Luncani;
Bichigi) and Maramureş ―thin linen or towel, veil usually worn by young women
in the countryside and brides‖ < Hung. patyolat; explained as ―female belt cu
embroidery‖ (Frăţilă 1999).

Food:
- borcut ―mineral water‖ (< Hung. bórkut);
- ciont ―bone‖ < Hung. csont (Frăţilă 1987);
- laşcă ―noodles‖ < Hung. laska;
- lip(c)tar ―jam‖ < Hung. lekvár;
- martaş ―food sauce‖ < Hung. mártás;
- şait ―tobă*‖ < Hung. sajt;
- ţitroamă (ţitron) (ALR, s.n., vol. IV, h. 1139) ―lemon‖< Hung. citrom (cf. Germ.
Zitron).
Others:
- a abrictălui ―to scold, to reprimand‖ < Hung. abriktol, attested both in
Maramureş and Banat (DSB I);
- ácaţ ―acacia‖ < Hung. akác, ákac (ALRR—Mar., vol. III, h. 562; DSB I);
- aldămáş ―the drink served after a business was closed‖ < Hung. Áldomás: the
term is attested in Maramureş, Banat (DSB II);
- b(d)ir ―salary, pay, rent‖ < bér (DSB III);
- bai ―trouble, sorrow, distress‖ < Hung. baj: the term is attested on a compact area
in Transylvania, Maramureş and Banat (Botoşineanu 2007; DSB III);
- baie ―salt mine‖ < Hung. bánya;
- băntăle(şte) ―devastates‖ < Hung. bántani;
- batăr ―although, even though‖ < Hung. bátor;
- beteag ―ill‖ < Hung. beteg: this term is attested on a compact area in
Transylvania (Frăţilă 1987), Maramureş and Banat (DSB III);
- beteşug ―illness‖ < Hung. betegség (DSB III);
- birău / bdirău ―mayor‖ < Hung. biro: this term is attested in Transylvania,
Maramureş (Tratat 1984) and Banat (DSB III);
- bîrnaci ―dark-skinned‖ < Hung. barnás;
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bitang ―loafer, wonderer, vagrant‖ < Hung. bitang: the term is attested in Banat
(DSB III), while in Maramureş, the term has the form bitangă;
- boactăr ―night guard‖ (is attested both in Transylvania (Frăţilă 1987) and
Maramureş) bakter;
- bolând / bolund ―crazy‖ < Hung. bolond: its area of use includes Transylvania,
Maramureş and Banat (DSB IV);
- box ―shoe polish‖ < Hung. boksz ―shoe polish‖ < Germ.: the term is attested in
Maramureş and Banat (DSB IV);
- bucta ―to go bankrupt; to fail an exam or a subject at school‖ < Hung. buktat: the
term is attested in Maramureş and Banat (DSB IV);
- ciledi(u) ―children of the same family‖ < Hung. cseléd;
- clonţ ―the beak of a rooster‖ < Hung. csőr (ALR, s.n., vol. II, h. 375);
- copârşeu ―coffin‖ < Hung. koporsó;
- corhaz ―hospital‖ < Hung. korház;
- cu(o)lduş ―beggar‖ < Hung. koldus;
- dărab(ă) ―a piece of‖ < Hung. daráb;
- fărtai / fârtai: a unit of measurement whose capacity equals a quarter of a bucket
(Gheţie 2000); it comes from the Hung. fertály ―quarter‖ < Germ. Viertel, by
extension (probably related to ferdelă) ―unit of measurement for cereals,
containing 20 litres or 16 pails, which is a quarter of a bucket‖ attested in
Luncani (Banat); the term still circulates in Maramureş and Banat, as well as in
north-eastern Transylvania (Frăţilă 1987); the variant fârtaŕ has developed
because of its closeness to pătrar, first of all in the language of the scholars, then
in the common language; it is used in Jupa (Banat) (Frăţilă 1999);
- fel ―type‖ (< Hung. féle);
- gînd ―thought‖ < Hung. gond;
- haznă ―use‖ < Hung. használás;
- hibă ―flaw‖ < Hung. hiba is attested in Transylvania, Maramureş (Tratat 1984);
- mai ―liver‖ < Hung. máj is used on a large area in the northern part of the DacianRoman territory: Crişana, Maramureş, northern Transylvania, the centre and the
south of Moldova;
- oraş ―city‖< Hung. város;
- sabău (< Hung. szabó) / săboiţă (ALRM—Mar., vol. III, h. 764; ALR, s.n., vol.
II, h. 522) is used in the northern part of the Dacian-Roman territory (Crişana,
Maramureş, northern and central Transylvania);
- sălaş ―settlement‖ < Hung. szállás;
- şógor ―brother in law‖, whose etymon is Hung. sógor, having its initial syllable
stressed: the word is known in the north-western part of the Dacian-Roman
territory; according to the two different stresses, there are two different areas: the
area şógor comprises Maramureş, Sătmar, Sălaj and central Transylvania up to
the rivers Târnave, and some isolated places in the south of Crişana and Banat;
- temeteu ―cemetery‖ < Hung. temető;
- vamă ―customs‖< Hung. vám;
- văndrălău ―wonderer, vagrant‖ < Hung. vendor.
Linguistic calques are rare:
- drumu ţării ―national road‖ < Hung. országút,
- frate dulce ―brother by both parents‖ < Hung. édes testvér;
- ochi de găină ―(foot) callosity*‖ < Hung. tyukszem (Tratat 1984).
-
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Hydronyms:
- Andeu (Botiza) < Hung. Sajó < só, or ―salt‖ + jó ―river, water‖ (Drăganu 19241926) is a tributary of the river Iza, with springs from the eruptive Gutîi (S = 103
km², L = 18 km);
- Beregsău < Hung. Beregszó = Părău Păduricii (Pârăul Bercului) < berek
„grove‖ + szó „brook‖ (Kisch 1929, apud Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is one of the two
rivers that form the river Bega Veche, springs from the hills of Lipova, north-east
of the villages Comeat and Sintar, passes through the borders of these villages
and of Bogda, Altringen, Charlotenburg, Remetea Mică, Maşloc, Fibiş, Pişchia,
Giarmata, Cerneteaz, Covaci, Sânandrei, Dudeştii Noi, Săcălaz, and in Beregsău
Mare it joins Apa Mare.
- Buzad < oicon. Buzad < anthrop. Buza (DOR; DNFR) suf. top. -d or Hung.
Buzad < Hung. buza ―wheat‖ suf. -d. (Kisch 1928, apud DTB) is a tributary of
the river Bega Veche (S = 24 km², L = 9 km) that passes along the border of
village Buzad (the name of the village was mentioned for the first time in1415).
- Cherăstău cf. Hung. kereszt ―cross‖ (Iordan 1963) + tó ―yours‖; cf. and anthrop.
Hung. Keresztey (Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a tributary of Timiandna (15 km long)
flowing at Sinersig.
- Chizdia seems to be a derivative of anthrop. Keszi with the suffixe -d(e): it is a
tributary of river Bega (S = 233 km², L = 34 km) that flows from the north of the
village Labaandnţ, crosses the villages Coşarii, Brestovăţ, the border of villages
Teş, Lucareţ, Hisiaş, the villages Ghizela, Şanoviţa, that has as tributaries Hisiaş,
Labaandnţ (Ciolt), Dobroslavăţ, Repaş, Hodoş; the name of Chizdia was held
until 1964 by the town Coşarii (the first documentary attestation dates from 1477:
„quator possesiones Kisgye‖ cf. Creţan-Frăţilă 2007).
- Ciarda Roande < top. Ciarda Roande < Rom. reg. subst. (Trans.-Ban.) ceardă
―tavern, pub‖ (MDA) < Hung. < csárda + adj. red, is a tributary of river Cociohat
(S = 108 km², L = 10 km): it comes from the town name.
- Ciolt / Labaandnţ < top. Ciolt < top. Hung. Csolt (DNFR) (< anthrop. Hung.
Csolt) (Kiss 1980) is a tributary of the river Chizdia (S = 11 km², L = 5 km) that
crosses Labaandnţ.
- Copăş < top. Hung. Kopasz (< adj. kopasz „bald‖) or anthrop. Kopasz „The
bald‖, adapted to the phonetism of Romanian. (DTB; NALR—Ban., 57) is a
tributary of the river Bârzava (S = 38 km², L = 15 km) that flows from Culmea
Moşului, passes by the border of the villages Biniş, Doclin, flows outside the
town Bocşa; formed by transfer from the name of the place.
- Coştei < top. Coşteiu (cf. subst. Hung. kastély ―castle‖, borrowed from the lat.
castellum ―fortress; stronghold‖) (Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a tributary of the river
Bega (S = 10 km², L = 7 km) that crosses the village Temereşti; formed by
transfer from the name of the place.
- Cruceni < oicon. Cruceni < cruceni ―people originary from the village Crucea‖;
―village situated at a crossroads‖; it stands for a ―translation‖ into Romanian of
the Hung Term Keresztes < adj. Hung. keresztes ―with a cross‖ (DTB; CreţanFrăţilă 2007) is a tributary of the river Slatina (S = 26 km², L = 10 km) that
crosses the village Cruceni (the first documentary sources to refer to the village
Cruceni were: terra Kereztes (1323), Kerestes (1363) and Kereztus (1433)
(Csánky 1913, apud Creţan-Frăţilă 2007; DILT).
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Fizeş < oicon. Fizeş < Hung. fűzes (< fűz ―willow, osier‖ + suf. -(e)s) (Iordan
1963; DTB; Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a left-side tributary of the river Bârzava (S =
74 km² and L = 26 km) that crosses the villages Surduc, Doclin, Tirol, Fizeş,
Berzovia, and flows over 3.6 km alongside the Serbian border (the village
Fyzestov was first attested in 1329 cf. DILT).
Gherteamoş < top. Hung. Gyertyámos ―hornbeam forest‖ < subst. Hung. gyertyán
―hornbeam‖ + suf. -os (Kisch 1929, apud Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a tributary of
the river Bega (S = 111 km², L = 29 km) that crosses villages Stanciova,
Herneacova, Ianova.
Gigelu < top. Hideg + -el > Hiđigel > (I) đigel > Gigel is a left-side tributary of
the Hideg.
Hamoş < cf. Hung. hamu ―ash‖ adj. suf. -s > hamus ―(place) covered by ashes‖;
cf. top. Hung. Hamvas, attested under the forms of Hamus, Hamas, Homvos
(explained by Lajos 1980, from Hung. hamu ―ashes‖); cf. and top. Hamvasd,
Hamvas-kő (Kiss 1980, apud Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a left-side tributary of the
river Bega Veche (S = 11 km², L = 7 km) that flows alongside the border of the
village Remetea Mică.
Helişag < Hung. hely + Hung. sag, is a tributary of Nera, flows from Semenic
Mountains (S = 28 km²); in Monografia judeţului CS, 27 it is named Ilişag.
Hideg / Râul Rece < top. Hung. Hideg < adj. Hung. hideg ―cold‖ (Iordan 1963)
―in 1870 the name Râul Rece was changed into Hideg (Hung. ―cold‖), registered
after 1918 and kept on the Romanian maps until the geographer Marius Bizerea
signalled out the change to professor Tufescu‖) is a tributary of the river Timiş,
the longest tributary in the superior sector (S = 171 km², L = 34 km) that springs
from under the summit of Ţarcu (Caleanul 2190 m), and flows towards Armeniş;
most of its tributaries are on the left side: Ogaşul Băranului, Gigelu, Hididei etc.;
in DTB, its name is Ideg (iŤég) for a brook and for mountains and pasture.
Hididei < Hidigei < Hidigel, pl. flows into the accumulation Poiana Ruscă.
Hisiaş < top. Hisiaş; the name of the place derives from the Hung. Hiszias,
accepted by the Romanian administration (DTB); the Hungarians no longer
recognised in the name uttered by the local Romanians Isiéź the original elements
hosszú ―long‖ and ágy ―layer‖ (Pătruţ 1974) a tributary of the river Chizdia (S =
39 km², L = 14 km) that crosses the village Hisiaş (the name of the village is
mentioned in a certificate, in 1410 cf. Ilieandu).
Hodoş < cf. Hung. hodos ―place with beavers‖ < subst. Hung. hod ―beaver‖
suf. -os; anthrop. Hung. Hodoş (Pătruţ 1974; DTB; Creţan- Frăţilă 2007) > top.
Hodoş is a tributary of the brook Chizdia (S = 34 km², L = 9 km) that crosses the
village Hodoş, and flows by the border of the village Brestovăţ (Kis Hodos is a
toponym present in a certificate in 1323 cf. DILT).
Homoşdia < oicon. Homoşdia < *Homoş (< *Hom- suf. -oş) suf. Hung. -d ia, but preserving the initial h-; cf. Hamoş (Pătruţ 1980) is a left-side tributary of
the river Năndreasca (S = 18 km², L = 8 km) that crosses the villages Curtea,
Homojdia; it is the name of a village (Homojdia, mentioned between 1514 and
1516 under the name of Homosthya cf. Creţan-Frăţilă 2007; DILT).
Icui seems to be the Romanian denomination of the Hung. top. Ikus, prior to the
Hungarian Ikus (< apel. Hung. ik ―flat split‖ + suf. -s, whether adjectival and
possessive, or toponymical adjectival suffixe) mentioned in the documents,
therefore it remains inexplicable to us (Ardeleanu 1963; Creţan-Frăţilă 2007);
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according to Petrovici (1963), in the form Icui there is substitution of the suffix uş by -ui (diminutival suffixe); it is not impossible for both top. Hung. Ikus and
the Rom. Icui to come from anthrop. Icu (DTB) (cf. Serbo-Croatian Iko, hipoc.
of Ilijia, Ivan (Grkoviš 1977), is a tributary of the river Bega (S = 53 km², L = 16
km) that crosses the villages Coşteiu de Sus, Nemeşeşti, Margina (in documents,
the Hung. name. Ikus refers to a district, two villages, one on the upper side and
one in the lower side, as well as two brooks, which have taken the names after
these villages in the upper valley of the river Beghei: both the district and the
villages, just like one of the brooks have disappeared without leaving a trace,
while one of the bucks is still bearing the name Icui).
Ieud < Hung. Jód < jó ―river‖, ―water‖ + suf. top. Hung. -d) (Drăganu 19241926) is a tributary of the river Iza that crosses the village Ieud; point of shedding
Ieud.
Igăzău turned into a Hung. form, was initially *Igazov topic name of Slavic
origin (Ioniţă 2007) is a river (S = 38 km², L = 15 km) that springs from below
Poiana Gropaşului, crosses the border of Delineşti, Valeadeni, Apadia, Târnova
and flows into the Pogăniş, downstream of Apadia.
Igriş < top. Igriş < Hung. Egres, a derivative by -es from éger ―alder‖ which we
find in many toponymic compounds: Magyaregres, Pusztaegres, Rácegres,
Sáregres, Somogyegres, Vácergres (Lajos 1980, apud DTB) is a tributary of the
river Aranca (S = 13 km², L = 7 km) that springs from the south of village Igriş,
crosses the villages Sânpetru Maghiar and flows south of the village Saravale.
Iosifalău < oicon. Iosifalău < anthrop. Iosif determ. falău, formed by adjusting
the Hung. Joszeffalva; cf. Hung. anthrop. Joszef Hung. noun falu ―village‖
(Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is the tributary of the river Bega (S = 21 km², L = 7 km)
that crosses village Iosifalău. The village was founded in 1882.
Măcicaş (or Rugi Riveri) (DOR) (< whether from the common name (of the
agent) măciucaş, with its variant *măcicaş (Ioniţă 2002), or < Hung. Macskás <
macska + -s means ―place full of cats‖ (Kisch 1929) is a tributary of Timiş (S =
77 km², L = 20 km) that comes from the village Rugi, and has a tributary, the
brook Topliţa: it is, in fact, a deserted layer of Timiş, passing through the village
Păltiniş, Zăgujeni, Prisaca, Maciova, Peştere and flowing left of the river Timiş
(the first attestation was in1352 cf. DHR, X, before anthrop.).
Măgheruş < cf. top. trans. Hung. Magyarós < magyaros, mogyorós ―nut grove‖
(Petrovici 1970; Iordan 1963; DTB) is a tributary of the river Bega Veche (S =
159 km², L = 8 km) that comes from the village Fiscut, passes through the
villages Fibiş, Maşloc, Cerneteaz, and has tributaries: Giuroc, Luda Bara.
Măşcăşani < n. group. măşcăşani (< anthrop. Măşcăşan) (DTB); cf. hydron.
Mackas + suf. -an (pl.). Ogaşul Măşcăşani < subst. ogaş (art.) + Măşcăşani is a
tributary of the river Vicinic (S = 15 km², L = 6 km) that comes from the hill
Măşcăşani and crosses the village Ilidia.
Miclăuş < anthrop. Miclăuş (< Hung. Miklόs) is a tributary of the river Rusca.
Năidăşel < top. rom. Naidăş, village, CS county (< top. Hung. Nádas [*Nadasd,
certified in 1256 (DILT) < adj. nádas ―cane, covered in cane‖ (Kisch 1928;
Iordan 1963) + suf. -d] Nadăş, with the arbitrary appearance of i + diminutive
suf. -el (DTB) is a tributary of Nera.
Nermed < cf. Hung. Nermygh (certified in official documents in 1477, near
Hălmagiu), in which the final position -egy is equivalent to ügy (= vigy) ―water‖
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(Drăganu 1928, Kisch 1929, Ioniţă 2007); ―the initial element doesn‘t remind me
of a single Hungarian form known to me‖ (Petrovici 1935); ―the first part of the
name, cf. Nera (which has its starting point a (Pre)Indo-European base ner-, nar-,
nor-)‖ (DTB) is a tributary of the river Lupac (S = 25 km², L = 11 km) that
comes from the village Nermed, joins Clocotici in a place called Mostişte and
flows into the river Caraş.
Nieregiş < top. Hung. Nyirheges ―birch hill‖ (DTB; Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) (< nyír
―birch tree‖ hegyes ―hilly, mountainous‖ (< hegyi ―mountain, hill‖ suf. -s)) is
a tributary of the river Bega (S = 38 km², L = 14 km) that springs from Ohaba
Română, crosses the villages Dobreşti, Lăpuşnic, Cutina, Bodo and flows into the
Bega, between these two latter villages.
Niraj / Nirad (another name of the river Bega Veche) < Hung. nyír agy = nyiras
―area of birch trees‖, and nyír ―birch tree‖+ suf. -(a)d.
Niriş < top. Hung. Nyires < nyír ―birch tree‖ + suf. -es / -iş, is a tributary of the
river Pârâul Mare (S = 59 km², L = 11 km) that comes from below Vf. Înalt.
Remetea < top. Remetea < subst. Hung. remete ―hermit, monk‖ (Creţan-Frăţilă
2007) + top.suf. -a, is a tributary of the river Bega (S = 19 km², L = 8 km) that
crosses the village Remetea Mare.
Sălbăgel is a Romanian toponymic derivative by suf. -el as opposed to the name
of a town *Sălbaĝ (Săldbaĝ < Săldăbagi) (vanished nowadays, but certified in
the documents of 15th century , several times under different forms (Zoldbagh,
Zoldobagh etc., DILT); Frăţilă (1993) states that the topic name Săldăbagi (<
Hung. száldobágy ―rich in lime‖ < Hung. száldob ―lime‖) was a regular one in
the west of Romania [...] ( Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a tributary of the river Spăiia,
which flows into the river Timiş.
Săraz < top. Hung. Száraz < Hung. száraz ―trocken‖, ―dry‖ (Kisch 1929; CreţanFrăţilă 2007) is a tributary of the river Glaviţa (S = 85 km², L = 26 km) that
crosses the villages Drinova, Jureşti, Bârna, Sărăzani, Săceni, Jupani, and has as
tributaries Verdea and Pogăneşti.
Sariş obsolete şariş ―boundary; line; hollow; water line‖ (DLR); cf. s. SerboCroatian šara ―line‖; s. Hung. sár ―mud‖ + suf. -iş (Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a
tributary of the river Timiş (S = 24 km², L = 9 km).
Sebeş < Hung. sebes ―quick, fast, in a hurry‖ (DR I, n. 7, where they insist upon
the phonetic aspect of the toponym, uttered with an -ş, according to the Hung.
etymon) is a tributary of the river Timiş that springs from the south of Muntele
Mic, passes through Borlova, Turnu-Ruieni and Zerveşti, gathers all the waters in
the Muntele Mic area (S = 142 km², L = 30 km) and flows through the city
Caransebeş, has as tributaries Slatina, Borlova, Sebeşel, Valea Craiului, Pârâul
Turnului, Mâloasa and Cuntu.
Secaş < cf. Székás, the name of the two rivers in Ardeal, tributaries of Târnava
and Sebeş < székes ―muddy‖ < szikes, mocsaras (Kiss 1980, apud Creţan-Frăţilă
2007) or cf. Hung. székás ―bright yellow‖ < Hung. széka ―yolk‖ adj. suf. -s
(Kisch 1928) the name of the river Stanovit alongside the village Secaş (in 1440,
it was called Secaşul Mic (Kyszekas) cf. Ilieandu).
Sicso < top. Hung. Szikszó < subst. Hung. szik ―unproductive, dry land‖ szó
―brook‖ (cf. Beregsău) is a tributary of the river Apa Mare (S = 58 km², L = 15
km) that comes from the north of the village Mailat and crosses the villages Gelu,
Satchinez.
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Sintar < oicon. Sintar < anthrop. Sintaru < Sântaru < sântar, variant of andntăr
―knocker‖ by extension to ―executioner‖ < Germ. Schinder, Serbo-Croatian
šinter, šintar, Hung. sintér (Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a tributary of the river Bega
Veche (S = 19 km², L = 9 km) that crosses the village Sintar (mentioned in
documents between 1455 and 1495, under the name of Zenthi).
Sudriaş < top. Hung. Szederjes < szeder ―bramble‖ + suf. -es (Kisch 1929, apud
Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a tributary of Timiandna that crosses the villages
Honorici, Victor Vlad Delamarina; the name of the water comes from the
toponym Sudriaş.
Şumanda < anthrop. pop. Şumanda (Creţan-Frăţilă 2007); cf. subst. şumandră
(art.) ―name of a popular dance‖, ―party organised in the middle of the Easter
Fast‖ (DLR); probably Hung. top. Simánd < Sima (hypocor. from Simion) -n d, is a tributary of the river Bega Veche (S = 10 km², L = 6 km) that crosses the
village Fibiş.
Surduc < subst. surduc ―narrow valley, cu narrow and quick slopes‖ (DLR) <
Hung. szurdók (Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) is a tributary of the river Apa Mare (S = 47
km², L = 16 km) that passes along the villages Sânandrei, Dudeştii Noi,
Becicherecu Mic.
Tăul Ursului < tău ―dead water, shallow; puddle‖; mountain lake (art.) < Hung.
tó (DEX) + anthrop. Ursu (G. art) main spring of the river Bega, found at the
crossways of Vf. Rusca and Vf. Padeş.
Tizeńólţ (or Lacurile sărate, Slatina (Ukraine)) < Hung. tizennyolc ―eighteen‖
(popular name for a lake 18 m deep) is a lake that stretches almost 10 hectares
formed around the 70s, as a consequence of a land slide, on the former mine
Cunigunda built in the 19th c.
Vizma < cf. Hung. viz ―water‖ (Creţan-Frăţilă 2007) + suf. -m + suf. -a, is a
tributary of the river Miniş (S = 24 km², L = 11 km) that crosses the village
Vizma (appeared in 1440 under the name of Wyzma cf. Csánky 1890).
Zădăreni < oicon. Zădăreni < tema Hung. Zador + suf. -ean (pl.). cf. Hung.
zádor ―lazy; polecat; roarer; spy‖ and a zădărî (DNFR) is a tributary of the river
Mureş (S = 19 km², L = 9 km) that passes alongside the villages Bodrogu Nou,
Zădăreni.
Zădărlac < tema Hung. Zador + n. lak, is a tributary of the river Mureş (S = 24
km², L = 6 km) (certified in1333 Zadarlaka cf. DILT).
CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the words of Hungarian origin still preserved in the active lexical fund of
different Romanian sub-dialects in the areas mentioned belong to almost all fields:
agriculture and cattle, parts of the house, household items and activities, clothing items,
food (Frăţilă 2005), and miscellaneous (Teaha 1961), with just three linguistic calques
(Frăţilă 2005). One important category is hydronyms, which should be analysed
linguistically since they are, first of all, lexical elements. In this regard, we quote the
allegation of Iordan (1963): ―the strictly linguistic study of toponymic names must
precede the geographical, historical, ethnological one, etc.‖
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ABSTRACT
This paper sheds light on issues of the word formation plan in connection with
nouns comprising the suffix -izacija. Examples that confirm the productivity of this
model belong to journalistic texts published in newspapers and magazines of the
modern Serbian language during 2009. Derivatives motivated by verbs, and nouns
and adjectives were frequently created in this manner.
Key words: Word formation; Suffix; Publicistic style; Derivative foundation
1. INTRODUCTION
Among many studied suffixes of foreign origin, available in linguistic literature, up
until now we cannot find a more developed image of the presence of particular word
formation elements in certain functional styles in Serbian. Given that in the Slavic
languages in general, and also in Serbian, the new lexical units are built primarily by
suffixation, and it is particularly interesting to say and currently analyze the productivity
of suffix -izacija (-ization). According to Boţo Šoriš, this suffix, which is composed of
four syllables, is not mentioned in grammar literature (Šoriš 2008). In Word Formation
in Modern Serbian language II, Suffixation and Conversion Ivan Klein provides a Suffix
Register, but he does not single out the form listed (Klein 2003).
In contrast to the insufficient exploration of the word formation formant -izacija (ization), the research conducted in this paper confirms its extremely high presence in
modern Serbian language. The analyzed examples are extracted from daily newspapers
and magazines published during the year 2009. As many questions of derivatology were
thus opened, in the course of our work we have tried to show in what connections does
the suffix -izacija (-ization) appear and we have tried to present the motivation of word
formation created in this way.
2. SUFFIX -IZACIJA (-IZATION)
Large group of nouns coming mainly from foreign languages, and whose integral part
is suffix -izacija (-ization), present an important feature of the Serbian language today,
especially when it comes to journalistic style. Before the main analysis we enumerate
some of the most frequent examples of the marked nouns: virtuelizacija (virtualization),
fiskalizacija (fiscalization), sistematizacija (systematization), legalizacija (legalization),
srbizacija (Serbization), jelenizacija, beogradizacija (Belgradization).
There are numerous criteria for the classification of the collected material, and we
shall point out the motivation of the derived nouns by:
a) verbs, in other words verb foundations;
b) nouns, in other words noun foundations;
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c) adjectives, in other words adjective foundations.
For the first group of nouns that contain the suffix -izacija we have found
confirmation for the fact that they were motivated by verbs in the Serbo-Croatian
Language Dictionary (hereinafter referred to as SLD). We can mention the following
nouns as examples: harmonizacija (harmonization), mehanizacija (mechanization),
centralizacija (centralization), karakterizacija (characterization), srbizacija (Serbization)
etc. Presented tabulation highlights parallel confirmation from newspapers and
magazines, and after that the definitions from SLD which show that the derivatives are
motivated by verbs.
Eg. 1
Russia is ready for the harmonization (harmonizacija) of relations with the United
States, as well as with NATO in solving common problems, said Russian President
Medvedev addressing to the Serbian members of parliament. (Politika, 26.10.2009., 5)
harmonizovati and harmonizirati (harmonize, synchronize): 1 mus. accompanying a
melody; process musically; processed by the rules of harmony. 2. be in compliance
with, match. 3. (something) get, bring into line, establish, establishing harmony,
synchronize, coordinate. (SLD, VI, 714)
Eg. 2
Horses, cows, pigs, poultry were purchased from federal funds. Of course, modern
stables were built and the most modern mechanization (mehanizacija) was
purchased. (Blic, 5/3/2009, 11)
mehanizovati- mehanizirati (mechanize): 1. introduce machinery, mechanization. 2.
(to) make something mechanical, automatic, automatize. (SLD, III, 358)
Eg. 3
The Working Group could not previously be established because it involves extensive
investigations, boreholes, soil characterization (karakterizaciju), water testing, a lot of
work in the laboratory. (Veţernje novosti, 16/5/2009, 14)
karakterizovati and karakterizirati (characterize): a. portray a feature of something or
someone, describe what is characteristic for them. b. be characteristic or the main
feature of something or someone.(SLD, II, 664)
Based on the formation analysis of the given examples, we conclude that the derived
nouns presented here were formed under the influence of the foundation of the verb
created by removing the suffix -ovati/-irati. This kind of the formation model shows great
productivity in the publicistic texts.
Unlike the previously mentioned nouns, there are examples which show that,
according to the emerging derivatives, there are no confirmed verbs ending in -ovati/-irati
in SLD. In such cases recognize that the motivating word is not in the grammar category
of verbs, but comes from nouns. Examples that illustrate this linguistic phenomenon are:
beogradizacija, titoizacija (Titoization), kompjuterizacija (computerization) and so on.
Eg. 4
I consider Belgradization one of the largest social processes in Serbia at present.
(Politika, 24.10.2009 , 7)
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Desubstantive derivatives created in this way bear different semantic features.
According to their formative foundation they can be: names of cities or countries; names
of people; names of parties, political movements, associations etc.
High level of productivity is recognized in deadjective derivatives, which generally
indicate the name of action, i.e. specific processes. From this group we can point out the
following examples: globalizacija (globalization), sterilizacija (sterilization),
modernizacija (modernization), legalizacija (legalization), virtuelizacija (virtualization)
etc.
Eg.5
Behind the resistance to negative consequences of globalization, of course, something
else is hiding: it‘s the formation of Nationalistic-Racistic-Fascistic Front.(Politika,
26.10.2009, 18)
Eg. 6
This case requires a special form of sterilization of medical apparatus – explained the
chief of the Urgent Center in Kragujevac. (Blic, 14.3.2009, 24)
Eg. 7
He particularly emphasized the modernization of NIS, a company that aspires to be a
regional leader in energetics, construction of warehouses ―Banatski Dvor‖, as well as
projects in the field of transport. (Politika, 21.10.2009, 10)
It is interesting to mention a remark of B. Šoriš in reference with the noun
kanalizacija (canalization; sewage system) and the courses of its motivation (Šoriš
2008). Namely, as we were convinced from the lexicographic definition, SLD registers a
noun kanal (canal, channel), but also a verb kanalizirati/kanalizovati (canalize). So, if we
were to formationally dismemeber this derivative, we would observe that the base kanal
(canal), and the suffix -izacija (-ization) simply separate. There is, also, no doubt, in
bringing the verb with the same stem in motivational relation on the formation level. In
this case, we must not be exclusive and recognize only one element‘s motivation of this
analysis, but it is better to accept the possibility of double motivation, of the noun and of
the verb.
Eg.8
Kalanoviš has promised support for reconstruction of the canalization (sewage system)
in numerous streets to the town management of Vlasotince... (Blic, 2/9/2009, S5)
kanal (canal, channel): 1. a. excavated trough filled with water or ditch under the earth
(as a link for traffic between two rivers, lakes, seas, or as a means of water supply,
irrigation, or water swelling). b. long narrow sea arm between the
mainlands. 2. Anat. long or short hollow organs in the body through which various
substances, matters pass. 3. Fig. means, way, connection for achieving a goal. (SLD,
II, 647)
kanalizirati/kanalizovati (canalize/chanalize): 1. to build, conduct canals, conduct
sewage. 2. to give specified direction of action or development, direct, manage. (SLD,
II, 647)
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3. CONCLUSION
The concise language expression that marks the journalistic style is dominated by
short sentences and the word choice that is recognizable to a wider circle of
readers. Originated from the need for language economy, in the transfer of the most
recent information, the analysed derivatives certainly possess some stylistic marking. If
the basis of certain semantic level is marked, derivative also retains such
characteristic. Regardless to the formation structure it is linked with, verbs, nouns or
adjectives, the model of forming with the suffix -izacija (-ization) goes through the true
expansion in the modern Serbian language. It is necessary to recall that one of the main
causes for this state is the variable sociolinguistic climate which, due to the intense social
and economic developments, becomes a breeding ground for progress and the use of
international suffixes in the language. In all spheres of life the influence of newspapers is
reflected primarily on lexical and semantic level of the language, creating different
stylistic layers, which are often present in contexts that are not completely
meaningful. The conducted analysis points out that the presence of the suffix -izacija (ization), in the modern Serbian language, is the dominant feature of formation process
which is most frequently added on the foundations of foreign origin, but the local lexical
units aren‘t extracted from this process either, which may create room for further
research.
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ABSTRACT
Despite learning at least 240 minutes of English a week for the last 11 years, the
standard of English among Malaysian undergraduates keeps on declining. It is not
uncommon to read in newspapers in Malaysia of parents and educationists lamenting
the declining standards of English in the country. One reason students have not
improved much is that there is too much content and not much of time given to
actually make use of the language. This research group proposes an experiment using
residential colleges as an experimentation bed that would transform the passive
learning of English into active language use in designated English zones in an
experiment known as The ReCEP Experiment. This paper will highlight the
implementation and monitoring of the experiment and also discuss the effectiveness
and efficiency of it.
Keywords: English Speaking Zone; Declining standards of English; Passive learning
of English
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Malaysia is a country in South East Asia with a population of about 27 million. There
are three major races in the country comprising the Malays, Chinese and Indians. The
official language in the country is Bahasa Melayu but English is widely spoken. The
country achieved its independence from British in 1957. Almost immediately after
independence Bahasa Melayu was chosen as the national language. Bahasa Melayu was
the most appropriate choice because it is not only the native language of the country but
also the main inter-racial lingua franca.
Since the implementation of the language policy, English was relegated as the second
language. Bahasa Melayu became the official language and the language in schools and
universities. After more than 40 years of implementation of the national language policy
the standards of English have deteriorated considerably especially among the
undergraduates. According to Prof. Dr. Sharifah Hapsah Syed Hasan Shahabudin, the
Vice Chancellor of Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia: ―We have us today a sizeable
number of students who are unable to sharing proper sentences in English even those with
passable proficiency shy away from speaking for lack confidence‖ (NST, 27 April 2008)
There are still students who are unable to use English even though they had learned
English for such a long period. The trend of learning English through the conventional
way continues at the tertiary level
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Despite the claims by educationists of the lack of support given by the Malaysian
government in promoting the teaching and learning of English, the subject has at all times
been given a priority in schools. Students learn at least 240 minutes of English every
week for the last 11 years. English has always been considered as one of core subjects in
Malaysian curriculum. English is also learned at the university level where the focus is on
EAP and the students at the university learn a further 6 to 12 hours of English a week. In
spite of learning much English in schools and at tertiary levels, results have shown that
students still have difficulty in communicating using the language.
1.2. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
With this notion in mind, this research group (UKM-GUP-KRIB-6.2008) proposes an
experiment known as Residential College English Programme (ReCEP) aka The
English Speaking Zone (ESZ). The experiment focuses on learning of English in a
flexible non-classroom, non-conventional method at residential colleges. This experiment
is based on several fundamentals of language learning such as to provide students with
opportunities to take control of their learning. Other than that, this experiment also
provides a conducive environment to use the target language. It also provides some
content input to develop language skills and a sense of ownership of their learning.
In short, the ReCEP/ESZ experiment focuses on learning of English in a flexible nonclassroom, non –conventional method at the residential college. This experiment is based
on several fundamentals of language learning:
- to provide students with opportunities to take control of their learning;
- to provide conducive environment to use the target language;
- to provide some content input to develop language skills;
- to provide a sense ownership of their learning.
ReCEP/ESZ experiment is an important piece of project because the allotted
traditional classrooms lessons in the form of SKPD courses or university English courses
as represented by U2 and U3 in the course structure are full of content knowledge but in
reality insufficient to support language applications.
With the ReCEP/ESZ program, learners are given the opportunities to choose their
own projects, materials and methods of learning English. The learners in this ambiance
would be given ample time and support to use the language and to take into their own
hands their own learning. Learning under this program is associated with real life use of
the language. The aims of this study are twofold:
- to measure the effectiveness and the efficiency of the ReCEP Experiment;
- to provide the university administrators with results or data that supports the
continuation or discontinuation of the ReCEP/ESZ program.
1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Specifically, the questions that will be addressed in this research are as follows:
- What are the students‘ evaluations of the effectiveness and efficiency of the
ReCEP experiment and activities at the colleges?
- What improvements have been made in terms of the language skills in view of the
implementation the ReCEP Program?
- What are the students‘ perceptions of the usefulness of the ReCEP Program?
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. RESEARCH DESIGN
In the study the researcher uses both approaches- the quantitative and the qualitative
approaches. The researcher uses a questionnaire in the former. A questionnaire is a
feasible tool to be used in order to conduct a quantitative study. It is beneficial to
determine learner‘s characteristics and to evaluate their attitudes and expectations. The
quantitative data was solely discussed in the paper.
A qualitative approach (non-measurement) to evaluation was also adopted in the
study to measure effectiveness of the ReCEP program. According to Newman (2003)
qualitative data provides the researcher rich information about social processes in specific
setting. The qualitative data was gathered through the use of interviews.
2.2. EVALUATION TOOLS
In any new program implemented, there must be some form of evaluation conducted
to look into the effectiveness of the program. With regard to this, several methods of
assessments had been used. These include:
- questionnaire - Questionnaires were distributed to all first year students at the
college;
- interview - Semi-structured interviews were conducted on some the first year
students.
Questionnaire. The main instrument used in the study was questionnaire survey. The
survey was carried out using structured and closed questions. The last question was an
open ended question. The questionnaire was distributed to all the first year population of
a residential college. There were 9 sections to the questionnaire and the respondents must
answer all questions. The first part, Part A. aims to collect respondents‘ background
information. The items included respondents‘ gender, ethnic group, age, faculty, CGPA,
English grade in SPM (Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia or Malaysian Certificate of Education),
MUET Bands (Malaysian University English Test), the language that they frequently
used at home and the location of their homes. The second part, Part B. is meant to collect
the respondents‘ literacy skills, including speaking, writing and reading. In Part C the
level of respondents‘ English language ability was also gathered. Part D is designed to
collect respondents‘ profile of frequency on using English. While Part E aims to collect
respondents‘ perceptions about the effectiveness of the English Speaking Zone. The other
part in this questionnaire, which includes Part F, consists of two sections. The first
section intends to collect respondents‘ achievements in English language after the
implementation of English Speaking Zone. While section 2 aims to collect respondents‘
achievements in specific English language skills .Other than that, in Part G the questions
are aimed to investigate the tools that they had used during the English Speaking Zone at
their college. Part H focuses on the effectiveness of activities that had been implemented
during the English Speaking Zone. The last part in this questionnaire is Part I. It is
designed to elicit the respondents‘ suggestions for improvements of the ReCEP or the
English Speaking Zone program.
Interview. Other than the survey, the researcher also used the interview method to
collect the data. According to Wiersma (2000), interviews provide more opportunity to
gain in-depth reactions. It could also be used to provide cross referenced to the
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questionnaire data. A total of 10 students were interviewed. The purpose of the interview
was to collect data that had not been covered by the questionnaire. Another aim of the
interview was to reconfirm the findings that the survey has gathered. There were 14
questions for the interview. All those questions were related to the English Speaking
Zone program. Two student leaders had been chosen as the interviewees for this research.
The main aim of the interview was to know the effectiveness and the efficiency of the
English Speaking Zone program. The interview was conducted on 28 March 2009.
2.3. RESEARCH SITE
The study was conducted in Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia or the National
University of Malaysia. It is one of the research universities in the country. It was
founded in 1970 and has 12 faculties and 10 research centres. The university also has 12
residential colleges. One of the residential colleges (Kolej Dato‘ Onn) was chosen as the
research site. The residential college has approximately 800 students. This college was
chosen because it was considered as one of the most active colleges in terms of
participating in the ReCEP program. In addition, full cooperation was given by the
Pengetua or the head of the residential college. Hence, this college makes a good venue
for the study to be conducted
2.4. SAMPLE POPULATION
The sample population for this research were 200 first year students at Kolej Dato
Onn at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia who were involved in most of the activities of
the English Speaking Zone program. Below is the background information of the subjects
Table 1. Subjects Background
Profile
Sex (n=140)
Male
Female
Race (n=140)
Malay
Chinese
Indians
Faculty (n=140)
Arts
Science

Number

Percentage

52
88

37
63

35
9.3
8

25
9.3
5.7

78
62

55.7
44.3

The respondents consisted of three different races namely Malay, Chinese and Indian.
The largest group is the Malays comprising 60% of the total number of respondents. The
figure for the Chinese stands at 25%. In terms of gender, there were more female students
than the male students. The percentage of female students (63 %) is higher than the male
(37%). This is to be expected as the ratio of male to female is 3 to 7 at institutions of
higher learning in Malaysia. This figure is a good representation of the students‘
population in UKM. In terms of the course of study, most of the respondents were from
the arts faculty making up 55.7 % of the total respondents. The rest were students from
the science faculties. The respondents were also asked about their English language
ability. They were required to provide the aggregate score of the MUET results.
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Table 2. MUET Band
Band

Number

Percentage

Band 6
Band 5
Band 4
Band 3
Band 2
Band 1

4
27
65
40
4

2.9
19.3
46.4
28.6
2.9

MUET or Malaysian University English Test is a proficiency test that students need
to sit for before they are admitted into Malaysian universities. The exam has 6 bands. The
highest is at Band 6 and the lowest is at Band 1. As can be seen from the table, there were
no respondents in the investigation who managed to obtain Band 6. The majority (46.4)
of the respondents were at Band 3. The next highest band is Band 2 with 40 respondents.
In terms of proficiency level the respondents‘ performance actually reflected the normal
performance of the general population.
Table 3. Respondents self-rating of their English language ability
Category

Number

Percentage

Fluent
Good
Average
Low

10
71
57
2

7.1%
50.7%
40.7%
1.4%

The respondents were asked to evaluate their own English language ability. A total of
71 respondents‘ or more than 59% rated themselves as having ―Good‖ English language
ability. Another 40.7% rated themselves as having ―Average‖ English language ability.
Only 10 respondents rated highly of their language ability under the ―Fluent category.
The respondents‘ evaluation of their language ability differs slightly from the MUET
results.
3. RESULTS
3.1. STUDENTS‟ PERCEPTION
RECEP/ESZ PROGRAM

OF

THE

EFFECTIVENESS

OF

THE

Overall the majority of the respondents viewed the ReCEP/ESZ Program positively.
A total of 72.1% of the respondents felt that the ReCEP program was effective. A higher
percentage (83.6%) of the respondents agreed that the students at the residential college
benefited from the program. Only one student or 0.7% of the respondents did not totally
agree with the statement. A higher number of respondents or 82.9 % of the respondents
felt that the program actually encouraged the students to use English at the college. Only
a quarter of the respondent truly believed that the program actually burdened the students.
Even less percentage of the respondents agreed that the students at the residential college
did not benefit from the program at all.
Only 25.7% of the respondents agreed with the statement that the ReCEP/ESZ
program actually burden the students. The majority disagreed. In other words, they
viewed the program positively. Less than 11% of the respondents felt that the program
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affected the students‘ study. A great majority of them disagreed with the statement. Only
10.7 % of the opinion that the program should not be conducted at the college. In short, it
is obvious that the respondents truly believed that the program is of great beneficial to the
students and they viewed the ReCEP program positively.
Table 4: Students‘ perception on the effectiveness of the ReCEP Program
No Item

I

II

III

IV

Total
(III +
IV)

1
2
3
4
5
6

3.6%
2.1%
1.4%
2.1%
0.7%
0.7%

24.3%
21.4%
26.4%
25.7%
15.7%
32.9%

66.4%
68.6%
67.1%
65%
75.7%
60%

5.7%
7.9%
5%
7.1%
7.9%
6.4%

72.1%
76.5
72.1
72.1
83.6
66.4%

0.7%
-

20.7%
17.1%

72.1%
74.3%

6.4%
8.6%

78.5%
82.9%

24.3%
30%

50%
59.3%

23.6%
9.3%

2.1%
1.4%

25.7%
10.7%

31.4%
31.4%
28.6%
17.1%

57.1%
62.1%
55%
52.1%

9.3%
6.4%
15.7%
27.1%

1.4%
0.7%
3.6%

10.7%
6.4%
16.4%
30.7%

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

ESZ program at the college is effective
ESZ program motivates me to use English
ESZ activities improve my language ability
ESZ activities are interesting
Students benefited from ESZ activities
ESZ activities fulfil students‘ language
requirements
ESZ program motivates students to use English
ESZ program encourages students to use English
at college
ESZ program burdens the students
ESZ program not suitable to be implemented at
the college
ESZ program has affected student‘s study
ESZ program is not beneficial to students
ESZ program ruins student‘s fun time
EZ program fails to encourage students to use
English

Note: I - Strongly disagree; II - Disagree; III - Agree; IV - Strongly Agree
3.2. STUDENTS‟ PERCEPTIONS ON EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ACTIVITIES
OF THE PROGRAM
The respondents were also asked to evaluate the usefulness of the ESZ activities that
were conducted at the residential college. The respondents generally agreed that most of
the activities that were conducted at the college were quite ‗Effective‖. However they
stated that some of them were not as effective as others. The believed that Creating
Posters was not as effective as the others such as Group Presentation and Group
Discussion. The respondents believed that the most effective activity is Group
Presentation/Group Discussion. The activity garnered 92.2 % of the responses. Another
least effective activity is the English songs Competition and the Karaoke Competition.
Only 62.9 % of the respondents believed that this activity was Effective and Most
Effective. The least effective activity was the Poem Recital Night. Only 33.9 % thought
that the activity was considered as effective.
3.3. IMPROVEMENTS GAINED IN SPECIFIC LANGUAGE SKILLS
In terms of improvements in the specific language skills, most of the respondents did
not feel that the ESZ program had improved their specific language skills. The two
specific skills that the respondents felt had an impact on them were in terms of
improvement in their understanding of the spoken language. A total of 75% of the
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respondents Agreed and Strongly Agreed to the statement. Another specific skill that they
somehow agreed on was the statement on the discussion skill. They (70.7%) generally
believed that the ESZ program has had an impact on the ability on their discussion skill.
The other specific skills were not positively viewed in their responses.
Table 5. The activities utilized in the ESZ program
No Activities

I

II

III

IV

Not
App.

III
+
IV

1
2

1.4
-

4.3
12.9

72.9
62.9

19.3
21.4

2.1
2.9

92.2
84.3

1.4
2.9
1.4

11
27.1
14.3

65.7
50
55.7

22.9
11.4
15

2.1
8.6
13.6

88.6
61.4
70.7

1.4
2.9
0.7
7.9
1.4
0.7
0.7

14.3
21.4
8.6
30
8.6
7.1
8.6

55.7
52.9
54.3
26.4
60.7
55.7
70

15
10
30
7.1
22.9
30.7
17.9

9.3
12.9
6.4
28.6
6.4
6.4
2.9

70.7
62.9
84.3
33.5
83.6
86.4
87.9

Group presentation/Group Discussion
Language games (scrabbles, Name hunt,
Tongue Twister, Guess what)
Spelling (Spell it right)
Posters (Create a poster)
Video
Night
(English
Movies
and
Documentaries)
Talks, Workshops (CV writing)
English songs competition, Karaoke
Grooming sessions
Poem recital night
Public speaking, Debates
Essay writing, Writing Clinic
Exhibitions and career opportunities

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11

Note: I - Not Very Effective; II - Not Effective; III - Effective; IV - Very Effective
Table 6. Students‘ perception on improvements made in specific language skills
No

Item

I

II

III

IV

III
+
IV)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ESZ program improves my skill in asking question
ESZ program improves my discussion skill
ESZ program improves my presentation skill
ESZ activities improve my understanding of things in English
ESZ program improves my understanding of spoken English
ESZ program improves my note taking skills
ESZ program improves my grammar knowledge
ESZ program improves my referencing skill
ESZ program improves my summarizing skill

2.9
1.4
2.9
3.6
0.7
4.3
7.9
7.1
7.9

48.6
27.9
36.4
39.3
24.3
46.4
61.4
51.4
47.1

42.9
65.7
55.7
51.4
67.9
45.7
27.1
38.6
42.1

5.7
5.0
5.0
5.7
7.1
3.6
3.6
2.9
2.9

48.6
70.7
60.7
57.1
75
49.3
30.7
41.5
43

Note: I - Strongly disagree; II - Disagree; III - Agree; IV - Strongly Agree
3.4. STUDENTS‟ EVALUATION OF THE USEFULNESS OF THE RECEP
PROGRAM
It is obvious that the respondents felt that the ESZ program was good for the students.
A total of 92.2 % of the respondents felt that the program should be continued. This is
actually confirmed by the fact that only 12.9% of the respondents believed that the
ReCEP program should be discontinued. It is clear that they really believed that the
program should be continued at the college. They, however, responded that some changes
have got to be done to improve upon the project. This is reflected in the statement that
95.7 % of the respondents stated the ESZ program should be improved upon. One
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interesting finding is that quite a large percentage of the respondents believed that the
program should be made official.
Table 7. Students‘ opinion on the usefulness of the ReCEP Program
No Item

I

II

III

IV

III
+
IV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2.1
2.1
0.7
0.7
1.4
56.4
7.9
5.7
4.3

5.0
7.1
2.1
2.9
6.4
30.7
3.6
5.7
5.7

48.6
37.9
47.1
43.6
42.9
9.3
54.3
55.0
44.3

43.6
52.1
49.3
52.1
48.6
3.6
34.3
33.6
45

92.2
90
96.4
95.7
91.5
12.9
88.6
88.6
89.3

ESZ program should be continued
ESZ program should involve students at all levels
ESZ activities should be improved
Facilities for ESZ program should be improved upon
ESZ program should be made an official program
ESZ program should be discontinued
ESZ program should be structurally organized
ESZ program objectives should be made clearer
ESZ program should be standardized for all
residential colleges

Note: I - Strongly disagree; II - Disagree; III - Agree ; IV - Strongly Agree
4. CONCLUSION
The main purposes of this study are to evaluate and monitor the ReCEP Program. It
also aims to gather information systematically so as to indicate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the experiment. This ReCEP experiment relates students learning to their
own language needs and their real world experiences with the residential colleges as the
experimentation bed. From the data gathered in these preliminary findings, the students
viewed the program very positively and a large percentage of them agreed that it should
be continued. They however maintained that there must be some changes made to the
program. The data collected confirms that the project is worth doing. However, it must be
noted that this program is still experimental and can serve as a foundation for more super
scale program to be implemented campus wide.
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ABSTRAIT
, comme branche de la
linguistique, le but de cet article est de faire une analyse de quelques toponymes
révélatrices pour l‘histoire, la culture et la civilisation française. Les noms propres,
y compris ceux des lieux, appartiennent à la langue, à son lexique. C‘est pourquoi il
faut tenir compte de cette dimension de la linguistique dans l‘enseignement d‘une
langue étrangère. Dans ce sens nous nous sommes basés sur un corpus de quelques
toponymes français dont l‘étymologie pourrait être captivante pour l‘apprenant du
FLE. Ils portent la marque linguistique des différentes populations qui se sont
succédées sur le territoire français, du néolithique à nos jours.
-

: Noms propres; Noms communs; Toponymie; Étymologie
1. INTRODUCTION

Le professeur de FLE emploie une pédagogie et un matériel spécifiques pour
enseigner le français et la culture française à des étrangers. Toujours, il doit être réceptif
aux innovations méthodologiques et s‘adapter au profil et au niveau de ses apprenants
avec un seul objectif: leur faire acquérir la maîtrise de la langue française, orale et écrite.
La toponymie est un domaine d‘étude très vaste qui n‘a acquis son caractère
scientifique que dans la seconde moitié du XIXe siècle. Elle se propose de rechercher les
noms de lieux, leur signification, leur étymologie, mais aussi leurs transformations au fil
des siècles. Les noms de lieux habités (villes, villages, hameaux) mais aussi les noms liés
aux formes de relief, aux rivières, aux voies de communication (routes, rues), etc. ont
toujours intéressé les linguistes, à l‘origine d‘interprétations souvent douteuses ou
farfelues.
Pour arriver à obtenir de meilleurs résultats, le domaine d‘étude de la toponymie doit
s‘appuyer sur différentes sciences voisines qui sont susceptible de lui prêter des
informations indispensables. Elle se situe à la frontière de plusieurs disciplines comme
l‘archéologie, l‘anthropologie, la géographie, inutile de rappeler le rôle primordial de
l‘histoire comme science auxiliaire.
Pourquoi s‘intéresser, à cette dimension, souvent obscure ou même fugace, de
l‘appropriation symbolique du territoire? Dans quelle mesure la toponymie peut-elle
devenir attractive (captivante) pour l‘apprenant du FLE? Les rapports qu‘une population
maintient avec son territoire sont très complexes et multidimensionnels. Les noms de
lieux ne sont pas donnés au hasard. Dès les premières années de sa vie, l‘homme apprend,
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en même temps que les mots du vocabulaire usuel et les mots communs des objets ou
êtres environnants, une multitude de noms propres concernant des personnages, des
animaux, des lieux (ville, village, cours d‘eau, montagnes, vallées, etc.). Les noms
propres, y compris ceux des lieux, appartiennent à la langue, à son lexique. C‘est
pourquoi il faut tenir compte de cette dimension de la linguistique dans l‘enseignement
d‘une langue étrangère.
Si la question de la toponymie est simple en apparence, en ce sens qu‘un toponyme
peut facilement être repéré par quelqu‘un qui connaît bien la langue et la culture d‘un
peuple, les études ont montré le contraire, car la toponymie a tendance à se dissimuler
sous des figures de style, métaphore, métonymie, ou déplacement de sens.
Ce sont ces divers niveaux de complexité, que nous voudrions faire ressortir dans cet
article.

Considérant que le nom peut fonctionner comme une sorte de porte-bonheur, les
parents consultent les dictionnaires de prénoms pour savoir quel est le sens du nom qu‘ils
vont donner à leurs enfants. Le nom peut être motivé de manière religieuse lorsque c‘est
le nom d‘un saint, d‘une sainte; il peut se référer à une personnalité fameuse ou à un
ancêtre que l‘on désire honorer, etc. Donc il est loin d‘être sans motivation et cette
prémisse doit être appliqué aussi dans le domaine de la toponymie où les gens n‘ont pas
donné au hasard le nom d‘une réalité géographique. La connaissance du sens de l‘étymon
d‘un nom propre de lieu permet à l‘apprenant du FLE de se familiariser, d‘une manière
plus captivante, avec l‘histoire, les coutumes o

.
LTATS
Parler de l‘origine des noms de lieux dans une rubrique dédiée à l‘étude du FLE peut,
à première vue, paraître étrange. Pourtant, l‘étude de la toponymie est révélatrice pour la
culture de la population qui a décidé de nommer son habitat. Ce sont l‘environnement, le
patronyme d‘une personnalité, ou l‘activité principale des habitants du village qui
décident le nom d‘une commune. Pour comprendre le symbolisme qui affecte certains
noms de lieux, il faut savoir qu‘en plus des commentaires explicites dont ils sont l‘objet,
ils sont aussi chargés de sous-entendus implicites, connus seulement par ceux qui ont reçu
le savoir des aînés. Par la toponymie une partie de passé d‘un peuple est recouvrée.
Il y a deux modalités de grouper les toponymes. On peut le faire selon les diverses
strates linguistiques qui se sont succédé dans un pays. Une variante de cette classification
est de diviser les noms par périodes historiques (depuis le pré-indo-européen jusqu‘au
français moderne), en privilégiant une classification diachronique et c‘est à ce point de
vue que nous voudrions nous arrêter. On peut aussi préférer un classement selon la nature
des lieux: rivières, montagnes, terres cultivées et incultes, lieux d‘habitation, termes liés à
l‘élevage, à l‘industrie, etc., mais à ce niveau, d‘une classification sémantique, nous nous
bornerons dans un article prochain.
Pour cette étude, nous nous sommes basé sur un corpus de quelques toponymes
français révélatrices pour l‘histoire, la culture et la civilisation française dont
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l‘étymologie pourrait être captivante pour l‘apprenant du FLE. Ils portent la marque
linguistique des différentes populations qui se sont succédées sur le territoire français, du
néolithique à nos jours.
Bien que les recherches montrent que le territoire de l‘actuelle France était très
peuplé, on n‘a que peu d‘éléments sur les ethnies qui l‘ont occupé avant l‘installation des
Gaulois, et les témoignages linguistiques ne remontent qu‘à 600 ans avant notre ère. Les
tribus dont nous connaissons l‘existence à cette époque (Ligures et Ibères) n‘ont pas eu
d‘influence notable sur la langue française. Les noms de lieu surtout témoignent d‘une
couche linguistique préceltique (ou pré-indo-européen). Ces toponymes (certaines plus
ou moins douteuses) sont surtout liés au relief ou à l‘hydrologie: Garonne, fleuve français
ayant un longueur de 647 km, garde la racine garr- ‗pierre‘, ‗rocher‘ + le suffixe -unn / onna. Cette racine joue un rôle important dans la toponymie européenne. Elle se retrouve
non seulement dans des noms de hauteurs et de cités mais également dans de nombreux
noms de rivière. On la retrouve dans l‘amérindien -kʰar, le basque -harri < kʰarr,
l‘irlandais -carraig ‗pierre‘ ou l‘hébreu -har- ‗montagne‘. De nombreux toponymes
relatifs à des hauteurs affichent un radical kar-: Pic du Gar un sommet des Pyrénées
françaises, haut de 1785 m, situé près de la commune Saint-Beat. À la première vue, il
s‘agirait alors d‘un toponyme pléonastique, mais si on tient compte que le deuxième
terme du toponyme composé est un toponyme préexistent de la formation du toponyme
actuel, la prémisse ne peut être expliquée qu`au niveau formel. Nous n‘insistons pas sur
ce sujet qui a constitué l‘objet d‘étude pour nombreux linguistes parmi lesquels Iordan
1951: 99, 492; Homorodean 1970: 1143-1147; Săteanu et al. 1976: 17-38; Ioniţă: 88-98;
Toma 1983: 498-502. La racine kʰar et ses variantes expliquent de nombreux autres noms
de hauteurs: Roc de Carroux à l‘Hospitalet; le Quer à Luzenac où de villages situés en
hauteurs: Carcassonne (commune française située dans le département de l‘Aude et la
région Languedoc-Roussillon connue pour la Cité de Carcassonne, un ensemble
architectural médiéval), Caragoudes (commune française située dans le département de la
Haute-Garonne et la région Midi-Pyrénées), Cassis ville touristique du département des
Bouches-du-Rhône, célèbre pour ses falaises et également pour les vins blanc et rosé
produits dans la région et encore Arles, Gars, etc.
La racine kʰar explique également de nombreux noms de rivière, par référence à leur
fond graveleux: Charete qui donne son nom au département de la Charente (situé dans le
Sud-Ouest de la France), Cher (rivière du centre de la France), Chère (rivière française
qui prend sa source à proximité du Soudan), etc.
Étant donné l‘abondance des matériaux, nous nous bornerons à glaner par-ci, par-là,
dans notre corpus, ainsi en est-il autres racines préceltiques comme, par exemple: ar >
Arc (Dauzat 1963: 24), *Atura > Yerres (Dauzat 1963: 736), *kal- ‗pierre, rocher, hauteur
dénudée‘ > La Chaux, Chaumes (Dauzat 1963: 132), clap/clapp- > la Clape (Dauzat
1963: 194), etc.
Les Galois, un peuple celte, sont les premières populations dont la langue a
réellement marqué le français. Provenus d‘une région correspondant aux actuelles
Bavière et Bohème, ils occupent progressivement la majeure partie de l‘Europe de
l‘Ouest, et parviennent vers 500 avant notre ère, jusqu‘à cette péninsule du bout de
l‘Europe, la future France. Leur langue est divisée en nombreux dialectes, mais elle est
une archive qui garde leurs coutumes et leur religion. Si le substrat celtique est assez
pauvre au niveau des noms communs, il est au contraire très riche en toponymie. Ils ont
laissé surtout des noms de villes fortes, de marchés, de sanctuaires. Certains des mots
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considérés comme celtiques sont sans doute préceltiques, mais il est difficile de faire la
différence. Beaucoup de racines celtiques sont utilisées dans des noms composés. Le
processus de la combinaison est préféré dans la dénomination parce que le grand nombre
d‘éléments qui forment le toponyme désignent d‘une plus grande précision les
particularités des micro-objets.
Voici quelques-unes des racines les plus employées: briga ‗hauteur‘ (Dauzat 1963:
116) > La Brigue; ‗mont‘ (Dauzat 1963: 699) puis ‗château fort‘ > Vandœuvre,
Vendeuvre (Vandobriga); briva ‗pont‘ (Dauzat 1963: 117) > Brive; Chabris ‗pont sur le
Cher‘ (Dauzat 1963: 165); condāte, prononcé avec l‘accent latin sur la pénultième longue
ayant le sens de ‗confluent‘, a donné Candé, Condat (-en-Fénieres); Condat (-en
Combrailles); Condat sur Trincou, etc. (Dauzat 1963: 140-141); dunum ‗colline, puis
forteresse‘ > Lyon (< Lugu-dunum < Lug- ‗dieu suprême de la mythologie celtique‘ +
dunum ‗forteresse‘) (Dauzat 1963: 706), Verdun (< Virodunum < l‘anthroponyme Vero +
dunum ‗colline, forteresse‘) (Dauzat 1963: 420), Autun (< Augustodunum, Ier s.), ville
romaine remplaçant l‘ancien oppidum celtique de Bibracte, capitale des Eduens (nom
resté dans le mont Beuvray (Dauzat 1963: 39); ialo ‗espace découvert, terre défrichée
puis village‘. L‘appellatif est utilisé comme suffixe et se trouve à l‘origine de la plupart
des noms de localités terminés en -euil: (Auteuil (< lat. altum ‗élevé‘ + gaul. ialo
‗clairière‘) (Dauzat 1963: 39), Verneuil (< Vernoialum ‗clairière du verne‘ < verne
‗aulne‘ + suff. -ialo, Vendeuil (< Vindoialum ‗clairière blanche‘) (Dauzat 1963: 493-494),
etc.; magos ou magus ‗champ, puis marché‘ > Caen < Caennais < gaul. *catu- ‗combat‘
+ magos ‗champ‘ > ‗champ du combat‘ (Dauzat 1963: 129), Rouen < Rotomagos (Dauzat
1963: 576); nantos ‗vallée, ravin puis torrent‘ > Nans (Dauzat 1963: 488-489),
Mornant < lat. maurus ‗noir, sombre‘ + gaul. nantos ‗vallée‘ (Dauzat 1963: 481), etc.;
ritum ‗gué‘ > Bédarrides (< petor-ritum ‗les quatre gués‘ (Dauzat 1963: 67), Chambord
(< gaul. *cambo ‗courbe‘ + ritmum ‗gué‘ > ‗gué sur la courbe de la rivière‘ (Dauzat
1963: 169), Niort (< Novioritum < novio ‗neuf, nouveau‘ et de rito- ‗gué‘ et signifie donc
‗nouveau gué‘ (Dauzat 1963: 497), Limoges (< Augustoritum IIe s. < nom de l‘empereur
Auguste + gaul. rito- ‗gué‘ (Dauzat 1963: 404).
Les Grecs, installés en petites colonies sur le pourtour méditerranéen, ont laissé des
traces dans la toponymie: Agde < Agathê (Tukkê) ‗bonne‘ [fortune], nom mystique
(Dauzat 1963: 3); Nice < Nikaia, Nicaea (Ier s. av. J.-C.) < grec nikaia, dér. de niké
‗victoire‘ – épithète attachée au nom d‘une divinité – Arthémis ou Athéna, honorée à
Marseille (Dauzat 1963: 496); Antibes < Antipolis (V e s. av. J.C.) < grec anti-polis ‗la
ville (située) en face (de Nice)‘, fondation massaliote (Dauzat 1963: 21); Leucate <
Leucata < grec leukas ‗blanc‘ (Dauzat 1963: 398); Monaco < Monoikos, (VIe s. av. J.-C.)
terme évoquant la solitude, interprété différemment selon les auteurs: soit la maison
solitaire (Dauzat 1963: 462), soit un site dédié à Héraklès Monoikos (Ἡρακλῆς
Μόνοικος), signifiant ‗Héraklès solitaire‘ ou ‗Héraklès possédant un temple unique‘.
La langue mère ou le latin, la plus vaste catégorie de toutes, a laissée beaucoup de
traces dans la toponymie soit qu`il s‘agit des toponymes créés à l‘époque de la
domination romaine (dont les exemples sont nombreux, même si les toponymes n‘ont pas
forcément survécu sous leur forme latine: Aquae Augustae > Dax, Narbo Martius >
Narbonne, Aquae Sextiae > Aix-en-Provence, Forum Martis > Corseul), soit encore les
noms qui ont été créés par les diverses langues romanes, en particulier la langue d‘oïl,
l‘occitan ou le franco-provençal, avec leurs nombreux dialectes et variantes régionales,
mais aussi le corse et le catalan. La France, comme beaucoup d‘autres pays de la latinité
roumaine, preuve ses origines dans la toponymie. Les exemples sont nombreux, mais
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nous ne voudrions insister que sur quelques noms de lieux comme, par exemple ceux
dérivés du suffixe latin -anum qui est à l‘origine de la majorité des toponymes occitans
ou catalans terminés par -an ou par -a: Lézignan (< nom propre latin < Licinius + le
suffixe -anum) (Dauzat 1963: 397); Perpignan, commune française, située dans le
département des Pyrénées-Orientales et la région Languedoc-Rouissillon, capitale de la
comarque du Rouissillon. Le toponyme comprend le suffixe -anum qui laisse supposer
que le lieu était la propriété d‘un homme nommé (gallo-romain) Perpennius (Dauzat
1963: 526); Frontignan tire son nom du consul romain Sextus Julius Frontinus, dit
« Frontin », qui venait régulièrement y séjourner. La ville est célèbre dans le monde
entier pour son Muscat. La légende raconte que, lors de son passage à Frontignan,
Hercule tordit la bouteille afin de la finir jusqu‘à sa dernière goutte, d‘où sa forme si
particulière (Dauzat 1963: 306); la commune française Corneilla-del-Velcor, située dans
le département des Pyrénées-Orientales, et la région Languedoc-Rouissillon doivent leurs
noms à la présence d‘une villa romaine propriété de la famille des Cornélius; Vinça,
commune française, située dans le département des Pyrénées-Orientales et la région
Languedoc-Rouissillon, est mentionné pour la première fois en 939 (castrum Vinsanum),
puis villa Vincanum (950), Vinzanum (982), Vincianum (1009). La forme Vinçà apparaît
au XIVe siècle, où elle est en concurrence avec la graphie Vinsà, et se généralise au XVIIe
siècle. Sa signification est ‗le domaine de Vintius ou Vinicius‘, nom propre latin suivi du
suffixe -anum (Dauzat 1963: 725).
Les invasions germaniques ont laissé des traces dans la toponymie. Les repères sont
évidents sur le territoire d‘Alsace, pour une bonne partie du nord de la France et, plus
rarement, pour les régions méridionales. Les nouveaux domaines créés à la fin du haut
Moyen Âge et à l‘époque carolingienne sont maintenant formés à partir d‘anthroponymes
germaniques. On continue d‘utiliser le suffixe -acum, mais on emploie aussi le suffixe ing, le plus souvent -ingen, que l‘on retrouve dans les toponymes alsaciens mais aussi,
sous les formes -ange ou -ingues (et variantes diverses) dans les régions voisines:
Affringues (< nom d‘homme germ. Adfrid + suff. -ing) (Dauzat 1963: 3); Gravelines (<
nom d‘homme germ. Graoine + suff. germ. -ing) (Dauzat 1963: 331); Puttelange (< nom
d‘homme germ. Putilo + suff. germ -ing) (Dauzat 1963: 550); Hagondangen (< nom
d‘homme germ. Ingold + suff. germ. -ing) (Dauzat 1963: 340).
De nombreux noms germaniques liés au relief, à la végétation ou à l‘habitat sont
également utilisés. En voici quelques-uns: berg ‗montagne‘ > Berg (Dauzat 1963: 72-73),
Kayserberg (< germ. Kaiser ‗empereur‘ + berg ‗montagne‘ (Dauzat 1963: 373); bach,
baki ‗cours d‘eau, ruisseau‘ > Forbach (< germ. fohra ‗epicéa‘ + bach ‗ruisseau‘ (Dauzat
1963: 297), Merlebach (< nom d‘homme germ. Merila + germ. bach ‗ruisseau‘ (Dauzat
1963: 452), Roubaix (< germ. hros ‗cheval‘ + baki ‗ruisseau‘ (Dauzat 1963: 559),
Wambez (< germ. wam ‗vid‘ + bach ‗ruisseau‘ (Dauzat 1963: 732, 309); burg ‗placeforte, puis ville‘ > Strasbourg (< germ. straza ‗route‘ + burg ‗forteresse‘, désigne la
forteresse qui s‘éleva à coté d‘Argentoratum (IIe s.) sur la voie romaine et la remplaça;
ancienne capitale de l‘Alsace (Dauzat 1963: 665), Bourg-en-Bresse, Le Bourget (Dauzat
1963: 96-97); dorf ‗village‘ > Torpes (Dauzat 1963: 679), Brouderdorff (< germ. Bruder
‗frère‘ + germ. dorf ‗village‘ (Dauzat 1963: 120); fara ‗famille, puis domaine (d‘une
famille)‘ > La Fère (Dauzat 1963: 282), Fèrebrianges (< germ. fara ‗famille‘ +
l‘anthroponyme germ. Briso + germ. -ing) (Dauzat 1963: 282); ham, heim ‗maison, puis
hameau, village‘ > Molsheim (< germ. heim + anthroponyme *Mols) (Dauzat, 1963:
462), Hames, Hamel (Dauzat 1963: 342). À ce que nous avons discuter au-dessus, on
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pourrait ajouter les toponymes normands, bretons et basques mais nous croyons que les
exemples données sont suggestives pour ce que j`ai voulu démontrer.
4. CONCLUSIONS
La toponymie d‘une pays est le reflet d‘une histoire riche en apports successifs qui
ont chacun contribué à lui donner un aspect varié. Le nom d‘un lieu n‘a pas été donné
arbitrairement, mais en accord avec la réalité géographique ou bien dans un souci de
description du paysage et d‘évocation des activités que les habitants y exerçaient. L‘étude
de l‘origine d‘un nom de lieux permet, donc, de nous replonger dans un passé lointain, de
dessiner le contour d‘une pays une qui a, peu à peu, disparu. L‘histoire est riche
d‘événements qui influencent sur le nom des localités, comme, par exemple, les
successions, les révolutions, les guerres, etc. Les noms par lesquels on connaît
aujourd‘hui une ville (village, contrée) peuvent être totalement différents de ceux dont on
l‘appelait autrefois. Quelquefois, le toponyme change peu, certains villages ont disparu,
d‘autres ont été réunis entre eux, n`oublions pas que les grands noms de l‘histoire ou
même de divinités (gauloises ou romaines) sont aussi parvenues jusqu‘à nous à l‘aide de
la toponymie.
Par la suite, l‘analyse du matériel recueilli nous a offert suffisamment d‘arguments
pertinents pour pouvoir démontrer que l‘emploi de la toponymie d‘un pays (la France,
parce que cette pays a constitué l‘objet de notre étude) doit être employée comme support
méthodologique par le professeur du FLE.
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ABSTRACT
First-year students majoring in English at the Faculty of Philology and Arts in
Kragujevac (Serbia) are administered a vocabulary test as part of the Integrated
Language Skills exam after the first and second semester of study. Over the years, it
has become noticeable that freshmen typically have difficulty with the word formation
section of the test which examines their productive derivational/inflectional
knowledge in contextualized sentences. Additionally, research and observation
indicate that receptive knowledge of one member of a word family does not
necessarily imply productive knowledge of the other forms. The paper, therefore,
attempts to provide insight into students‘ errors, in terms of inappropriate word
classes or word forms, with the aim to establish the most problematic areas.
Key words: Word families; Productive knowledge; Word class
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
When measuring knowledge of words in EFL vocabulary research, it has become
common to distinguish between two categories: depth (how well a word is known) and
breadth (how many words are known). Morphological knowledge has traditionally
featured as an aspect of depth of word knowledge (Read 2000; Nation 2001). It involves
knowledge of inflection and derivation, i.e. affixation. As inflectional affixes are all
suffixes and they do not change part of speech in word-building processes, they carry a
different learning burden from derivational affixes, which include both prefixes and
suffixes and often change part of speech of the word they are added to
(courage/encourage; establish/establishment) or alter its meaning (satisfied/dissatisfied;
estimate/underestimate; hope/hopeless). Additionally, transparent grammatical rules
govern the use of inflections, which is not the case with derivations. Unsurprisingly,
native speakers acquire inflections before derivations (Berko 1958).
Linguistic descriptions of all languages are marked by the division of words into
distinct classes or lexical categories (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) and the issue
of how word classes are acquired has been explored in the context of L1 acquisition
(Gerken 2001; Mintz, Newport & Bever 2002) yet little is known about this process in
SLA. Since adult L2 learners possess a completely developed system of word classes in
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their native languages, it is likely that they transfer some of this knowledge from L1 to L2
but the question is how much.
Considering that morphological relatives1 test is a section of the vocabulary test
which Serbian first-year students take two times a year, at the end of each semester,
alongside other tests which comprise Integrated Language Skills exam (translation,
grammar, dictation, essay), following observation in class about students‘ poor
performance on the tests, the present study pertains to two issues: EFL learners‘
productive word formation knowledge, and the knowledge of word classes.
1.2. MORPHOLOGY AND ITS ROLE IN VOCABULARY ACQUISITION
Vocabulary in foreign learning and teaching was once perceived as an auxiliary
activity, secondary to grammar, and was often a matter of rote memorization. In this day
and age, many linguists agree that it is a vital component of successful foreign language
acquisition.
Studies in L1 acquisition show that children‘s vocabulary expands rapidly from fourth
grade on through high school adding about 3,000 words a year (Nagy & Herman 1987)
which is due to incidental vocabulary learning and the broadening knowledge of affixed
words. Wysocki & Jenkins (1987) suggest that rapid vocabulary growth during the school
years can be attributed to morphological generalization, i.e. students who have learnt the
meaning of recognize may be able to understand recognizable, unrecognizable or
recognition by analyzing constituent morphemes and combining them in a generative
process. Nevertheless, it has to be pointed out that the receptive dimension of
morphological knowledge differs from the productive one despite the fact that researchers
are not in agreement as regards estimations of the gap between receptive and productive
vocabularies. The reception/production distinction is of particular importance when it
comes to test types as productive tests are much more difficult than receptive tests
(Nation 2001).
On the other hand, L2 acquisition of affix knowledge has not been investigated much.
Mochizuki (1998) tried to determine what Japanese EFL learners‘ understanding of
prefixes and suffixes was and, in line with the results, set up an accuracy order which
could be employed by teaching practitioners. The same concept of affixes graded
according to their difficulty was explored by Bauer & Nation (1993), who arranged
affixes into a series of levels for explicit instruction and learning with a view to facilitate
students‘ reading. Furthermore, Mochizuki & Aizawa (2000) examined the extent of
learners‘ affix knowledge in relation to their overall vocabulary size. It is worth noting
that teaching word-formation rules, as McCarthy states (2001), has not been one of the
priorities in approaches to vocabulary pedagogy although morphological relatives derived
from prompt words have been tested on UCLES FCE, CAE and CPE examinations for
years.
Central to the idea of vocabulary expansion by means of affix knowledge is word
family concept. A word family is a unit of counting words consisting of ―a headword, its
inflected forms, and its closely related derived forms‖ (Nation 2001: 8), commonly used
for measuring a learner‘s vocabulary size or a number of words required to comprehend a
text, e.g. disappoint, disappointment, disappointed can all be counted as one word. There
are over 54,000 word families in English, but it has been estimated that a much smaller
number of them, between 3,000 and 5,000, provides a sound foundation for
comprehension. Still, if students are not good at word-building, ―the word part strategy
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for learning complex new words‖ (Nation 2001: 278), then vocabulary size estimates
might well be underestimating the quantity of lexical knowledge needed. When a learner
displays knowledge of the verb analyze, that does not necessarily imply his familiarity
with analysis, analyst, analytic or any other inflected/derived form. Bauer & Nation
(1993) maintain that ―the important principle behind the idea of a word family is that
once the base word or even a derived word is known, the recognition of other members of
the family requires little or no extra effort‖ and some researchers agree with them (e.g.
Tyler & Nagy 1989; Taft 1994). While this may be true when recognition of unknown
derivatives is in question (knowing entrepreneur may ease recognition of
entrepreneurship), the facilitative effect of knowing a base word/derivative is likely to be
less robust in terms of production. Schmitt‘s study (1999) directed at undergraduatebound international students‘ knowledge of target words from the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) revealed that derivatives for all four main word classes
(noun, verb, adjective, and adverb) were produced merely 12 times out of 180 cases.
Moreover, Schmitt & Zimmerman‘s (2002) exploration of productive derivative forms
for the aforementioned word classes in contextualized sentences also showed that ESL
learners tended to know only some members of the word family, with nouns and verbs
the best known, concluding that productive mastery of the complete range of derivative
forms of a word family seemed to be difficult for L2 English learners. What should be
borne in mind is that Schmitt & Zimmerman‘s (2002) study does not take into
consideration learners‘ ability to distinguish among word classes, that is, use appropriate
forms in a given syntactic context – if students recognize that the prompt word traditional
is an adjective, they will be able to successfully complete the slot requiring the use of an
adjective, and this kind of an answer is treated in the same way as when students produce
traditionally on their own to fill in the slot demanding the use of an adverb; that is,
knowledge of word classes facilitates the usage of appropriate derivative forms in the test
which, in turn, affects the results.
Research questions. As there is not sufficient research regarding the productive use
of morphological relatives in relation to the word class errors in the EFL context, the aim
of this study was to investigate Serbian EFL learners‘ command of word family members
and parts of speech distinctions. Specifically, the research questions were:
- Do learners recognize the four major word classes (noun, verb, adjective, and
adverb) to a degree of mastery when filling lexical gaps?
- What mistakes are learners most likely to make (spelling, negative forms,
compounds, confusable words, false friends)?
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. SUBJECTS
The participants in the study were 113 students of English Language and Literature
program at the Faculty of Philology and Arts in Kragujevac (Serbia). All of them were
native speakers of Serbian enrolled in the first year of study who had been getting
instruction and practice regarding English word building processes in morphology and
vocabulary classes during the first semester. Their level of proficiency was determined as
B2 heading for C1 (CEFR). They were informed in advance when/where the testing was
going to take place. The same students did both tests.
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2.2. TESTS
Two tests were administered, each at the end of a semester (first and second), and
their results were analyzed to see what students‘ command of word class distinctions and
derivative/inflectional processes was, and to gain insight into problematic areas. They
consisted of a short text from which 10 words were deleted – nouns, verbs, adjectives, or
adverbs. The form of the test was devised to be consistent with UCLES FCE, CAE and
CPE tests (10 gaps, at least one of them demanding of students to use a negative prefix –
a conclusion they should arrive at by relying on the context clues), while the texts
themselves were authentic English texts, taken from Reason Magazine and The New York
Times which had undergone slight adaptation so that they would not be too long and to
ensure that the students would comprehend them. The only difference was that the
prompt words did not include only base forms but derivatives as well, following up
Schmitt & Zimmerman‘s (2002) idea of testing productive morphological knowledge.
Word families were chosen on the basis of their familiarity – as students had come across
them in English textbooks or during classes, the assumption was that they would be able
to recognize the missing parts of speech and produce appropriate morphological relatives.
2.3. PROCEDURE AND SCORING
With both tests, the researcher distributed the test and explained how it should be
done by doing a demonstration on the blackboard. In the example, the suffixes used were
-ness and -y, differing from those in the test. Instructions were given in Serbian.
For each correct word form students received 1 point, whereas incorrect forms or
non-responses were marked with 0. In case several word forms were deemed appropriate
answers for one blank, all of them were considered correct. Poor spelling was penalized
(*consciencious for conscientious), as was lack of awareness of inflectional affixes (e.g.
providing encourage instead of encourages/encouraged).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. TEST 1
Table 1 below shows the results for appropriate word class and morphological
relatives. Each subject provided 10 word forms, so there were 1130 (10 x 113) responses
in total.
Table 1. Scores for appropriate word class/word forms
Word forms produced
Total no. of words
1130

Correct word classes
No.
%
987
87.35

Correct word forms
No.
%
625
55.3

As the results indicate (Table 1), the missing word class was recognized in 87.32% of
all cases, whereas correct word forms were provided less frequently (55.3%). Since the
use of appropriate word class, obviously, did not present a stumbling block for students, a
closer look at the data was needed to account for such a significant percentage of
incorrect answers. Further analysis revealed the following (Table 2).
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Table 2. Scores for each of the derived/inflected forms
Word forms produced
like - unlike
relief - relieve
severity - severely
conscience - conscientious
traffic - trafficking
astonish - astonishing
medicine - medical
courageous - encouraged (-s)
thief - theft / thievery / thieving
accident - accidentally
-

-

-

-

-

-

Correct word forms
No.
68
67
37
20
74
97
110
43
72
37

%
60.2
59.3
32.7
17.7
65.5
85.8
97.3
38.1
63.7
32.7

the first missing word, unlike, required students to rely on context clues in order
to come to a conclusion that a word of negative meaning was needed, the task
which proved to be fairly difficult for them since they supplied likewise, likely or
likelihood very often;
instead of the verb relieve, students generally produced release, relive or *reliese,
*relise, *reliefe, showing lack of awareness of a historical change where
substitution of a consonant (voiced fricative v in place of a voiceless f) had a
derivational effect, leading to a shift from a noun to a verb. The same process
accounts for the forms thieving and thievery derived from the verb to thieve
which is related to the noun thief;
the adverb severely was commonly misspelt as *severly, since the students failed
to acknowledge the presence of final silent e;
the adjective conscientious was the least known (17.7%), spelt as *consciencious
or *consciental but most often as conscious which proves Laufer‘s theory (1988)
about conscious and conscientious being synforms – similar lexical forms prone
to causing confusion in L2 learners of English;
the noun trafficking posed a problem for students due to its uncommon spelling –
they usually provided *trafficing;
two best known forms were astonishing (85.8%) and medical (97.3%), although
astonished, the inappropriate adjective was, surprisingly, used in the rest of the
cases (14.2%);
the verb encouraged proved to be a tough nut (38.1%) as students either spelt it
with unsuitable prefixes – as *incouraged, *uncouraged, possibly relying on
acoustic clues, or even *disencouraged, that is, failed to realize that the syntactic
context (use of the infinitive form to think) dictated the use of a non-negative
form, or produced the bare infinitive form encourage, which implies their lack of
awareness of subject – verb agreement; in several cases, interestingly, instead of
the verb encouraged, the provided form was *couraged;
the adverb accidentally was among the least known forms (32.7%) presumably
because students relied on acoustic clues – they mostly misspelt it as *accidently
or *accidentaly, forgetting about the general rule for making adjectives, which
does not allow noun + -ly combination (with a few exceptions), and imposes the
addition of suffix -ly to all adjectives, including those which end with the letter l.
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Word formation test 1
Three years ago, federal prosecutors likened a pain doctor William Hurwitz to a ―street-corner
crack dealer.‖ But it turned out there were a few differences. (1) ____________ (LIKE) a streetcorner crack dealer, Hurwitz didn‘t sell drugs. Instead, he prescribed narcotics to patients in an
attempt to (2) ____________ (RELIEF) chronic pain. The small minority of patients who used
the pills to get high or sold them on the black market also claimed to be suffering (3)
____________ (SEVERITY), and Hurwitz said he believed them. Prosecutors said this didn‘t
matter because, even if Hurwitz was making a (4) ____________ (CONSCIENCE) effort to
treat pain, he was still guilty of drug (5) ___________ (TRAFFIC). A federal appeals court
recently rejected this (6) ____________ (ASTONISH) assertion, dealing a blow to prosecutions
that seek to punish mistakes in (7) ____________ (MEDICINE) judgment with prison terms.
The case against Hurwitz, however, (8) ____________ (COURAGEOUS) doctors who already
thought twice before helping patients in pain to think three or four times. Consider for a
moment what this position would mean if it were applied to other crimes. If you mistakenly
picked up someone else‘s suitcase at the airport, you could be convicted of (9) ____________
(THIEF). If you (10) ____________ (ACCIDENT) killed a pedestrian who darted in front of
your car, you could be convicted of murder. (Adapted from Reason Magazine)

Although the missing words were to be provided in contextualized sentences,
students‘ reliance on the syntactic clues did not lead them to the appropriate form in a
number of cases (notably for unlike and encouraged). This implies that students need
instruction and guidance, in addition to practice, to become skilful at decomposing the
meaning of each sentence. The difficulties with accidentally and astonishing show that
even though freshmen come to university with a long history of learning English
(beginning in primary school through high school), one should not presume that all of
them have productively mastered even the most basic derivational rules; adverbs are one
of the least known derivative word forms according to some researchers (Phillips 1981;
Schmitt & Zimmerman 2002) and our results corroborate this assertion (32.7% of correct
answers for both severely and accidentally). Moreover, students‘ attention should be
drawn to the existence of silent letters in English, confusable words (conscious –
conscientious) and alterations of vowel and/or consonant in derivational processes (relief
– relieve, traffic – trafficking). Systematic teaching of prefixes and suffixes related to
each word class could also have a beneficial effect on students‘ productive knowledge,
especially when it comes to homophones (en-/in-, -ally/-ly, possibly -ance/-ence, -able/ible, -er/-or, -ent/-ant as observation in the classroom suggests) as these have proved to
be problematical. Subject – verb agreement is also one of the issues which should be
highlighted in classes as students obviously focus on the derivation of appropriate word
family member, neglecting inflectional aspects of word formation.
3.2. TEST 2
The same students (N = 113) did the second test at the end of the academic year and
the results for appropriate word class and morphological relatives are presented in Table
3. As the results show (Table 3) students recognized the missing word class in 90% of all
cases which is a slight improvement compared with the results from the first test while
the number of correct word forms has, interestingly, decreased to 53.7%.
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Table 3. Scores for appropriate word class/word forms
Word forms produced
Total no. of words
1130

Correct word classes
No.
%
1017
90

Correct word forms
No.
%
607
53.7

Table 4. Scores for each of the derived/inflected forms
Word forms produced
psychiatry - psychiatric
scrutiny - scrutinize (-d)
compare - comparison
law - lawfully
balanced - imbalance/balance
expansive - expanding
qualification - disqualified
provision - provide
strong - strengthened/stronger
change - changeable

Correct word forms
No.
64
92
65
43
40
48
63
95
50
47

%
56.6
81.4
57.5
38.1
35.4
42.5
55.8
84.1
44.2
41.6

Careful analysis of the data resulted in the following (Table 4):
- the first missing word, psychiatric, proved tricky for students as they commonly
misspelt it as *psichiatric or provided psychiatrical, a synonym for psychiatric
which does not collocate with centre;
- two best known forms were the verbs scrutinize (81.4%)and provide (84.1%);
- the noun comparison was hard for 42.5% of students who generally provided
comparation – L1 transfer of the Serbian lexical counterpart komparacija which
is inappropriate in this context due to its meaning;
- one of the least known forms was the adverb lawfully (38.1%); some students
failed to recognize that an adverb was needed before an adjective in this context,
using lawful, while others derived a negative form unlawfully, failing to notice
that syntactic clues suggested the usage of a non-negative form; in a few
instances, the inserted word form was legally/illegally which indicates that the
concept of word family members was mistakenly understood to include the
whole lexical field law and its components; the form *lawly also occurred a few
times showing lack of basic knowledge about adverb formation in English;
- the noun balance/imbalance was the least known productively (35.4%) either due
to mother tongue influence – the Serbian counterpart disbalans which students
transferred into English, making a coinage *disbalance or because they didn‘t
realize a noun was needed as part of a complex noun phrase mental (im)balance
problems, thus providing adjectives *balancy, *disbalancing or *imbalanced;
- present participle expanding was known by less than half of the students (42.5%)
– it was usually substituted by expansion, expanded or simply expand;
- the negative verb form disqualified was produced by 55.8% of all students. The
rest mostly provided qualified or unqualified, not paying attention to syntactic
clues (preposition from following the aforementioned verb) which makes
unqualified and disqualified a pair of confusable derivatives;
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-

the verb strengthened was a tough nut (44.2%) for two reasons: the first is its
spelling – it was commonly misspelt as *strenghtened; the second is the infinitive
form strengthen/*strenghten which the students provided – it indicates their
failing to notice that the missing verb is part of a passive verb construction should
be ____;
finally, the adjective changeable was among the least known forms (41.6%) due
to its spelling – students spelt it without the letter e probably because they
assumed that all verbs lose final e when forming adjectives with the suffix -able
(e.g. recognize-recognizable, conceive-conceivable); obviously, they did not
know the rule about the soft g and the retention of final e before the suffix -able.

Word formation test 2
Cho Seung-Hui, the student who shot and killed 32 people at Virginia Tech on April 16
2007, stayed in a (1) ______________ (PSYCHIATRY) center in 2005 under a
magistrate‟s order. Mr Cho‟s mental health history has raised questions about whether
background checks adequately (2) ______________ (SCRUTINY) the personal history of
potential gun buyers. Although Virginia has some of the most permissive gun laws in the
country in (3) ______________ (COMPARE) to other states, it does, in fact, include such
mental health records in the background checks it conducts when someone tries to buy a
handgun. “We determined Mr. Cho to be (4) ______________ (LAW) eligible to purchase
a gun on two occasions”, said Donna Tate, program manager in the firearms transaction
center for the Virginia State Police. Gun control advocates seized upon the revelation
about Mr. Cho‟s mental (5) ______________ (BALANCED) problems to call for more
complete background checks on gun buyers, particularly (6) ______________
(EXPANSIVE) the number of situations in which someone may be (7) ______________
(QUALIFICATION) from buying a gun because of mental health issues. Massachusetts,
which has some of the toughest gun laws in the United States, prohibits anyone who has
ever been confined to a mental institution from buying a gun, although the person can (8)
______________ (PROVISION) a written statement from a physician to obtain an
exception. While Virginia Tech victims and public safety advocates believe that laws
should be (9) ______________ (STRONG) and the number of firearms in the public‟s
hands reduced, the fact remains that human behavior is (10) ______________ (CHANGE)
so a blood bath is hard to predict. (Adapted from The New York Times)

In keeping with the results from the first test, students‘ reliance on the context clues
was not always successful (especially for lawfully and disqualified) which once more
implies that explicit instruction is needed as regards the use of context clues.
Furthermore, the influence of the mother tongue (disbalans – *disbalance, komparacija –
comparation) is likely to cause problems, which calls for guidance in deceptive cognates.
Another issue which might deserve special attention in classes are complex noun phrases
(mental imbalance problems) consisting of adj. + N + N which are structurally different
from the Serbian ones due to the existence of cases in Serbian, since learners‘ hypotheses
about lexical rules and word formation processes are likely to be constrained by L 1 rules
and processes (Adjemian 1983). Additionally, word formation rules (prefixes, suffixes),
and, more specifically, their exceptions (soft g/c), could also be of benefit to students.
Although freshmen had spent two semesters studying English in the exposure-rich
environment2, their overall performance on the word formation test did not improve. On
the contrary, while recognition of appropriate word class seems to have progressed
(87.35% vs. 90%), becoming an easy task for most of the students, productive knowledge
of word family members appears to have reduced (55.3% vs. 53.7%). This could be
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related to the fact that morphology had been an obligatory course in the first semester,
making students attend lectures and classes, and broadening their knowledge of word
formation. It did not, however, lead to productive mastery of morphological relatives. Nor
did knowing the word class for a missing word on the test contribute to its grammatically
correct usage. The results of the study suggest that mere exposure to any of the tested
words in formal language settings or through reading at home did not facilitate their
production on the test. They support the view that L2 learners have incomplete
derivational knowledge and that they have trouble acquiring all members of a word
family even though they may already know one or more members (e.g. Schmitt 1999;
Schmitt & Zimmerman 2002).
4. CONCLUSIONS
Serbian EFL learners who come to university to major in English face difficulties
when it comes to word building. They are skilled at recognizing word classes which are
missing in contextualized sentences, but need instruction and guidance to become adept
at extracting information from a text, at mastering prefixes and suffixes, along with many
rules and exceptions which govern the field of English morphology. Presentation of new
lexical items with their derivative forms, supplemented by an emphasis on the formation
of adverbs, subject – verb agreement, confusable words, the existence of silent letters,
and false friends could have a beneficial effect on their productive knowledge of
morphological relatives. Furthermore, a longitudinal study of students‘ troubles regarding
word families might warrant generalizations about the peculiarity of Serbian EFL
learners‘ problems which, in turn, would have pedagogical implications. An experiment
with explicit teaching practices concerning word formation may also yield valuable data
about the usefulness of such activities. As some of English and Serbian affixes share a
common background (Latin or Greek origin), a promising target for research is the
existence of cognates/cognate affixes and their possible facilitative effect in the
acquisition of productive derivational morphology (Dimitrijeviš Saviš & Daniloviš,
forthcoming). Finally, insights from a variety of EFL learners differing in levels of
proficiency, and L1s, could also contribute to a better understanding of L2 productive
morphological knowledge and its growth.
NOTES
1. The terms morphological relatives, derivatives, derivative word forms and word
family members will be used interchangeably throughout the text.
2. Exposure-rich environment refers in this context to 20 classes of lectures and practice
in English (courses in morphology, phonology, English medieval literature and
contemporary English language) which learners had each week.
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ABSTRACT
A genre-centred approach to teaching grammar and vocabulary has attracted
much attention in recent years, the rationale being, inter alia, that ―certain syntactic
forms have genre-specific restricted values in addition to their general meanings
codified in grammar books‖ (Bhatia 1997). In this article, we set out to emphasise the
importance of focusing students‘ attention on rhetorical action and the linguistic
means of its accomplishment. We argue that certain lexical items and grammatical
structures call for a different introduction and explanation in the syllabus when it
comes to ESP economics students, which arises from predominant rhetorical
structures of the discipline. The main aim of the article is to point out that teaching
genre-specific lexis and grammar at tertiary level helps students of economics focus
on those aspects of lexical and syntactic forms which are relevant to their future
professional settings and field of expertise.
Keywords: ESP; Genre analysis; Economics; Genre-specific grammar
1. INTRODUCTION
Approaches to ESP have changed in line with the introduction of new linguistic
theories. Thus, at the very beginning of its development, ESP was primarily focused on
frequency studies, the rationale being that ―the peculiarities of LSP are first and foremost
of a quantitative nature‖ (Hoffman 1981, cited in Robinson 1991: 23). These studies
were, however, rather quickly discarded as being ―only descriptive, not explanatory‖
(Robinson 1991: 24) and were superseded by a rhetorical approach to teaching ESP,
which stressed the importance of not so much the frequency of a certain characteristic of
the text but the reasons for choosing this particular characteristic of the text. In other
words, an attempt was made to explain the rhetorical reasons for the choice of certain text
patterns or grammatical forms, thus confirming that ―specific linguistic features take on
restricted values in the structuring of scientific communication‖ (Bhatia 1993: 7). In the
last three decades, however, there has been a significant shift towards an approach to
ESP, termed genre analysis, which demonstrates differences between texts and text types,
focusing on the text ―as a system of features and choices‖ (Robinson 1991: 25). This
theoretical and methodological framework overcomes the shortcomings of the previous
linguistic approaches to ESP and provides a viable and extremely useful tool of finding
important form-function correlations. Such a genre-based approach to teaching ESP has
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been used at the Faculty of Economics, Belgrade University, for ten years now and has
proved very fruitful so far.1
In this paper, therefore, an attempt will be made to present and exemplify one
possible approach to teaching ESP economics students by using a genre analysis as the
underlying theoretical and methodological framework. In Section 2, we will provide a
brief overview of the main tenets of genre analysis as used in ESP, proceeding to Sections
3, 4, 5 and 6, where we demonstrate some of the basic features of the teaching materials
we use at the Faculty of Economics, which stem from some specific features of
economics texts and economics as a science in general. Finally, we conclude by
emphasising enormous advantages of genre-based approach to teaching grammar and
lexis to ESP economics students.
2. A GENRE-BASED APPROACH TO TEACHING ESP
A genre is defined as ―a class of communicative events, the members of which share
some set of communicative purposes‖ (Swales 1990: 58). These communicative purposes
shape ―the schematic structure of the discourse and influence[s] and constrain[s] choice
of content and style‖ (Swales 1990: 58). According to this theory, therefore, ESP students
should become familiar with the specific style of a genre and its particular grammatical
features. The role of the teacher is, by using genre-based grammatical and lexical
explanations, to raise learners‘ awareness of the rationale of the text-genre that they are
required to read and write (Bhatia 1997). In addition, such an approach enables students
to recognise the importance of making the relevant connection between the use of
language on the one hand and the purpose of communication [in a specialist discourse] on
the other (Bhatia 1997).
As Dudley-Evans claims, all approaches to text analysis begin with the idea that the
texts used in particular specialist environments ―have particular characteristics that
distinguish them from other texts and from the generalised summaries of linguistic
features that arise from an approach to text analysis that uses a corpus of differing texts‖
(Dudley-Evans 2000: 4). Therefore, a genre-based approach to teaching ESP, in addition
to dealing with a specific rhetorical structure of a particular genre, is essentially
concerned with those grammatical and lexical choices characteristic of that genre (in our
case, a genre of economics textbooks) which distinguish it from other genres.
A genre-based approach to teaching ESP is based on the idea that just as certain
lexical items have specialist meanings in specific professional genres, a number of
syntactic forms may also carry genre-specific restricted values in addition to their general
meanings codified in grammar books (Bhatia 1997). In other words, it allows the teacher
to focus on some key grammatical and lexical features which are vital for the students‘
future field of expertise, while simultaneously ignoring other grammatical and lexical
features of little or no relevance to it. As far as ESP students are concerned, a genre-based
approach allows them not to learn language in isolation from specialist contexts, but
encourages them to make the relevant connection between the use of language on the one
hand and the purpose of communication on the other (Bhatia 1997).
In the next sections, we shall present some of the main features of economics
textbooks as a genre, on which the syllabus of an ESP course is based, intended for the
second year economics students at the Faculty of Economics, Belgrade University. We
shall illustrate a genre-based approach to ESP by selectively presenting the contents of
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three textbooks used as teaching materials in the second year of studies at this tertiary
institution.2
3. NON-LINEAR NATURE OF ECONOMICS TEXTS
Although broadly categorised as humanities where ―words are central to disciplinary
values and argumentation‖ (Johns 1998: 183), economics as a science is, in many
respects, more similar to natural sciences such as mathematics and physics. This is
largely due to a non-linear nature of economics texts, where ―[r]eference is [very
frequently] made to graphs and mathematical equations which may themselves be derived
from earlier graphs and equations‖ (Mead & Henderson 1983: 140). This is why ESP for
economics course design should take into account this recursive feature of economics as a
science and familiarise students not only with verbal but with visual, non-textual ways of
presenting information as well.
3.1. VISUAL AIDS
Various types of visual representations form an inherent part of economics texts. Due
to the non-linearity of economics texts, reference is frequently made to various types of
diagrammatic presentation (tables, graphs, pie charts, bar charts, pictograms, etc.). These
non-textual features of economics texts, according to Henderson & Hewing (1987),
perform three functions in economics texts:
- to illustrate economic theory or models, serving as an introduction to them;
- to provide a visual or pictorial presentation of a process, as in the case of flow
charts;
- to provide examples to support the arguments in the text, serving as a means of
exemplification or verification.
As the student‘s ―ability to interpret numerical or graphic information cannot be
assumed‖ (Henderson & Hewings 1987: 100), teaching ways of visually presenting
information is an indispensable part of an ESP for economics course syllabus. In addition,
these visual materials ―can be used by the teacher as shorthand cues not only to practice
structures and sentence connectives, but also to facilitate the introduction of a wide range
of specialised lexis in realistic situations‖ (Mead & Lilley 1975: 153), especially the
language of prediction, explanation, description, etc. Mastering visual literacy is of the
utmost importance to economics students, i.e. learning how to produce and interpret
visual means of presenting information. In our textbook, a lot of attention is paid to this
peculiarity of economics texts – students learn how to interpret graphs by recovering
information from them and transforming it into text, or alternatively, they learn how to
produce these visual means from the already given text, extracting the most relevant
information from it.
3.2. TRENDS AND MOVEMENTS
Introducing and internalising expressions for upward and downward trends and
movements of money, prices, economic indicators and alike is a complex lexicocognitive activity. In order to express an upward or a downward movement, the language
of economics resorts to different word classes such as nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs. Since many such nouns and verbs tend to have a pronounced figurative meaning,
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the topic on trend and movements emphasises an underlying rhetorical function of
economics texts where different devices (in this case figurative expressions) are used with
the aim of ―easifying‖ texts and making them more accessible to students by relating
money movements to physical movements. Apart from using neutral and conventional
nouns and verbs which denote particular direction of movement, such as rise, fall,
increase, decrease, grow/growth, decline, economics is operating with such expressions
such as jump, leap, slide, (sky)rocket, soar, surge, plunge, plummet, which, by evoking
images of moving on the ground, in the air, or in the water respectively, compounded by
connotations arising from complex semantic meaning of the above mentioned words (e.g.
to soar meaning ‗to rise quickly into the air‘), are intended both for making complex
economic issues comprehensible to students and for indicating the speed of movement.
The speed of change as well as the degree of change may be expressed by either
adjectives (as noun modifiers) or adverbs (as verb modifiers), completing very rich lexis
whose function is to liken economic text to a story and guide a student through a myriad
of composite economic issues in an easier way. Non-textual features (such as graphs or
diagrams) which often follow both literal and non-literal expressions regarding trends and
movements help to memorize them more effectively.
3.3. NUMERALS
Students of economics often encounter problems with formulae and other numerical
expressions and approximations particularly used in mathematics, statistics and
econometrics. However, a major problem arises in this respect – students‘ knowledge of
mathematics, statistics and other related sciences most frequently outstrips their
knowledge of English, which often results in their inability to operate with more complex
numbers or mathematical expressions. The main problem seems to be large numbers,
which are instantly recognised in writing but rarely correctly pronounced at an
appropriate speed. Students are also taught how to read the basic mathematical
expressions (addition, deduction, multiplication and division) as well as more
complicated mathematical formulae, frequently used in economics and econometrics.
4. ECONOMICS AS A POSITIVE SCIENCE: THE USE OF CONDITIONALS
Each science, economics being no exception, is characterised by some theoretical
features which call for the early introduction of certain, rather complicated language
forms. Being mainly a positive science characterised by statements such as ―if this is
changed then that will happen‖, economics abounds in cause-and-effect relationships
between events, manifested in the use of ―assumptions, predictions and economic
forecasting.‖ (Mead & Lilley 1975: 151) In addition, there is a clear tendency of ―writers
in economics to move between the real world and a hypothetical or idealised world‖
(Hewings 1987: 29), which is mostly due to the fact that economics build models or
simplifications of the real world, which in turn calls for frequent switches from the real to
the hypothetical.
Therefore, the conditional is a very frequently used form in economics texts 3, which
―suggests that it should be introduced earlier into [the] course for economics students
than it would be in a general English course‖ (Mead & Lilley 1975: 151). Furthermore,
research has shown (Mead & Henderson 1983) that the teaching of English to economics
students requires a somewhat different approach to the explanation of conditional form
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and meaning compared to that employed in a General English course. Such an approach
takes into account ―the relationship between the economics content and its verbal
expression‖ (Mead & Henderson 1983: 159). In other words, a functional approach to the
teaching of conditionals should be adopted, such that it highlights not only the basic
meaning and form of conditionals, but takes into consideration the function the
conditional sentence performs within the text. These meanings of conditional are
summarised in the following functional categories:
- the predictive conditional;
- the illustrative conditional;
- the defining conditional;
- the directive conditional.
Thus, the predictive conditional takes the form of a ―scientific prediction‖ (Lipsey
1979: 13, as quoted in Mead & Henderson 1983: 141) having the form ―if you do this
then such and such will follow‖. An illustrative conditional4 is contingent upon an
illustration and can be paraphrased as an assumption, most usually by using a
suppositional verb such as assume, suppose, say, etc. (e.g. If it is assumed that income is
halved, then the amount of goods the household can buy will also be halved.) In the
defining conditional, extensively used in introductory economics textbooks, by which a
new term is introduced, the definition can be made either within the dependent or the
independent clause (e.g. If the demand for a commodity falls as income rises, it is called
an inferior good.) Finally, the directive conditional tells the student how to interact with
the content, thus performing the function of either directing the reader to look elsewhere
in the text, or to perform some operation on the content under consideration (Mead &
Henderson 1983: 153).
Clearly, such an approach to the teaching of conditionals considerably differs from
the way the conditionals are introduced in a General English course. This functional
approach is based on the idea that some grammatical features of economics texts carry
―genre-specific restricted values rather than general grammatical values‖ (Bhatia 1993:
156-157), which consequently means that the teaching of general grammar by ignoring
the function syntactic forms perform within the text, not only has very little role to play in
ESP and is counter-productive but wrong as well. This, in turn, means that economics
students should be taught how to recognise the difference between various forms and
meanings of conditionals in order to be able to use them within the context of specialist
texts. The teaching of conditional forms should also be accompanied by closely related
―signals of hypotheticality‖ (Hewings 1990: 41), such as assume, suppose, consider, take,
say, etc., which often indicate a shift between the idealised world of economic models
and the real world. These verbs may help students realise a hypothetical example will
follow in the text, which enables them to more smoothly overcome the difficulties they
encounter while striving for better understanding of the subject matter of economics.
5. ABSTRACT LANGUAGE OF ECONOMICS TEXTS
Previous research has already indicated the main characteristics of abstract writing
such as economics, which arise from the very character of this science (see Mason 1990).
In the next two sections, we deal with the two tropes which are ―indispensable to abstract
thought‖ (Mason 1990: 19), metaphor and personification, as well as with the rhetorical
devices of hedging, which economists use to express their ideas and modify their claims.
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5.1. METAPHOR AND PERSONIFICATION
Metaphor, now usually understood as a conceptual metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson
1980), i.e. as an amalgam of a metaphorical concept and its surface linguistic realisation,
is undoubtedly one of the key elements the analysis of economics texts hinges on. Being a
universal feature of language, metaphor is common to both formal language of economics
textbooks and popular language of journalistic writing, though to varying degrees.
According to Henderson (1986: 125), ―[e]conomists […] use metaphor on a systematic
and/or ad hoc basis to help towards building predictive models, to suggest good action or
form the basis for judgement, to establish a technical and semi-technical vocabulary, to
assist in framing and reframing of questions as well as to instruct, ridicule or even
mislead‖. McCloskey emphasises the role of metaphors in economics claiming that
―[e]conomic models are metaphors, and are the discipline‘s ‗poetics‘‖ (quoted in
Henderson, Dudley-Evans & Backhouse 1993: 7). According to the main tenets of Lakoff
and Johnson‘s Conceptual Metaphor Theory, conceptual metaphor is the understanding
of one conceptual domain in terms of another conceptual domain. Understanding abstract
and elaborate domain such as economics via more concrete and accessible other domains
has twofold pedagogical importance: first, as we have already mentioned, it should result
in better decoding the meaning of economic issues and their subsequent adoption, and
second, acknowledging the ubiquity of metaphor ―as a central organising principle of all
language‖ means ―admitting the idea that there is no metaphor-free basis for studying
metaphor whilst at the same time accepting that sets of metaphors can be explored and
understood‖ (Henderson 1986: 110). Both stances put particular stress on metaphor as a
teaching device and object of linguistic analysis. Metaphors in economics range from
those which are, according to Henderson, more ―theory laden‖ (Henderson 2000: 172),
such as inflation, circular flow, human capital, invisible hand, equilibrium, etc. to those
of a more popular strand, as the following examples from The Economist show5:
tightening the screws on the economy, trading truce, invading new markets, financial
hypochondria, etc. Hence metaphors should not be ignored (as a feature of flowery
language that has nothing to do with academic discourse) or relegated to some later stages
of ESP curriculum, but they should be incorporated in business and economics course
books at all levels.
Personification or anthropomorphism is another aspect of the language of economic
texts in which the interactions of abstract processes and qualities are conceptualised
through human characteristics, experience and activities. (Mason 1990; Lakoff & Johnson
1980) It is ―a device often resorted to in order to talk about abstract forces or processes or
to make us feel more at home in a hostile world‖ (Henderson 1994: 48, quoted in
Charteris-Black 2000: 158). Applying human characteristics to markets (e.g. The market
was suffering vertigo following the dramatic 200-point leap in the futures market on
Wednesday; Stocks shrugged off weaker bond prices and a bearish futures market to
close higher in choppy trade),6 inflation (e.g. Inflation is eating up our profits; Inflation
has given birth to a money-minded generation)7, etc. should be exploited in the ESP
classroom to raise students‘ awareness of the ―explicative value‖ (White 2003: 147) of
metaphor and ―the inference patterns associated with given figurative expressions‖ (Boers
2000: 145-146). In other words, both metaphors and personification entail not only an
exercise on vocabulary building and retention but they also provide students with insights
into the concepts and assumptions of economics as a science.
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5.2. HEDGING DEVICES
Hedging is a basic feature of academic discourse, economics discourse being no
exception, where speakers or writers modulate or soften their utterances or propositions
for various reasons: ―to show their certainty and doubt towards their statements, to show
the amount of confidence they put on their claim, and to start a dialog with their readers‖
(Falahati 2006: 99), or ―to conform to politeness considerations and to mitigate potential
offence to fellow-scientists, members of the same discourse community‖ (Bloor & Bloor,
quoted in Henderson, Dudley-Evans & Backhouse 1993: 154). Sometimes, in order to
avoid overstating their experimental results, academic writers ―may well wish to reduce
the strength of claims simply because stronger statements would not be justified by the
experimental data presented‖ (Salager-Meyer 1995: 128). As Lakoff claims (1972: 183),
―natural language concepts have vague boundaries and fuzzy edges‖, and sentences can
often be false or true to some extent. Despite a wrong assumption that academic discourse
is by definition precise, objective, impersonal and truthful, the research has shown that it
also includes a point of view and ―is both socially situated and structured to accomplish
rhetorical objectives‖ (Salager-Meyer 1995: 127). In short, ―[h]edges can be considered
as the interactive elements which serve as a bridge between the propositional information
in the text and the writer‘s factual interpretation‖ (Salager-Meyer 1995: 127).
There are several categories of hedging which should be dealt with at tertiary level of
economics and business studies, such as:
- modal auxiliary verbs, as the widely used means of expressing modality in ESP,
such as may, might, can, could, would, should;
- modal lexical verbs, or the so-called speech act verbs, such as to seem, to appear,
to believe, to assume, to suggest, to estimate, to tend, etc.;
- adjectival (e.g. possible, probable, (un)likely), adverbial (e.g. perhaps, possibly,
probably, practically, virtually, etc.) and nominal modal phrases (e.g.
assumption, claim, possibility, estimate, suggestion);
- approximators of degree, quantity, frequency and time (e.g. approximately,
roughly, about, usually, somewhat, etc.);
- introductory phrases (e.g. I believe, to our knowledge, it is our view that, we feel
that, etc.);
- IF clauses (e.g. if true, if anything);
- impersonal passive with IT (e.g. It is believed..., It is assumed…, It is
rumoured..., etc.) and its alternative form passive + infinitive (He is believed to
be..., Inflation is assumed to rise..., etc.).8
If not mitigated by the above mentioned conventional forms of the ESP writing and
speaking, all the information conveyed would express factual data, universal knowledge
which is beyond any dispute. However, professional caution, tentativeness, and
evasiveness are readily conformed to in order to avoid personal accountability in e.g.
economic forecasts or to indicate different degrees of certainty (e.g. by the use of modal
verbs). ESP students, even advanced ones, have problems with the correct identification
and use of hedging, particularly referring to prediction (Makaya & Bloor 1987).
Therefore, ESP teaching via various activities should strive to equip learners with
sufficient knowledge ―to appreciate the role of hedging in academic, professional and
business genres, [and] to manipulate its actual devices‖, as well as to understand why
some author is using a particular hedging device (Dudley-Evans & St John 1998: 77).
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6. VOCABULARY
Teaching specialist vocabulary such as economics is a particularly thorny issue since,
according to Dudley-Evans & St John (1998), the emphasis should be on teaching semitechnical (or, sub-technical) or core economics vocabulary, rather than technical
vocabulary. Technical words may be cognates ―with the equivalent term in the students‘
first language‖ (1998: 81); some may be of Latin or Greek origin making them easily
understood; sometimes Latin or Greek terms are actually the technical terms, or the
technical terms in the learner‘s native language may in fact be the English term
(Robinson 2009: 37). When it comes to economics vocabulary, a modified Dudley-Evans
& St John‘s classification provided by Robinson (2007) may be aptly applied. This author
classifies vocabulary in ESP into three groups, delineating the differences between them
in terms of their meaning and usage in general English serving as a benchmark. Thus, the
specialist language in ESP may be broken down into:
- technical vocabulary, which comprises words with a specific, restricted meaning
in the field; no usage in general English (e.g. devaluation, damages);
- semi-technical vocabulary, including words in general English usage; such
words take on a specific meaning in the field (e.g. liquid, claim, settle);
- non-technical vocabulary consists of words in general English usage but often
with low frequency; words appear with higher frequency in the field; no change
in meaning (e.g. financial loss, income).
Technical vocabulary having no usage in general English and taking into account
some of its characteristics mentioned above seem to be rightly considered as secondary
when it comes to learning vocabulary in ESP. Priority should be given to second and third
categories of lexis, though in all three cases students are normally expected to understand
the concepts behind the words. Still, learning vocabulary in ESP does not imply, as
usually wrongly thought on behalf of both students and teachers, learning of individual
words taken in isolation at the expense of fluency and proper contextual use. DudleyEvans & St John (1988: 84-86) propose three ways which should facilitate internalization
and retention of specialist vocabulary:
- adopting words as situational, semantic and metaphor sets (e.g. assets, liabilities,
balance sheet, income statement in the text on accounting as example of semantic
sets, or seed money, new money, make money hand over fist as examples of
idiomatic and metaphoric sets);
- focusing on collocation (e.g. fixed cost, variable cost, one-off cost, to incur costs)
and the use of corpora;
- storing chunks of language or lexical phrases (…perceives profitable
opportunities…, many societies place great value on…, if inflation doubled…).9
As ―the familiarisation of a term does not necessarily imply that it can immediately
enter into the active vocabulary of a student‖ (Henderson & Hewings 1987: 37), various
techniques are used for the acquisition of economics vocabulary, especially highly
technical terms. Bramki & Williams (1984) categorise these means of ―lexical
familiarisation‖ into six groups:
- exemplification;
- explanation;
- definition;
- stipulation;
- synonymy;
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- illustration, all of which are used in a combined manner in our textbook.
Each main text of the unit is accompanied by an exercise in which students are
required to match a term and a definition, so that they may check the degree of
vocabulary acquisition. In the next two sections we shall deal with the two other
examples of specialist economics vocabulary.
6.1. EASILY CONFUSED WORDS
A part of specialist vocabulary which deserves particular attention regarding accuracy
and proper use in economic contexts is easily confused words. Misunderstanding and
misuse may arise from various reasons. Some of these terms are semantically similar, e.g.
earnings/revenue/income or expense/expenses/expenditure; sometimes coupled with
semantic similarity, there are restrictions regarding their word class, e.g. affect/effect,
effect being both noun and verb, or rise, intransitive verb, vs. raise, transitive verb, vs.
arise, intransitive verb, or cost, both verb and noun, verb cost being both regular and
irregular/transitive and intransitive; or simply the difficulty of learning certain terms may
be attributed to their very extensive ―word family‖, e.g. economy vs. economics vs.
economic vs. economical vs. economise vs. economist. Insistence on making clear
differences between similar words should sensitise students to the features of language
encountered in professional settings.
6.2. WORDS OF LATIN AND GREEK ORIGIN
Economics as a science extensively uses Latin or Greek words instead of their
English equivalents, due to their international recognition. Therefore, students need to
become familiar with some basic terms used in economics which are of Latin or Greek
origin in order to be able to understand and interpret them within economics texts.
Special attention is paid to the irregular plural forms of such words, many of which have
retained their original plural form (e.g. analysis – analyses, basis – bases, criterion –
criteria, datum – data, medium – media, stimulus – stimuli, etc.). As a number of words
have two plural forms (the original and the anglicised one), used alternatively depending
on the context and meaning (e.g. appendix – appendixes vs. appendices, index – indexes
vs. indices, formula – formulas vs. formulae, etc.), students should learn how to
adequately use them in various contexts. It is also made sure that such foreign words are
correctly pronounced since their pronunciation in English largely differs from the way
they are pronounced by Serbian native speakers (e.g. a priori, a posteriori, exempli
gratia, ceteris paribus, etc.)
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper an attempt was made to show how an ESP economics course at a tertiary
level may be made more effective with a genre-based approach. Since the main aspects of
economics as a scientific discipline are clearly reflected in the specific language features
of economics texts, a genre-based approach to ESP teaching enables the student and the
teacher alike not only to focus on linguistic characteristics of economics texts, but also to
discover ―the utilizable form-function correlations‖ (Bhatia 1991: 155), which go beyond
a pure description of such features, explaining the rationale behind their use. In addition,
a genre-based approach to teaching ESP economics students allows for the definition of a
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genre-specific grammar and lexis, enabling them to concentrate only on the most salient
linguistic features of economics texts, ignoring irrelevant aspects more frequent in
General English. In this way, students are made aware that most aspects of grammar and
vocabulary in their subject-specific texts arise from predominant rhetorical structures of
the discipline. We believe that genre analysis has a great potential as a theory and
methodological framework, moving the ESP teaching one step forward towards a better
understanding of disciplinary texts.
NOTES
1. Out of the total of 343 students who, in their second year of studies at the Faculty of
Economics, Belgrade University, took the English for Economists exam in June 2009
(after having passed two written tests in the winter and the summer semester
respectively), only 18 students (or 5.25%) failed it, whereas 325 (94.75%) passed it.
Seventeen students (5.23%) got a 6 (6-10 scale); 98 students (30.15%) got a 7; 108
(33.23) got an 8; 64 students (19.70%) got a 9; while 38 students (11.70%) obtained
the highest grade, 10.
2. The English for Economists course books used in the second year of undergraduate
studies at the Faculty of Economics, University of Belgrade, are Silaški & Đuroviš
(2008a), Silaški & Đuroviš (2008b), and Silaški & Đuroviš (2009).
3. Research has shown (Mead & Lilley 1975: 152) that 20 randomly selected pages of
the famous economics textbook by Paul Samuelson, Economics, contained as many
as 64 different conditional forms.
4. According to previous research, 70% of the conditionals used in Lipsey‘s textbook
Positive Economics were illustrative, 14.1% were predictive, 6.7% were defining, 1.7
were directive, and 14.1 were ‗other‘ (Fisher 1990: 87).
5. The examples are taken from Boers (2000).
6. See Smith (1995).
7. See Lakoff & Johnson (1980).
8. The classification is based on Salager-Meyer (1995).
9. All the examples in brackets have been taken from Silaški & Đuroviš (2008).
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ABSTRACT
Effective second language acquisition is the result of effective learning strategies
inside and outside the classroom, as well as other factors such as student self-efficacy
and teaching practices. This paper represents a kind of outline for a research study
intended to identify effective learning strategies in the second language classroom
and determine how these strategies can be taught and learned by students who have
already begun their second language studies in order to increase their learning
capacity.
Key words: learning strategies, second language classroom, learning capacity
1. INTRODUCTION
Although many laymen believe that second language acquisition is not a learned skill
but is instead an inherent talent that one either has or does not have this is not the case.
Instead, effective second language acquisition is the result of effective learning strategies
inside and outside the classroom, as well as other factors such as student self-efficacy and
teaching practices. This paper represents a kind of outline for a research study intended to
identify effective learning strategies in the second language classroom and determine how
these strategies can be taught and learned by students who have already begun their
second language studies in order to increase their learning capacity.
1.1. RESEARCH PROBLEM
Second language acquisition is determined by a wide range of variables, including
individual skill level and language learning self-efficacy, student motivation, teacher
motivation, language learning environment, and conscious strategies for language
acquisition and development. There is a great deal of disagreement in the literature even
regarding whether SLA (second language acquisition) is primarily a matter of identifying
parameters or learning features of the language, which is such a fundamental
disagreement that it makes it hard to explore other than empirically (Slabakova 2009:
313).The question of learning strategies is the main problem that is addressed within this
research. Specifically, how can effective language learning strategies be developed and
taught within the classroom, and what effect will these language learning strategies have
on the improvement of language skills in individual learners? Additionally, can specific
language learning strategies be effective within the classroom after students have already
studied the language for a period of time, and thus have developed their own strategies
for learning? The question also arises of whether a focus on learning strategies or a focus
on material enhancement will allow for a better improvement in the ability of students to
engage in the material and improve their performance. There is also considerable
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disagreement as to whether explicit teaching of language learning strategies or implicit
deduction of these strategies within the context of the learning process is more likely to
be effective. The research at the present time is somewhat silent on this issue, and thus
this represents a research problem that can be explored within this research process.
1.2. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
A research hypothesis has been established which will be tested using the parameters
of existing research. This research will be used to construct the research project and
describe the overall approach to research, as well as provide a focus for the discovery
work that will be performed during this research.
Hypothesis 1. Learners that receive explicit instruction in development of language
learning strategies will perform better on evaluation of language skills – including
speaking, listening, comprehension, and vocabulary – than those learners who receive
explicit instruction on the course materials. Both groups will perform better than those
who receive no specialized instruction.
1.3. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of this research is to determine what types of explicit instruction in learning
strategies (if any) can make a difference in the learning process of second language
learners who have already studied the language for a period of time. The objectives of
this research include:
- Develop a comprehensive strategy for teaching learning strategies for four core
skills that are tested within the second language classroom (including speaking,
listening, comprehension, and vocabulary).
- Implement this strategy in one experimental classroom consisting of students that
have already begun their SLA process.
- Compare results of the deliberate learning strategy teaching process to the control
classroom in terms of performance on evaluations intended to address the four
core skills identified above.
- Use the existing body of literature, including both theoretical and empirical
research, to explore the meaning of these outcomes and determine how outcomes
could be improved in future.
- Provide recommendations and guidelines for implementing similar strategies in
the teaching context.
1.4. CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature has strong support for the idea of individual learning strategies as a
factor in the success of second language acquisition.
2. THEORETICAL APPROACH TO SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
There are a wide variety of theoretical approaches to second language acquisition. In
this case, the theoretical approach that will be used primarily (although not entirely) is
socio-cultural theory. According to Lantolf & Thorne (2006: 201), ―SCT [socio-cultural
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theory] argues that human mental functioning is fundamentally a mediated process that is
organized by cultural artefacts, activities and concepts… Language use, organization, and
structure are the primary means of mediation.‖ SCT is founded on several constructs. The
most important construct in this case is mediation, which is the instruments, symbols and
other concepts that are integral to the language learning process (Idem: 204). The specific
types of mediation that will be compared are regulation (specifically self-regulation, or
internalization of the environmental and social constructs previously used for external
regulation; i.e. the internalization of learning strategies, in this case) and regulation by
cultural artefacts (the introduction of additional cultural artefacts, in this case explicit
learning strategy instruction through the cultural artefact of the teaching environment)
(Idem: 204-206). This construction will serve as the basis for analysis in this research
process. Language learning strategies are an essential point of self-regulation of learning
strategies within this theoretical construction, thus SCT forms a natural basis for
identification of this self-regulation process (Dörnyei 2006: 162). Empirical support for
the use of SCT in the L2 classroom is provided by a number of studies. For example,
Monad & Doehler examined the conversational interaction of learners within French
second language classroom and its effect on tasks and cooperative task involvement using
SCT. They found that the socio-interactionist approach, which holds that social
interaction and learning are fundamentally connected, was a useful position from which
to examine the effects of cooperative and social involvement in the classroom between
not only learners and teachers, but also among learners themselves (Mondada & Doehler
2004: 463). This provides evidence for the international construct of SCT, although it
does not directly apply to the mediation construct.
One element of SCT that could be argued for in this context is alignment, or ―the
complex means by which human beings effect coordinated interactions and maintain that
interaction in dynamically adaptive ways (Atkinson, Churchill & Nishino 2007: 169).‖
This issue of alignment is one of the fundamental issues in this context, as several
different contexts will be being examined (different classrooms or groups, individual
learning patterns and styles, as well as teacher-researcher and teacher-learner
interactions). Thus, the issue of alignment will be a key central focus on this case.
It should be noted that the SCT approach to SLA is still something of a minority
approach. The mainstream approach holds that language learning is an individual and
cognitive activity, rather than a group social activity as the SCT approach holds (LarsenFreeman 2007: 91). Larsen-Freeman‘s excellent comparison of the cognitive/individual
approach and the social approach provides a good understanding of how these two
approaches differ. However, it should be noted that a pure SCT will not be used in this
case, as the focus will remain in improvement of individual attainment of improvement
through group and learner interaction, and thus the traditional approach will also be used.
2.1. SLA CONCEPTS
Three basic SLA concepts will be used within this research, derived from the work of
Firth and Wagner. These concepts include the native speaker, interlanguage, and
language learner (Kramsch & Whiteside 2007: 907). These concepts are derived from the
psycholinguistic study of SLA. However, the notions of the native speaker, particularly
have shifted since their original conception, with issues of recognition of variations of
language (and demonstration of a lack of norms) and shifting away from standardized
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grammars taking place, as well as integration of ideas regarding SLA as a transition only
from monolingual to bilingual conditions (Idem: 911).
2.2. SECOND LANGUAGE SKILLS
There are a wide range of competencies or skills that can be identified within the
literature. Some of these include pragmatic competence, means of using the language
(writing, speaking, listening and reading), choosing the appropriate language for
communication, and knowledge of social and cultural cues required to communicate
effectively (Saville-Troike 2006: 175). One example of a second language acquisition
skill that has received considerable research attention is listening comprehension
(Vandergrift 2007: 191). As Vandergrift noted, listening comprehension is actually one of
the least studied and most difficult to understand, as compared to other second language
skills. Vandergrift‘s model of listening comprehension will be used in order to construct
learning strategy teaching methods that focus on this skill.
2.3. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Individual differences that can be identified and that impact second language
acquisition include age, aptitude, motivation, and instruction. (Saville-Troike 2006: 175)
In this research, the focus is on instructional factors involved in the language acquisition
process. However, as one researcher pointed out, individual differences are one of the key
factors in the outcomes of second language acquisition, and this impact may be even
more dependent on the individual characteristics like age, aptitude and motivation than on
instructional practices (Dörnyei 2006: 42). In this case, age will be controlled as all
learners will be drawn from the same classrooms (indicating a relatively static age cohort,
although a small amount of variation is expected, but not enough to make a difference in
terms of developmental processes); however, aptitude and motivation cannot easily be
controlled for. It is for this reason that same-subjects improvement will be used, rather
than group-wide measurements. A further study of individual differences has refined
these individual differences more carefully in order to identify areas of difference within
a larger group (Gardner, Tremblay & Masgoret 1997: 344). These studies found
considerable linkages between affective issues (such as self-efficacy) and the
performance within the language learning process that can be used to expand the model
of individual differences. This study also includes an instrument that could be modified in
order to identify attitudes toward language learning in students.
2.4. LEARNING CONTEXT
The learning context (or the socio-cultural conditions under which the learners are
currently placed outside the school context) is likely to be a highly important variable
within this research undertaking (Collentine and Freed 2004: 153). This context includes
factors like language spoken at home, socioeconomic status, parental support, and
community support. This will be one of the elements considered within the analysis of
this research.
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2.5. LEARNING STRATEGIES
Learning strategies and ordinary learning practices can be difficult to tell apart.
However, Dörnyei (2006: 164) offers an operational definition of a learning strategy that
will be used within this research. This definition includes identification of material,
distinguishing patterns in the material and creating learning groups, repeatedly reviewing
the material, and if necessary engaging in memorization of the material in order to
effectively learn it. Other identifying characteristics of learning strategies include their
―goal-directed, intentionally invoked, and effortful (Dörnyei 2006: 164)‖ nature. Some of
the first evidence of deliberate learning strategies in language learning came from
Bialystok. She characterized learning strategies in terms of purpose and modality, with
the purpose being described either formally or functionally (Bialystok 2001: 24).
Modality referred either to the written or oral use of the language. This resulted in a
matrix of strategies including formal/oral, formal/written, functional/oral and
functional/written. Strategies identified included practice, monitoring and inferencing
(Idem: 26). However, Bialystok did not describe specifics of these strategies and used it
primarily to refer to informal, rather than formal, strategies.
Learning strategy instruction can be considered to be either explicit (deliberate
instruction in specific techniques) or implicit (allowing students to deduce the strategies
without spelling them out directly) (Griffiths 2008: 273). However, as Griffiths noted, the
literature is divided as to whether the explicit approach of teaching learning strategies
separately from language material is more effective than the teaching of learning
strategies within the context of language teaching and learning.
It is important to note that learning strategies, although they may be unique in a given
individual, probably are not individual variables; instead, they are the assimilation of
previous external regulatory processes (i.e. the teaching of specific learning strategies and
styles) that learners within a given cohort share (Dörnyei 2006: 162). As Dörnyei
(Ibidem) pointed out, in each individual case the choice of learning strategies may be
dependent on individual characteristics, such as motivation, self-efficacy, and aptitude;
however, the actual learning strategies in use are likely to be shared among students.
While this is far from a settled question, the current research has chosen to not regard
learning strategies as an individual variable, but instead the internalization of previous
shared experience and knowledge. Learning strategy effectiveness is also intimately
connected to the student‘s involvement with and motivation for the class as well as the
learning experience in general (Bernaus & Gardner 2008: 387). Because of this,
differences will be seen in the effectiveness of learning strategies of different students
even if they are taught within the same context. Thus, it can be seen that although
learning strategies are internalized from shared experience, individual differences will
still continue to impact their use and effectiveness.
Self-regulation, one of the core mediation constructs of SCT, has been examined in
the context of learning strategies, specifically the formation and application of selfregulated vocabulary learning strategies (Tseng, Dörnyei & Schmitt 2006: 78). These
researchers developed an instrument that examined issues of self-regulation in terms of
vocabulary learning, which could be adapted in order to provide a successful examination
of the same issue within the current research. Other research has examined the conscious
choice of learning strategies in second language learners (Oxford & Nyikos 1989). This
large-scale study examined the explicit choice of language learning strategies in 1,200
university students in order to identify learning strategies in use and examine how they
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were chosen. This research found that motivation was the strongest influence, while sex,
major, proficiency, elective or required, and years of study also affected this choice
(Oxford & Nyikos 1989: 296). This study is interesting in that it highlighted many more
specific individual differences in learning characteristics; however, as the students and
learning context were significantly different from the current research proposed, these
differences should be considered to be only a guide, rather than a definitive statement.
3. RESEARCH APPROACH
The research approach that has been chosen is that of action research. Action research
―is grounded in a qualitative research paradigm whose purpose is to gain greater clarity
and understanding of a question, problem or issue (Stringer 2007: 19).‖ Action research
examines how a given phenomenon occurs, as well as observing what is occurring; thus,
an integration of qualitative (observational) and quantitative (test-based) data can be used
in order to provide an understanding of the research issue (Idem: 19-20). The action
research method was chosen because of its stakeholder-focused approach, in which those
most affected by the research (in this case, the students and teachers that will be engaging
in the research) are central to the role of research development and increasing the
understanding of the phenomenon under examination (Idem: 20). Stringer provides the
following definition of the characteristics of action research, which will be used to define
the research process:
Formally, then, action research, in its most effective forms, is phenomenological
(focusing on people‘s actual lived experience/reality), interpretive (focusing on their
interpretation of acts and activities) and hermeneutic (incorporating the meaning
people make of events in their lives.) It provides the means by which stakeholders –
those centrally affected by the issue investigated – explore their experience, gain
greater clarity and understanding of events and activities, and use those extended
understandings to construct effective solutions to the problems(s) on which the study
was focused. (Ibidem)
This definition will be used to operationalize the concepts of action research and
integrate the process of learning strategies and improvements into the classroom in order
to achieve a better understanding of the research problem and improve teaching methods.
The approach of participant observation will be used in order to drive the development of
this research project; this involves participating in the situation that is being observed and
being aware of what challenges the researcher‘s presence poses to the outcomes of the
research process (Wallen & Fraenkel 2001: 437).
3.1. PROPOSED METHODS
This section discusses the methods that will be used within this research. These
methods have been designed within the context of the action research approach as defined
above.

3.2. POPULATION AND SAMPLE
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The population that will be examined is second language learners. The specific
sampling frame that will be used is 4th year students of English as a Second Language.
The sample that will be used is between one and three classrooms of 4 th year students in
the same school (depending on the availability and number of classrooms that are willing
to participate in the research). This sample will clearly range in size depending on the
school and classrooms selected, but the goal is to have at least 70 participants between
each sample in order to provide a sample that will be able to identify large effects (0.8) at
a p < .05 confidence level. This sample size was determined using power analysis for
means comparison of two independent samples. Ideally, three classrooms will be used
(with one classroom used for each subsample group); however, the researcher
acknowledges that this may not be possible, and if so the classrooms available will be
split in order to allow for construction of three sample groups. If classrooms must be
split, children will draw numbers from a hat for research group assignments in order to
avoid a selection bias.
3.3. TEACHING APPROACH
The following approach will be used in order to engage in the teaching portion of this
research project. Following identification of an appropriate school and classrooms, the
researcher will familiarize herself with the students and their curriculum by examining
previous teaching materials and grade outcomes, as well as information regarding the
school in general (budget for ESL teaching, overall demographics of the school and its
students, and so on). This will be in order to prepare an appropriate enrichment
curriculum as well as to identify potential areas of researcher bias and reduce their
effects.
Following this examination, the researcher will construct a learning curriculum that is
based on explicit direction in language acquisition strategies that are appropriate for the
age and current understanding of the learners, as well as the overall structure of the
classroom. These lessons will be constructed in order to last approximately 20 minutes,
with ten minutes for class questions and interaction. The researcher will also familiarize
herself with the materials that will be used within the curriculum. The researcher will
then introduce these materials to the teachers of the classroom(s) involved in the research,
and will discuss how the lessons will be implemented. Teachers will be instructed to not
introduce information regarding specific learning strategies on common assessments, in
order to avoid discouraging students that are not receiving this information. Instead,
quantitative data will be collected through a special pre and post experiment assessment
(administered at the beginning of the first time, end of the first term, and end of the
second term).
Three groups will be constructed for this analysis, and learners within each of these
groups will receive instruction in one specific focus. The groups will be approximately
the same size, but precise division of students is not necessary. The first group (the focus
of the experimental group) will receive the 20-minute supplemental lesson on learning
strategies, followed by 10 minutes of interaction and questions. The second group (the
explicit focus on course materials group) will receive an intensive review of the
information presented during the ordinary course that week and/or a previous of the
following week‘s work. The third group (the control group) will simply be observed
during an ordinary lesson. Each of these lessons will be audio taped or videotaped
(depending on school rules and preferences) in order to free up the researcher to
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participate in the learning process. These lessons will all involve an approach that focuses
on the four areas of concern by using a variety of methods, including speaking, listening,
and comprehension of materials as well as vocabulary building exercises. However, no
assessments will be used explicitly within this learning context, but instead students will
receive their routine assessments as designated by their curriculum.
The success of the learning process will be examined during weekly informal
conversations with the teachers in the classroom, as well as during a formal critical
review and reflection session at the end of the first term. Following this review, the
researcher will adjust the learning strategies and classroom materials in order to reflect
the views of her own and the teachers in terms of improvement. However, if there is
something that obviously is out of line with the expectations or capabilities of students or
that does not work in a given classroom for some reason, it will be adjusted immediately
so as not to negatively affect the learning experiences of any learner.
3.4. DATA COLLECTION
This research will use both qualitative and quantitative data collection methods in
order to provide the most robust means of analysis during the final analysis process.
However, the leading focus will be on the qualitative data collection, with quantitative
data collection being used to confirm results and reduce the potential for observation bias.
Qualitative data collection. Qualitative data collection will be conducted in a number
of ways. First, curricular material from previous instruction will be obtained in order to
determine what level the learners should be at, as well as what attention has been paid to
explicit development of learning strategies in the past. Tape or video recorded sessions
will occur with each classroom group for one period a week. During this period, the
researcher and/or the regular teacher will provide instruction on the area of interest (either
learning strategies or course materials), or in the control group will simply observe the
classroom/teacher interactions. Field notes will also be kept that include any interactions
not reflected on the videotape, informal conversations that are not recorded, and critical
reflections regarding observation bias and perceptions of effectiveness of the ongoing
teaching methods. These field notes will also record any discussions with teachers or
administrators regarding progress as well as the outcomes of the explicit reflection and
critical sessions. (These sessions will also be tape recorded). During a weekly or more
often preparatory session, these results will be entered into HyperRESEARCH (or a
similar qualitative analysis software program) in order to provide the ability to analyze
this information.
Quantitative data collection. Quantitative data collection will be performed using a
pre and post test methodology, performed in two stages. Learners in all three groups will
take the pre and post tests, as well as the second post test during the second stage of
research. The first-stage post-test will act as a second-stage pre-test in order to prevent
testing effects from taking the test too closely together, due to the relatively short break
between terms that is anticipated. The results will then be entered into an SPSS database
using a unique student identifier (not their name, in order to preserve anonymity) to allow
for comparison of same-subjects improvements as well as between-groups differences.
Quantitative instruments. A quantitative instrument will be either identified or
constructed in order to identify the progress made within each group. However,
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final identification of the appropriate instrument (or construction of an instrument
if there is not one available) is pending selection of the school environment and
examination of its current curricular materials, in order to ensure that the
instrument is appropriate to the level of expected achievement the students are
subject to. This test will score students on four subscales, including listening,
speaking, comprehension and vocabulary, as well as an overall score. An additional
quantitative instrument will be used in order to gather student input on the
effectiveness of the class and the motivation they feel regarding the class. This scale
will be a semantic-differential scale in order to allow for easy interpretation by the
participants, and the process followed will be similar to that followed by Spada et al
in order to construct a questionnaire involving determination of preferences.
4. ANALYSIS
The analysis process that will be undertaken as follows. First, quantitative analysis
will be used in order to determine whether statistically measurable improvement in the
three groups took place. This will be done using pre and post comparison of samesubjects results on the chosen assessment test in order to measure absolute levels of
improvement across the group, as well as ANOVA analysis in order to determine whether
there are significant differences in means. Groups will also be examined depending on
demographic data using MANOVA or similar analysis. (These tests are chosen pending
verification of normal distribution of the samples; if this distribution is not found to be
normal a replacement non-parametric test, such as a Kruskal-Wallis test, will be used in
its place.) The quantitative data will be used to support assessments of improvement or
non-improvement of groups. Analysis of the learner questionnaire will be performed
using descriptive statistics and will be used, along with observational data and data from
informal conversations with students, to determine the overall effectiveness of the class
from their perspective.
Observational data will then be analyzed using thematic and narrative analysis in
order to determine whether observational signs of improvement (such as improvement in
speaking accuracy, volunteering answers, informal or casual conversation, and so on)
have improved over the year and if so, to what extent. This analysis will be performed
using HyperRESEARCH or another appropriate qualitative analysis software package in
order to identify specific themes and improvements within the research. Focus on this
observational data will be on the phenomenological, hermeneutic and interpretive aspects
rather than the externally observable (positive) outcomes. This is in order to explore not
only what is happening with the lessons, but why it is happening (as noted above). The
analysis will attempt to determine causes of improvement or lack of improvement within
the groups, isolate individual and group synergistic effects that may impact the outcomes
of the learning experience, and otherwise build an understanding of the teaching and
learning experience that can be used to explore the research problem and more clearly
define it.
4.1. RESEARCH ISSUES
Ethical Issues. As this research is a human subjects research project, it is essential
that no harm should come to the subjects of the research (Wallen & Fraenkel 2001: 23).
In order to ensure this, if it comes to the researcher‘s attention in any way that a
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particular research approach has begun to, or may potentially, damage the learning
experience of any group it will be altered in order to prevent this harm. In order to
ensure that the research meets principles of human research, including beneficence and
consent, the following steps will be undertaken. First, learners in the two experimental
groups will receive additional instruction that may improve their educational process.
Second, fully informed consent will be required before participating, including parental
and school consent. In order to prevent bias in research group selection if only one or
two classrooms are used, children will draw names from a hat for their group
assignments, leading to random assignment rather than deliberate assignment. The
researcher believes these steps are sufficient to reduce potential ethical impacts of this
study.
Reliability and Validity. As this is primarily a qualitative study, reliability and
validity do not have the same impact as a primarily quantitative study. However, all
attempts will be made to preserve construct validity through careful application of a
theoretical framework that reflects the appropriate underlying constructs on which the
study is based. Additionally, reliability and validity of the quantitative portion of the
research will be protected as appropriate, including a focus on the statistical reliability
of the study and use of appropriate statistical techniques for analysis.
Operational Issues. One potential issue that may be encountered in this case is the
observer effect, in which the students participating in the research change their
behaviours because they know that they are being observed (Wallen & Fraenkel 2001:
438). This can result in two different changes to behaviour within the observational
context, according to Wallen & Fraenkel; these include provoking curiosity on the part of
those being observed, which will change their behaviour as they attempt to satisfy it, and
provoking changes in behaviour related to the purpose of the research if it is known. For
example, if the control group in this case knows that their learning strategies are being
assessed, they may make an effort to change these strategies in order to promote a more
favourable performance. In order to reduce the potential for this occurrence, the
researcher will introduce themselves into the classroom context and will wait for the
curiosity-based effects to die down before beginning to record observations.
Additionally, the explicit purpose of the research will not be introduced to students, in
order to prevent an overt focus on this area. Another potential operational issue is the
issue of observer bias. Although the researcher will make every attempt to avoid this
bias, it is not likely to be possible to reduce all bias within the observational context.
Thus, a variety of approaches will be used to reduce the potential for observer bias
(or to make observer bias highly explicit when it occurs). These include critical
reflection on potential bias (which will be recorded in field notes and disclosed
during the write-up of the research if it proves relevant); the use of quantitative data
to verify or refute observed effects; spending time to understand the research
environment and the learners and to identify potential effects of this environment
and circumstances on learning, self-efficacy, motivation, and other individual
differences; collect a large amount of data and focus on collecting data from a
variety of perspectives; and identification of observer expectations (Wallen &
Fraenkel 2001: 439).
A third operational challenge is the challenge of recording observations while at
the same time interacting with the participants in the environment (Idem: 440). In
order to overcome this challenge, Wallen and Fraenkel‟s suggestion of using
audiotapes or videotapes will be enacted if possible (pending school and parental
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consent if necessary) in order to ensure both accurate recording and allow the
researcher to fully interact with the environment.
4.2. RESEARCH PLAN AND SCHEDULE
Table 1 provides a preliminary research plan and timeline for required research. This
timeline is intended to be a guideline only, and some portions of the research may take
longer or shorter periods than listed. This timeline may also be adjusted due to constraints
on the researcher, including school involvement allowance or other potential constraints.
Tasks within this schedule may also overlap; for example, student and teacher
permissions may be sought while assessments and teaching strategies are still being
constructed. Due to the variability in dissertation completion, the researcher has not
specified a completion timeline for this portion of the research.
4.3. RESOURCES REQUIRED
Access to the following resources will be required for completion of this research
project:
- Access to a 4th year second language learning classroom or classrooms with
sufficient student participants to engage in the statistical requirements of this
research (40 or more students is ideal)
- One or more teachers willing to participate in the research requirements
- Access to library and database resources, previously constructed assessments, and
course materials
- Computational resources, including:
An ordinary desktop computer (the researcher‘s personal computer can be
used for this purpose)
Quantitative analysis software such as SPSS
Qualitative analysis software such as HyperRESEARCH
The researcher does not believe that any of these resources can be considered
extraordinary, and the research does not anticipate any particular difficulty in obtaining
these resources.
5. CONCLUSION
This research proposal has highlighted a comprehensive approach to engaging in the
type of research required in order to determine the particular answers to the identified
research questions. The issue of whether a focus on learning strategies can help improve
second language acquisition during the middle years of this acquisition will be explored
thoroughly, including comparison to a control group and to a group receiving additional
direct instruction on the subject matter, in order to determine whether explicit instruction
in learning strategies is an approach that will improve performance for students that have
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Table 1. Research and dissertation completion timeline

Completion of
Dissertation

Research Phase 2

Research Phase 1

Preparation

Stage Activity

Expected time required

Identification of theoretical and empirical frameworks
through literature review
Construction of frameworks for the study
Identification of resources (school and teachers) and
obtaining permission to engage in research within the
school
Examination of previous curriculum materials to
determine level of core skills efficacy expected of
students in the 4th year
Obtaining student participation permissions
Construction or identification of assessments to
determine current skills for each student (This
instrument will be reused in the second stage, as well
as being used for pre- and post- testing for all students)
Construction of curriculum for enhanced learning
strategies and extra focus on skills groups
Teacher discussion regarding materials and discussion
of training sessions
Introduction to students
Pre-testing of all students (in learning strategy,
material focus, and control groups)
Enhanced learning sessions
Evaluation of observational outputs and data
Post-testing
Evaluation of post-testing outcomes
Discussion with teachers and critical reflection on
outcomes on the improvement of skills, difficulty with
teaching materials, and changes that should be made to
the curriculum
Refinement of curriculum materials according to
discussion and critical reflection
Enhanced learning sessions
Evaluation of observational outputs and data
Post-testing
Evaluation of post-testing outcomes
Comparison of post-testing from phase 1 and phase 2
same-subjects outcomes in order to determine
improvement in teaching methods (if any)
Qualitative analysis construction and writing
Quantitative analysis of outcomes and writing
Completion of writing process for full dissertation
Feedback and editing
Completion of final dissertation
Approval
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1 month
2 week
1 month (Highly flexible
depending
on
school
procedures)
1 month

2 weeks
1 month

1 month
1 day
1 day

1 day/week throughout the
term
1
day/week
(ongoing
throughout term)
1 day
1 week
1 day

2 weeks
1 day/week throughout the
term
1
day/week
(ongoing
throughout term)
1 day
1 week
1 week

already begun to develop their own strategies. The researcher hopes that this research will
provide a valuable improvement in the knowledge and understanding of second language
acquisition and the effect of learning strategies on this acquisition.
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ABSTRACT
The German language is noticeably present in our part of the country on all
levels of education, from elementary to higher education institutions. Even though the
English language dominates the globalization process, the German language has its
stable position both in education and business communication. By the expansion of
economic, as well as tourism markets, communication becomes more complex
through contact and cooperation with different cultures. Learning a language, as an
instrument of communication, has a task of conquering linguistic barriers, but also
acquiring intercultural competence needed to understand other cultures and have
successful communication in private, and especially business, life. The goal of this
paper is to research the market for the German language, more precisely its use and
significance in the educational system for tourism and economy students. The survey
was conducted at the Higher School of Professional Business Studies in Novi Sad,
and the processed results give insight in the current state and position of the German
language in the education of young personnel.
Keywords: German; Tourism; Economy; Interculturality
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the world became a potentially united tourist market, communication wise,
Business German is becoming more important as means of communication, and its use is
rapidly growing and developing. The reason for that, besides the basic characteristics of
tourism, is also fast growth of international business practice and its instruments on one
hand, and the development of economic disciplines on the other. So Business German has
to satisfy more and more sophisticated demands. In order to achieve that, it became
unusually flexible, and nowadays it came to the point that it can be ―stretched to the
ultimate limits of understanding‖ (Štetiš 2003). At the same time, it is becoming less and
less understandable to the people outside tourism and economy, not only because of their
lack of knowledge of the terminology, but also because of its prominent metaphors. Other
key quality of the German language is its large scope. It covers a number of areas where
tourists move.
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Tourism experts will soon have to be familiar with business terminology in German
and Serbian from their base field, but also from the fields of marketing, trade law, trade,
business finances and so on. Third quality of Business German today is strong emphasis
on communication and business skills. The last important quality of the German language
in tourism and economy is that it is conditioned by culture, that is, in its core,
communication. Tourists have to recognize that cultural component, be aware of its
reflections in the language and adopt them. Culture affects formats of some genres, their
structure, as well as the acceptable minimal or maximal behaviour forms, then it affects
the style that, in business communication, has to be concise, clear and polite, language,
and language is efficient if efficient communication has been established. When we study
language, we also study culture and business culture; if we leave out any of those
elements, we get a non-living, artificial language, dead forms in vacuum. Such language
is not means of communication neither in tourism nor in any other economy sphere, of
course.
At the tertiary education level, that is to say at higher education institutions, special
attention needs to be paid to language learning and studies of the culture of the language
being learned should be obligatory (lessons on behaviour, customs, social structure,
national cuisine, etc.), preparing the students in that way for proper use of the language
on their future job. At tertiary level, i.e. at colleges and universities, in the study of the
German language it is impossible to teach and study the culture of the language (lessons
on national cuisine, behaviour, and customs). Students need to be assured that every
culture has its meaning. Language is the reflection of the cultural context in which it is
created. The German language that is used in tourism and economy can be a bridge
between different cultures. Above all, cultural differences between destinations need to
be pointed out, because tourism is an intercultural discipline. The students are not
learning about the culture of the Germans, Austrians or the Swiss, but they can feel it by
experience, travelling, where, of course, their knowledge of the language will help to
know better the culture and the people of the country where they stay or cooperate with.
2. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING ATTITUDES
Unlike multiculturality, which nowadays signifies the existence of many cultures at
the same time in some area, interculturality represents connections and relationships
between such cultures. Those relationships mean, before all, communication, exchange,
participation in the making of cultural values, taking place in the globalized world and a
number of interactions. In order for people not to solely live next to each other, making
invisible barriers, it is necessary to create awareness, by education, especially linguistic,
that the society we should strive to is based on interculturality, and the production of a
tourist event contributes to that to a great extent. Education like that, in the sense of
learning the German language, would mean the improvement in respecting differences,
diversity, accepting cultural diversity as a possibility to express our own personality and
human potential in as many ways as possible. To deepen the perception of other cultures
means to deepen the knowledge of self. To be raised interculturally means to be able to
understand and accept differences and enjoy them. So, the interculture that is created in
tourism and economy can be described as crossing and mixing knowledge and experience
of people from different cultural communities around the world, which is in this case
achieved by studying and speaking foreign languages as basic means of intercultural
exchange (Štetiš 2003).
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One of the definitions of intercultural communication is that it is a multidisciplinary
area of science that is trying to explain how people from different countries and cultures
behave, communicate and understand the world around them, by making cultural
synergy, and the development of intercultural communicative competence leads to less
misunderstandings and optimizes communication between cultures (Müller 2005).
Intercultural communication shows that culture is changing all the time, due to internal
and external factors. Culture and language are closely connected and therefore should be
taught and studied together (Breugnot 2000).
Mayer (1991) points out that on the cultural level of language study people should
strive to develop cultural sensibility, so that a foreigner would not be perceived
completely as a foreigner, and some authors (Bredella & Delanoy 1999) that the
pragmatic language competence should gravitate towards an intercultural speaker, which
will enable the speaker in intercultural communication to express himself linguistically
appropriately and, at the same time, have appropriate attitude towards the speaker from a
different culture. Christ (1996) says that intercultural learning is, actually, learning to
understand the foreign, which means either to understand a foreign culture or a foreigner.
Byram (2005) quotes that, according to Herring, intercultural communication means
being able to roughly understand another person‘s thoughts, regardless of whether we
agree or not with their way of thinking.
Intercultural competence in all business processes lowers the costs of information
transfer (transaction costs), lowers a company‘s risk ability and by that contributes to the
increase of successfulness level and as a consequence, has the increase in money influx
(Jahnke 1996). It also means culturally appropriate decisions and problem solving, as
well as more effective internal and external communication (Müller 2005). Bolten (1999)
points out in his research that foreign language knowledge comes before market and
intercultural management knowledge and at the same time quotes that 61% of the
companies surveyed rather decided to offer their employees to learn foreign languages
than to be trained in intercultural management. H. Brandt expressed this with the words:
If I am selling to you, I speak your language. If I am buying, then you have to speak
German.
Learning a language with this approach to the language itself perceives the language
as a highly significant means of informing and expressing thoughts, knowledge,
experience, ideas, emotions, by which intercultural competence for understanding the
culture whose language is being learned is going to develop, but also we will be
efficiently included in the life of that culture. According to Byram (2005), intercultural
competence is the ability to interact and communicate with persons from other culture
and country in a foreign language in a satisfactory way.
3. THE CONCEPT OF COMMUNICATION
―Communication is a kind of interaction where attention is paid to how one individual
reacts to the signs emitted by another individual‖. (Bugarski 2004: 16)
Interaction is perceived as a relation between emitting and receiving signs between
the participants in a two-way or one-way communication process to the signs that can be
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either symbols or signals. According to that, we can differentiate between signal and
symbolic communication. The first kind:
―[…] can be based on paralinguistic signs, voice qualities following the speech and
speech intonation. Communication through different kinds of movements and body
positions is even more frequent (kinesic communication) or communication based on
spatial relations between participants in communication‖. (Bugarski 2004: 27)
Symbolic communication is based on signs, that carry the meaning, and their
combinations, in that way speaker‘s intentions are expressed. Language is singled out as
the most important kind of symbolic communication and is considered the most important
human communication system (Bugarski 2004). The communication process can be oneor two- way, which depends on the collocutor‘s feedback. One-way communication can
be used for, in a sense, unsuccessful communication, i.e. when there is no reaction to the
content of the said message.
―Verbal communication is successful if the speakers, by using the same words, refer
to the same things‖. (Bugarski 2004: 65)
Collective ideas of every society are always ethnocentric, i.e. positively connected to
the culture from which the person comes, while images of other cultures or peoples are
stigmatized (Giordano 2001). Lévi-Strauss (1984) states that ethnocentrism itself is one
of the basic constants in every society‘s collective thought schemes. In contact situations
or intercultural communication misunderstandings occur when people from different
cultures interpret the contact or interactive situation in different ways, not having a
common, ―subjectively perceived sense‖ (Weber 1956). As a result of that the very
process of intercultural communication is not, by any means, a harmonized process
between people from different cultures. (Giordano 2001) As Byram (2005) points out,
Samovar and Porter refer to six important characteristics of culture that are important for
intercultural communication:
- culture is learned;
- culture is transferred;
- culture is dynamic;
- culture is selective;
- aspects of culture are related among themselves;
- culture is ethnocentric.
3.1. SIGNIFICANCE AND USE OF GERMAN IN THE WORLD
The German language is considered a language of culture (Krusche 1987), but a
language of science as well (Kalverkämper 1986). Bolten (1991) thinks that since the
second half of the 1980s there has been an increase in interest for learning the German
language, especially Business German. Ammon (2004) quotes the position of the German
language in relation to other languages, where we will limit ourselves here to the results
that refer to Europe. When it comes to the number of native speakers of official languages
in the European Union, the situation is as shown in Table 1.
From the data in Table 1 it can be concluded that German outnumbers other
languages in European Union. Another important language factor is its economic
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strength, which is usually measured by GDP (Gross National Product) and it seems it is
much more important than the number of speakers, because an economically strong
language is attractive to learners because of potential market openings, to which language
knowledge certainly contributes. At the same time the economic strength of German
points to a significant number of persons who were learning the language informally, by
communicating and staying on German-speaking area, which Ammon (2004) supports
with the data in Table 2.
Table 1. The number of native speakers of official languages in the European Union
Language
German
French
English
Italian
Spanish
Dutch
Greek
Swedish
Portuguese
Danish
Finnish
Source: Fischer Weltalmanach 1996, 1997.

Number of native speakers
89,413,000
63,948,000
61,631,000
57,154,000
39,551,000
21,137,000
10,408,000
9,035,000
9,832,000
5,173,000
4,753,000

Table 2. Economic strength of official languages in the EU (GDP in US $)
Language
German
French
English
Italian
Spanish
Dutch
Swedish
Danish
Finnish
Portuguese
Greek
Source: Fischer Weltalmanach 1996, 1997.

Economic strengths (GDP in US $)
2,243,021
1,462,394
1,151,760
1,105,000
484,800
483,212
202,221
146,076
91,594
87,257
77,721

German is recommended for learning in 33 European countries, including Russia and
Turkey, while in larger West-European countries – Great Britain, France and Spain, it
does not appear on the list of languages. Ammon concludes that:
―East-European countries and their small neighbouring countries are more willing to
be a part of German-language business area than larger West-European countries,
which is seen in language demands on the job market‖. (Ammon 2004: 237)
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If we look at investments in the republic of Serbia in the period after the year 2000, it
can be seen that the Federal Republic of Germany itself is the main bilateral donor.1
3.2. TOURISM IN THE
INTERCULTURALITY

FUNCTION

OF

COMMUNICATION

AND

In the last four decades, tourism has been labelled as a mass phenomenon. It is known
that, as a primary function of tourism, economic gain is singled out (Vukiceviš 1992).
However, as a multidisciplinary field, tourism also points out to the meaning of benefits
from cultural, social, educational points of view. Tourist economy is something more
than giving functional services and securing one country‘s capital (Comic, 2001). It helps
to develop and exchange cultural resources among nations, promotes the energy of
connecting cultural identities, and encourages the defining of completely different
civilization flows in the world. Communication is the most important thing in tourism,
because that is the thread that connects processes, therefore a successful tourist business
is based on that process (Štetiš 2003). Tourists are a heterogeneous group, and their
behaviour and general satisfaction affect:
- knowledge and application of general culture principles;
- way of own expression;
- knowledge of foreign languages.
Different traditions, cultures, create standards according to social, psychological,
communicative, linguistic and other characteristics (Todoroviš 1990).
Communication exists in all cultures and subcultures, and communication norms and
expectations can be considerably different due to cultural differences. As a specific social
activity, tourism emphasizes its special qualities such are exchange or mixing of different
cultures, traditions of peoples (Hadziš 2005). The fact is that people who live in different
areas have different habits, attitudes, opinions, and in that very aspect we can see one of
the functions of tourism: to connect all the values of modern and traditional human
society. Tourism is a connection of the past and present, perception of the future, a
connection of unperceivable territories and different civilization characteristics
(Fitzgerald, 2000).
Intercultural communicational understanding of social achievements stands out as the
most important characteristics of this economic activity. Travelling for cultural needs
existed through history in the countries whose culture points out the values of nurturing
own cultural and historical traditions, but also in the areas that are developing the
awareness, especially among minority peoples who are fighting against cultural
assimilation (Todoroviš 1982). Tourist travels can be divided into the ones where people
tend to travel into history, then geographical travels, and, of course, cultural travels, to get
to know certain cultural heritage and diversity.
Persons as participants of tourist movements try to validate themselves, above all, by
satisfying their personal needs and taking interest in those only. It is important to know
that interests are an important cohesive factor in social groups, starting from tourists, to
the groups that do some free-time activities or satisfy some other interests within tourist
movements, to small groups of people (Hadziš 2005). The fact is that a person belongs, at
the same time, to a large number of, sometimes very different, social groups, and that, in
relation to them, can behave in different ways, too (Štetiš 1992).
The results of many research show that interests in some forms of cultural expression,
quality of their cultural life in general, relationship towards the world and culture, are in a
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large part defined by the cultural life of the family in which they grew up in and its
cultural preferences (Hadziš 2005).
Looking at tourism development and its courses, that change in time, it can be seen
that the social status, or, as it can be differently described, the level of cultural identity or
education, had the largest influence on the changes in people movements (Kotler 1984).
Research showed that every year more and more intellectuals or highly educated business
people take part in tourist movements. Of course, they are just one target group, but a
group that is gaining more and more significance. Modern science and technology
development contributed to cultural progress of the people, or more precisely their highlevel education (Weaver, 2000).
Speaking a foreign language can be certainly considered one of the factors that
encourage tourists to move. However, that does not mean that in earlier times there were
no tourist movements, on the contrary, but the guide services‘ job was significantly
harder, and tourists‘ interest significantly lower. Today, of course, everything is different.
Not only that tourists, as participants, speak world languages, but also tourism personnel,
as a rule, must speak several foreign languages (Štetiš 2003). It is not only about a form
of communication and foreign language as means of communication among personnel
and tourists, it is much more important to mention the significance of linguistics in the
very process of understanding other nations and their customs. Learning a language
means getting to know completely different civilizations, their attitudes and possible
reactions. Of course, tourism, as a connection between people and their beliefs, will
primarily point out to the importance of speaking a language. Sightseeing, and, of course,
all other activities, will be much easier if tourists speak the language, and therefore they
will not have conflicts or dilemmas about the local inhabitants (Štetiš, 2003).
4. METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH RESULTS
The research was conducted using a standardized questionnaire, in the period of
November 15 – 30, 2008, at Higher School of Professional Business Studies, Novi Sad.
Every year, the school enrols a large number of students as economy and tourism majors,
where the students, at enrolment, choose a compulsory foreign business language, either
as the first foreign business language, studied from the first year of studies, or as the
second foreign business language on the third year of professional studies for tourism and
hotel management majors. Besides English, Russian and French, the German language, in
the fifty years of the school‘s tradition, has the stable second place, after English.
In total, 50.70% of male students and 49.30% of female students took part in the
research, from all years of study, and most interviewees were between 19 and 28 years of
age. Three groups of students took part in the poll:
- first year of economy and tourism majors, who study Business German as the
first foreign business language;
- second year of economy majors;
- third year of tourism majors.
The research has shortcomings in structuring the test sample, as well as in the size of
the test sample itself. Shortcomings, in the first place, occurred due to the lack of
cooperation on the part of the interviewees themselves and their incomplete answers that,
of course, were not taken into account. The questionnaire had 11 questions connected to
the German language, tourism and economy, but for the purpose of this paper and the
very concept, only the questions connected to the use of the German language in these
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fields were processed. In its base, for the needs of this research, there was appropriate and
representative test sample size that mirrors the actual structure of economy and tourism
students. Due to relatively low interviewee turnout and questionnaire returns, indicative
data was obtained, that need to be perceived with reserve, but certainly should serve as an
example and possible starting point for representative research and insight for future
planned reforms and measures, so that positive and better results could be achieved. This
research tried to answer the following questions:
-

To what extent is German used in student education?
Are the students familiar with the significance and importance of the German
language, and do they know how this language is rated in the world?
Is there a need for additional reforms, in order to improve knowledge, at least
when it comes to tourism personnel?
What is the key information for future planning and changes?

The largest number of tourism and hotel management students has been studying the
German language for no longer than a year. Of the total number of surveyed students,
84.61% have been, to a certain extent, introduced to the German language, but their real
and thorough knowledge of the language, as well as its use in the domain of their
education and future activities in tourism is relative. A total of 45.45% of the students
have studied the German language, but for no longer than a year, and a very small
percent, 24.24%, have learned the language for more than five years, mostly in the
compulsory secondary school system, while the rest of the students, 30.31%, claim they
have learned German for the period of one to five years. Of the total number of the
questioned economy students, only 68.75% have studied the German language; the
largest number are the students who have studied it for between one and five years,
63.63%, and only 7.36% have studied it for more than five years. Unlike them, 96% of
first year students of both majors have studied German during their previous education,
from which 92% for more than five years, and only 4% chose to study German after
studying it for no longer than a year during their previous education. The largest number
of tourism majors said that they needed the German language in the first place to pass the
exam, which is compulsory, more precisely 52.94% said that, while only 17.64% said that
the knowledge of the German language is really necessary in order to work in the tourism
industry in the first place, and a total of 29.42% of students said that they needed German
for communication in tourist movements. Economy majors say that they need the German
language for a better job and communicating in tourist destinations, 81%, the rest -19%say they are studying it only to pass the exam. First year students think that they need the
knowledge of German mostly for a future job, and 48.71% said that was the reason they
were studying the language, then communication in tourist movements, 28.2% and, in the
last place, 23% said they were studying the German language only to pass the exam. The
opinion on how much and if at all the tourism and economy personnel have sufficient
knowledge of the German language is more or less similar in all three groups of students.
46.15% of tourism majors had a positive attitude, while 53.85% said they were not
satisfied with the level of knowledge of tourism personnel. Unlike them, most economy
majors, 87%, say that company employees do not have sufficient level of knowledge of
the German language. First year students of both majors, 47.5%, think that the knowledge
of the German language is sufficient, while 52.5% think that personnel should have
higher level of knowledge of the German language.
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When it comes to the layout of foreign languages according to frequency of use and
significance in tourism and business communication, all three questioned groups of
students distributed them in the following way (Figure 1).
Figure 1 shows that the English language is in the strong first position, German in the
second, French in the third, Italian in the fourth, and Russian in the fifth. However, from
all the given facts, obtained through the questionnaire, it can be concluded that the
students at higher education institutions are not familiar enough with the significance of
speaking the German language, which is in the first place according to economic strength
in the European Union, as well as according to the number of native speakers. The reason
for that is the education system, where, during many years, German was introduced as the
second foreign language, or, in some schools, was not taught at all, until, in 2007, a
compulsory second foreign language was introduced in elementary schools. Bad
education system did not affect only the knowledge of the German language, but other
foreign languages as well. However, what is worrying and where radical changes are
urgently needed, are the sectors of tourism and economy. It is known that, in recent years,
more and more students are enrolling and graduating from higher education institutions,
dedicating themselves to the study of tourism as a branch of science and economically
most prosperous. That is, in a way, the future of the town‘s and its wider surroundings‘
business, because this area is very much intact when it comes to tourist movements,
which can be most certainly blamed on the unstable political and economic situation in
the country in the last decades. However, it needs to be emphasized that students are
aware of the lack of education in the case of the German language, as well as positively
point out that their only goal in learning a language is not just to pass the exam. Learning
the German language at the higher education institutions, in tourism and economy majors,
is of great significance. Maybe that is, for now, a process that has just begun, but it will
require bigger and planned changes to increase the intensity of learning and, by that, give
the students knowledge that will not be used only at the exams, but also in their future
occupation.
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Figure 1. Foreign languages layout according to frequency of use and significance
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Communication as a kind of interaction in intercultural context means, besides
knowledge of foreign languages, acquiring intercultural competence that is becoming
more and more important due to global economy development and contacts between
different cultures. The success of communication between cultures depends on how much
the speaker is prepared to accept differences, tolerate and understand them. By that,
foreign language learning becomes a connection in intercultural communication, while
making the culture of the people closer, and teach how to communicate appropriately,
both in private and business spheres.
Tourism and economy are actually two inseparable concepts. When it comes to tourist
sector, in the first place all economical effects that this field creates and has are pointed
out. Nowadays every tourist movement is, above all, means that contributes to the
creation of positive economic effects. However, it is known that business travels are more
and more important every year, and that form of tourist movements is the leading world
trend in the 21st century. In the education system for tourism personnel it is impossible
not to study economy, and that principle is more and more introduced every year, so at
tourism and hotel management departments more attention is paid to marketing,
economics, management, and less to physical-geographical or historical aspects of
tourism. However, certainly the most important thing is introduction of measures and
foreign languages as compulsory subjects, because that social aspect of tourism cannot be
left out, which is actually its key aspect, because tourism is created by the society and it
survives for the society and its needs.
Based on the questionnaire results, it can be seen that the position taken by the
German language in the education or school system for tourism and economy personnel
is not the best. It can be seen that English still has permanently leading position, which
makes sense, considering that, in the last fifty or so years, it has been studied as the first
foreign language, or as the only foreign language in some elementary and high schools,
and that it was introduced as a compulsory foreign language at higher education
institutions some ten years ago. The students questioned rather choose some easier
subjects to study, more precisely the subjects they have encountered so far, such is the
English language that is largely introduced through mass media and their influence. The
German language is slowly finding its way into education systems, and the effects of that
will be noticeable after a longer period of time, since the process of its introduction into
education lasts for a long time, and it requires and touches all levels of education.
NOTES
1.
Data
taken
from
the
website:
http://www.belgrad.diplo.de/Vertretung/belgrad/sr/05/Wirtschaftliche__Zusammenarbeit/
Wirtschaftliche__Zusammenarbeit.html
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ABSTRAIT
Au XIXe siècle la société roumaine a évolué fortement influencée par la culture, la
civilisation et la langue française. Les politiciens roumains et la haute société de
cette période étaient francophones non seulement par la formation, mais aussi par les
affinités intellectuelles et par les contacts directs entretenus avec la France et avec
les Français. L‘influence française a visée et la langue et la littérature roumaine.
Dans cet ouvrage nous nous proposons de présenter quelques aspects de l‘influence
française sur les débuts de la dramaturgie roumaine, analysant certains éléments de
nature sociolinguistique, identifiés au niveau des oeuvres littéraires représentatives
pour le phénomène francophone.
Mots clés: Influence française; Dramaturgie; Francophonie; Langage
1. INTRODUCTION
Pendant les premières décennies du XIXe siècle, le théâtre français connaît une grande
expansion en Europe. Dans ce contexte, les traductions de la dramaturgie française ont
joué un rôle très important au développement de la dramaturgie roumaine. Le théâtre
roumain a eu donc un modèle français, étant donné que les écrivains ont traduit, mais
surtout adapté et localise, le matériel dramatique français.
Malgré l‘admiration pour le théâtre français, il faudrait encourager l‘activité de
création des écrivains roumains qui devraient suivre avec modération et prudence le
modèle français.
La mode francophone, très active pendant le XIXe siècle, était devenue exagérée, de
sorte que certains auteurs de littérature aient écrit des comédies dans lesquelles, par leurs
personnages, ridiculisaient cet aspect. Les écrivains qui ont combattu cette tendance,
ridiculisant les excès dans la vestimentation, les moeurs, le langage et, en général, le
comportement de ces personnages, ont été: C. Facca, C. Negruzzi, V. Alecsandri, I. L.
Caragiale, B. P. Hasdeu. Les oeuvres de ceux-ci ont été très appréciées dans la culture de
l‘époque, contribuant à l‘orientation de la langue littéraire vers ses voies normales
d‘évolution et de développement.
2. MATÉRIEL ET MÉTHODES
Dans le contexte présenté, nous nous proposons d‘illustrer quelques aspects de
l‘influence française sur les débuts de la dramaturgie roumaine, analysant certains
éléments de nature sociolinguistique, identifiés au niveau des oeuvres littéraires
représentatives pour le phénomène francophone. Dans notre recherche nous avons utilisé
comme ressources de base les textes littéraires, mais aussi des dictionnaires explicatifs et
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étymologiques et, comme méthodes, l‘analyse étymologique, sémantique et sociologique
de certains mots et expressions.
Dans la mesure où ces oeuvres peuvent illustrer la réalité de la langue vivante, elles
constituent une preuve du processus d‘occidentalisation de la langue parlée.
Représentatives dans ce sens sont certaines comédies qui réfléchissent des états sociaux et
linguistiques de l‘époque, analysant les problèmes et les conflits socioculturels d‘un
monde en changement.
3. RÉSULTATS ET DISCUSSIONS
Analysant quelques textes dramatiques du XIXe siècle, on a constaté que le théâtre
met en évidence une langue parlée, adaptée aux milieux sociaux variés: des paysans / des
citadins, des boyards vieux et conservateurs / des jeunes ridicules par comportement et
langage. Ainsi, les pièces de théâtre de l‘époque en question contiennent des indices
sociolinguistiques très importants. Dans la société roumaine du XIX e siècle on peut
identifier plusieurs couches sociales, ayant des comportements sociaux et linguistiques
variés. Ces comportements peuvent être analysés du point de vue de l‘opposition [+culte]
/ [-culte], à laquelle d‘autres oppositions sont subordonnées: [moderne] / [conservateur],
[européen] / [occidental] ou [oriental] / [occidental], [jeune] / [vieux]. L‘analyse du
langage des personnages du théâtre de cette période, du point de vue de ces oppositions,
nous offre des informations concernant l‘éducation et le statut de ces personnages. Dans
ce sens on peut observer la coexistence des éléments orientaux et occidentaux, les
premiers rencontrés dans le langage des personnes âgées, des vieux boyards et des
marchands anciens, les autres éléments étant identifiés chez les jeunes boyards, les jeunes
filles éduquées, les officiers, les chevaliers etc. On remarque aussi un langage qui
présente des mots et des formules populaires, argotiques et familières, qui caractérise les
gens sans formation intellectuelle, les paysans, les vieillards. (Felecan 2004: 35)
Ainsi, dans ce système on trouve les typologies comportementaux suivants: les
vieillards, les marchands et les artisans et les jeunes. (Niculescu 1976: 177-186)
Les vieilles gens sont représentés par les vieux boyards, ―les malotrus‖, appelés des
―coconi‖, tels le Cocon Iordache et le Cocon Pavel de la comédie de Facca. Voilà la
réaction de ceux-ci vis-à-vis du nouvel esprit de l‘époque, qui se manifeste chez les
jeunes:
―... Te amărăşte ele, fetile, cînd sînt
Sufletu-l scot fără milă, viu te bagă în pământ.
Dascăl vor de franţozească ş-apoi te pune pe foc
Să le iei şi de chitare ş-alt dascăl iei pentru joc.‖ (Ianache) (Niculescu 1960: 69)
―…Les filles t‘embêtent avec leurs prétentions
Te torturent sans pitié, t‘enterrent vivant
D‘abord elles exigent un professeur de français,
Ensuite un de guitare et un autre pour leur enseigner la danse.‖
―Ce să-ţi zic? Nişte păcate ... Am ajuns o vreme rea! ...
Ce bine era odată la noi la departament!
Dar că au nişte cuvinte, nişte vorbe franţuzeşti
Otnoşănii , ofis, delle, de nu le mai isprăveşti
În scurt, toţi te ia-n picere, nu ştiu cum să ţi le zic,
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Parc-ar fi farmazonie, că eu nu pricep nimic ...‖ (Pavel) (Niculescu 1960: 70)
―Que dire? Ce sont des péchés… Nous vivons de mauvais temps!
Jadis, comme il était bien dans notre département!
Maintenant on emploie des mots étranges, certains mots en français
Otnoşănii , ofis, delle, qu‘on ne comprend pas,
Bientôt on ne saura plus parler
C‘est comme une sorcellerie, je ne comprends rien…‖
Les marchands et les artisans sont de deux catégories: ceux appelés ―chir‖ et
―jupân‖, qui n‘ont pas résisté à la tentation moderne de l‘occidentalisation, et les anciens
marchands, tel Briganovici, le personnage de C. Bălăcescu, resté conservateur:
―Dă-ţi fata la învăţătură! Să-ţi spargă urechile cu rezoane, cu pipiri, sisiri şi să-ţi
întoarcă casa cu susul în jos, după modele franţuzeşti ...‖ (Niculescu 1960: 114)
―Envoie ta fille à l‘école! Elle arrivera à t‘embêter avec des pipiri, sisiri et à redécorer
ta maison d‘après la mode française...‖
―Ce veac am ajuns! Cum s-a izmenit lumea! Până unde o să meargă desfrânarea asta,
nu ştiu! ... Cu civilizaţia lor cea neroadă am ajuns la desăvârşită anarhie. Fiecare va să
îmble după capul său, fiecare se cunoaşte în drept de a face ceva. Nici unul nu va să
se supuie altuia: nici sluga nu mai ascultă de stăpân, nici copiii de părinţi. Egalitate şi
libertate, cuvinte favorite şi fără înţeles, în gura tutulor.‖ (Niculescu 1960: 117)
―Quel siècle nous sommes arrivés à vivre! Comment le monde s‘est dénaturé! Je ne
sais pas à quel moment s‘arrêtera cette débauche! Chacun veut avoir la liberté d‘aller
n‘importe où, chacun croit qu‘il a le droit de faire n‘importe quoi. Personne ne veut
être soumis à personne: le serviteur ne veut plus obéir à son maître, les enfants ne
veulent plus obéir à leurs parents. Égalité et liberté, voilà deux mots préférés par tout
le monde, mais qui n‘ont pas de sens.‖
Les jeunes gens constituent la couche sociale le mieux représentée dans la culture
occidentale. Dans les pièces de théâtre du XIXe siècle ils apparaissent comme des jeunes
hommes éduqués et élégants, des jeunes officiers, des officiers, mais aussi comme des
demoiselles bien éduquées, la clé du comportement de ceux-ci étant l‘éducation, évidente
dans le langage utilisé, plein de néologismes, surtout d‘origine française et italienne. Les
écrivains de l‘époque mettaient en évidence, à l‘intention de ridiculiser, l‘utilisation de
ces néologismes. La comédie de C. Facca, surnommée Franţuzitele, est représentative
dans ce contexte, présentant les filles de Cocon Ianache, Elenca et Ruxandra, dans des
dialogues tels:
―În jurnalu‘ de pe urmă, e ceva deosebit
D‘abor o demoazelă, când se află an vizit
Este de bonton la modă să aibă capot deschis
În mână cu portofeliu şi cu beiader închis.‖ (Niculescu 1960: 59)
―Il y a quelque chose d‘intéressant dans le dernier numéro du journal,
Le fait qu‘une demoiselle, se trouvant en visite,
Il est de bon ton de porter une robe de chambre ouverte,
Tenir un portefeuille à la main [...].‖
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―Ah, ma şer, să-mi vezi mantela, mai sublim, mai lucru fen
O dublură înfricoşată şi faţă amur san fen.‖ (Niculescu 1960: 59)
―Oh, ma chère, si tu voyait mon vêtement sublime et fin
Une doublure épouvantable et l‘endroit, amour sans fin‖.
―Ce visează? Chel idé?
Ma şer, unde mi-e lorneta, că nu-ş cine trece a pie.‖ (Niculescu 1960: 59)
―À quoi rêve-t-elle? Quelle idée?
Ma chère, où est ma lorgnette, car quelqu‘un passe à pied. ‖
Dans ce contexte nous pouvons ajouter la contribution de Vasile Alecsandri au
développement de la langue roumaine littéraire.
Vasile Alecsandri, éduqué par des professeurs français et envoyé à Paris pour faire
des études a ironisé la tendance de la petite bourgeoisie d‘assimiler, les tendances
occidentales. L‘écrivain a illustré dans son oeuvre la mosaïque linguistique existante au
XIXe siècle, choisissant le théâtre moralisateur comme la plus efficace modalité de
conscientiser cette situation.
Ayant l‘expérience directe de la langue et de la culture françaises, Alecsandri a
valorisé dans son oeuvre ce qu‘il a vécu en France et les rencontres avec les personnes
qu‘il y avait connues. Certaines scènes du cycle Chiriţa ont été interprétées d‘après Les
Provinciaux à Paris de Picard, La comtesse d‘Escabagnas de Molière ou d‘après La
fausse Agnès de Destouches.
La satire de ce cycle vise la gallomanie, la dégradation de la langue roumaine par
l‘utilisation du jargon francisé. Le personnage principal, Chiriţa, qui voulait parvenir à
tout prix au style de vie européen, est représentatif pour le phénomène en discussion.
Chiriţa personnifie le snobisme et l‘avarice des petits propriétaires de terre qui, tout
comme la bourgeoisie bonjouriste, voulaient imiter les modèles apportés de l‘Occident.
Retournée à la campagne, elle ne renonce pas du tout à son désir de parvenir. Elle se tient
au courant de la mode, elle fume, elle a un précepteur pour son fils Guliţă et elle apprend
elle-même le français, d‘une manière amusante, comique, traduisant de la langue de
Molière même les expressions roumaines intraduisibles, invoquant la raison suivante:
„nous disons comme ça en moldave‖. Voilà quelques expressions de ce type:
- a bea o ţigară ← boire une cigarette;
- dobă de carte ← tambour d‘instruction;
- de flori de cuc ← pour les fleurs de coucou;
- a vorbi ca apa ← parler comme l‘eau;
- a spăla putina ← laver le baril;
- a unge la inimă cu miere ← frotter le coeur avec du miel;
- a da bani pe miere ← donner de l‘argent pour du miel etc. Alecsandri (1978)
Les personnages de Vasile Alecsandri parlent aisément le français, on pourrait dire
presque d‘une manière naturelle, cette langue étant utilisée dans le langage courant. Mais,
rarement les répliques des personnages sont authentique françaises, autrement dit la
graphie des mots est correcte, dans la plupart des cas les personnages des comédies de cet
écrivain utilisent un mélange des deux langues, le roumain et le français – intraduisibles:
- ―Iaca, monsiu, je vene …‖;
- ―Ils sont de minune …cigarre de Halvanne‖;
- ―- Monsiu Şarlă … ian dites-moi je vous prie: est-ce que vous êtes …mulţumit de
Guliţă?
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- Comme ça, comme ça …mulţămit et pas trop …‖;
- ―Je comprends … peste masur‖;
- ―Non faci attention … Am trebuinţ un farfuri …et voilà!‖ etc. Alecsandri (1978)
Assez souvent la graphie des mots français est adaptée (avec beaucoup
d‘approximation) à la prononciation du roumain: ―Ui monsiu…‖, ―Chel bonior!‖,
―Tujur‖, ―Lezebon, madam‖, ―Mersi‖, ―Le plese vu …‖ etc. Alecsandri (1978)
Quand les personnages ne sont pas sûrs de la traduction en français de certains mots,
ils forment des mots nouveaux à l‘aide du suffixe français -tion, écrit en roumain -sion:
omorision, trântision, fricosion. Une autre caractéristique du langage des personages de
Vasile Alecsandri est la dérivation des mots français avec le suffixe grec -arisi: ecrazarisi
(fr. écraser), suvenarâsi (fr. se souvenir), voiajarâsi (fr. voyager) (Felecan 2004: 97).
Ces exemples peuvent continuer, notre intention à été seulement de montrer que dans
les comédies de Vasile Alecsandri le lexique d‘origine français abonde dans les répliques
des personnages, contribuant à la création de l‘atmosphère de l‘époque, où tout ce qui
était lié à la France et au peuple Français était à la mode.
Le jargon francisé de Chiriţa est la preuve que Vasile Alecsandri a ridiculisé les
francophiles du XIXe siècle, mettant en évidence et la prononciation incorrecte et les
formations roumaines-françaises.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Ces données, bien que de nature expressive, caractérisant des personnages littéraires,
constituent de véritables documents socioculturels et linguistiques du XIX e siècle. La
réalité socioculturelle réfléchie dans les oeuvres de nos premiers dramaturges est
spécifique à un publique formé de marchands, d‘artisans et de boyards de la campagne.
De toutes les influences linguistiques manifestées dans les oeuvres exemplifiés, celle
française a été le mieux représentée. C‘est un fait explicable parce que, comme on a
montré antérieurement, le français était la langue à la mode au XIXe siècle et les petits
boyards prouvaient un immense plaisir à orner leur langage familier de termes français.
La plupart de ces termes sont mal utilisés, les personnages n‘étant pas préoccupés pour la
correction de leur expression.
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ABSTRACT
Europe has now 27 members and 23 official languages. How is this
multilingualism being dealt with? EU multilingualism is criticized by many
commentators, as it is practically impossible to use every official language in bureaus
and agencies, not mentioning minority languages. Such a difficult situation can be
faced only through a program of linguistic policies. Three different solutions have
been suggested so far: an articulated multilingualism (trilingual Anglo-FrancoGerman); a global bilingualism (national language and international common
language – global language – generally recognized in English); an ecological
bilingualism (an auxiliary planned language – maybe Esperanto – as a pivot in
institutions and among EU citizens). We try to consider the reality of the EU
languages in order to think out which could be the most suitable solution for the
problem.
Keywords: Multilingualism; Auxiliary/Foreign/Second language; Globish; Linguistic
Policies
1. WHICH EUROPE?
After the Second World War, the need of an eternal peace, as in the wave of Kant‘s
categorical imperative Zum ewigen Frieden, generated the new idea of a European
Community: a long way – from the foundation of the EC in 1952 to the last enlargement
in 2007 – enriched the new political reality of both socio-historical and linguistic
contributions. What is Europe is a difficult question: World superpower, federation of
sovereign States, or still just an agreement for a common foreign policy? Rifkin (2004)
underlines these building features: community relationships; sustainable development;
universal human rights; nature‘s rights; while the Treaties are trying to concretize a
political stronger reality. What EU is nowadays is shown in the figures 1-5 below.
2. THE TOWER OF BABEL
2.1. “UNITED IN DIVERSITY”
The motto of the European Union means that, via the EU, Europeans are united in
working together for peace and prosperity, and that the many different cultures, traditions
and languages in Europe are a positive asset for the continent, including languages.
2.2. EUROPEAN LANGUAGE POLICY
Article 22 (Cultural, religious and linguistic diversity) of the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights, adopted in 2000, requires the EU to respect linguistic diversity (The
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Union shall respect cultural, religious and linguistic diversity) and Article 21.1 prohibits
discrimination based on language (Any discrimination based on any ground such as sex,
race, colour, ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief),

Figure 1. European Union Member States
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Figure 2. EU population in the world (in millions):
EU – 487; China – 1322; Japan – 128; Russia – 142; United States – 301
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Figure 3. The area of the EU (1,000 km2) compared to the rest of the world:
EU – 4,234; China – 9,327; Japan – 365; Russia – 16,889; United States – 9,159
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Figure 4. Size of economy: Gross Domestic Product in billions of euros (2006):
EU – 10,793; China – 1,326; Japan – 3,676; Russia – 468 – United States – 10,035
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Figure 5. Wealth per person:
EU – 24,700; China – 6,400; Japan – 27,800; Russia – 10,000; United States – 3,730
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political or any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth,
disability, age or sexual orientation shall be prohibited).1 Together with respect for
individuals, openness towards other cultures, tolerance for others, respect for linguistic
diversity is a core EU value. According to the Treaty of Lisbon, signed by the Heads of
State or Government of all EU Member States in December 2007, the EU shall respect its
rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and shall ensure that Europe‘s cultural heritage is
safeguarded and enhanced2.
This utopic situation lives the paradox between equality de jure and pragmatism de
facto, falling in the opposition between official and working languages.3
Near the official languages, Europe presents a more variegated situation: regional,
minority, community and protected languages are spoken by segments of its population –
Euromosaic4, on one hand, and rete Mercator5, on the other, are the EU diamond point in
this field. This situation should create – as quoted in the EU official pages – ―not a
‗melting pot‘ that reduces difference, but a place where diversity can be celebrated as an
asset‖, as results e.g. from the so called Mannheim-Florence Recommendations,
document about European language policy edited by the European Federation of National
Institutions for Language (EFNIL), established in Stockholm in 2003, consisting of
academies which protect and regulate languages all over Europe. The Recommendations,
available in English at http://www.eurfedling.org/rac/raceng.htm, suggest that the
educational curriculum in every member country should foster multilingualism, EU
favours a multicultural society implying multilingualism, so that every EU citizen should
be at least trilingual.
2.3. TRANSLATING
How many combinations are possible through the official languages of EU shows
Phillipson (2003) 115: French, Italian, German, Dutch, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish,
Danish, English, Finnish, Swedish + the other 10 ones of the 5th enlargement (21 x 20) =
420. And this means money: the costs of such Babel are shown in Table 1 (readaptation
from Gazzola (2006: 400).
Table 1. Costs of translating and interpreting in EU

Costs (millions)
% budget EU
% administrative expenses
Costs/citizen/year

Translation Interpreting
€ 807
€ 238
0,8
0,2
13
3,8
€ 1,8
€ 0,5

Total
€ 1,045
1
16,8
€ 2,3

Systran. Among the different possibilities of an automatic translation, for more than
40 years SYSTRAN products and solutions have been the choice of leading global
corporations (Symantec, Cisco, EADS), Internet portals (Yahoo!®, Lycos®,
AtlaVista™), and public agencies like the US Intelligence Community and the European
Commission. ―The leading supplier of language translation software – as promoted in his
site (http://www.systran.co.uk/) – SYSTRAN is the market leading machine translation
solutions provider. The company‘s advanced language translation software helps
enterprises and individuals communicate more effectively in multiple languages.
SYSTRAN‘s software instantly translates text from and into 52 languages for individuals
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Table 2. The risk of the double translation.
Any discrimination based on any
ground such as sex, race, colour,
ethnic or social origin, genetic
features, language, religion or belief,
political or any other opinion,
membership of a national minority,
property, birth, disability, age or
sexual
orientation
shall
be
prohibited. (English, original)

↔

Ethnic or social, belief, the adhesion of
a national minority, the property, birth,
incapacity, the age or sexual orientation,
no matter who discrimination based on
no matter whom ground like the sex, the
race, the colour, the origin, characters
genetic, the language, the political
opinion or no matter who other of the
religion or of defended. (English, from
French)
↑
Ethnique ou social, la croyance,
l‘adhésion d‘une minorité nationale, la
propriété, la naissance, l‘incapacité,
l‘âge
ou
l‘orientation
sexuelle,
n‘importe qui discrimination basée sur
n‘importe qui terre comme le sex, la
race, la couleur, l‘origine, les caractères
génétiques, la langue, l‘opinion
politique ou n‘importe qui autre de la
religion ou du défendu. (French, from
Italian)

↓
N‘importe quelle discrimination
basée sur n‘importe quelle terre telle
que le sexe, la race, la couleur,
l‘origine ethnique ou sociale, les
caractères génétiques, la langue,
l‘opinion politique ou n‘importe
quelle autre de la religion ou de la
↔
croyance, l‘adhésion d‘une minorité
nationale, la propriété, la naissance,
l‘incapacité, l‘âge ou l‘orientation
sexuelle sera interdite. (French, from
English)
↓
↑
Qualsiasi discriminazione basata su
Etnico o sociale, la credenza, l‘adesione
qualsiasi terra come il sesso, la razza,
d‘una minoranza nazionale, la proprietà,
il colore, l‘origine etnica o sociale, i
la nascita, l‘incapacità, l‘età o
caratteri
genetici,
la
lingua,
l‘orientazione
sessuale,
chiunque
l‘opinione politica o qualsiasi altra
discriminazione basata su chiunque
della religione o della credenza,
terra come il sesso, la razza, il colore,
↔
l‘adesione
di
una
minoranza
l‘origine, i caratteri genetici, la lingua,
nazionale, la proprietà, la nascita,
l‘opinione politica o chiunque altro
l‘incapacità, l‘età o l‘orientamento
della religione o di vietato. (Italian,
sessuale sarà vietata. (Italian, from
from Spanish)
French)
↓
↑
Étnico o social, otro de la religión o de la creencia, la
adhesión de una minoría nacional, la propiedad, el
nacimiento, la incapacidad, la edad o la orientación
sexual, cualquiera discriminación basada sobre
cualquiera tierra como el sexo, la raza, el color, el origen,
los caracteres genéticos, la lengua, la opinión política o
cualquiera será prohibido. (Spanish, from Italian)
↓
Ethnic or social, another one of the religion or the belief,
the adhesion of a national minority, the property, the
birth, the incapacity, the age or the sexual direction, any
discrimination based on any earth like sex, the race, the
colour, the origin, the genetic characters, the language,
the political opinion or anyone will be prohibited.
(English, from Spanish)
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to understand and publish any type of information. Use of SYSTRAN products and
solutions increases business productivity in enterprise collaboration, eCommerce,
customer support, knowledge management, search, and other initiatives. In 2009,
SYSTRAN extended its position as the industry‘s leading innovator by introducing the
first hybrid machine translation engine. This breakthrough combines the advantages of
linguistic technology with statistical techniques so the software automatically learns from
existing and validated translations. SYSTRAN‘s hybrid machine translation solution is
easy and quick to customize. The self-learning techniques allow users to train the
software to any specific domain or business objective to achieve cost-effective
publishable quality translations. SYSTRAN is headquartered in Paris, France with a
North American office located in San Diego, California, USA‖.
Useful to understand quickly and in general the topic, but not usable for texts with
legal value, it presents as biggest problem the need of a human operator to control the
quality of the results (it‘s a help in translating, not a solution). Let‘s try an experiment,
using the automatic translation on Article 21.1 of EU‘s Charter of Fundamental Rights
(discussed in 2.2).
Principle “of the relais” – pivot. In the European Parliament, a delegate speaks in a
language which the interpreter doesn‘t know, being obliged to contact the booth of
another interpreter.6 That means: all delegates have the right to express in their own
mother-tongue, but not to hear the other ones in their ―less important‖ language; and
more: lost of time … and of quality. Theoretically, the question is how iniquitous can be
an asymmetrical translation; the real problem is in the double risk of a double translation.
3. ONE COUNTRY, ONE LANGUAGE?
EU has its symbols: flag, anthem, motto, celebration day (May 9th, day of the
―Schuman Declaration‖). Culturally, it‘s going to blend on its historical and cultural
values. But to really exist as a political reality, EU needs more: among them, also a
common language. The problem is: which one? Here are some of the proposals.
3.1. ENGLISH / ENGLISHES
English is nowadays without doubt the global lingua franca par excellence7: it meets
nevertheless on one side with the criticism of who is worried about homologation and
disappearance of languages8; on the other side, it suffers a process either of
simplification, either of regionalization, either of barbarization.
Basic English. Still before the Second World War, the idea of English as global
language for the Continent spread off with the conscience of the difficulty of learning a
high standard. The idea was to offer a simplified variant of English. So was born the
international base English.
In 1931, Charles Kay Ogden, under the suggestion of Henry Ford‘s slogan ‗Make
everybody speak English‘ and with the initial support of Winston Churchill, invented and
published the scheme for a Basic English, a punning acronym for ‗British American
Scientific Industrial Commercial‘ English, an auxiliary international language of 850
basic words divided in three categories (things, qualities, operators), comprising a system
that covers everything necessary for day-to-day purposes.9
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As a result of a long consideration (from the The meaning of meaning, 1923, which
set forth principles for the understanding of the function of language, through the editing
of the international psychological journal Psyche, which he used as a vehicle for
publishing research on international language problems), Basic English had a lexicon
planning-driven approach, every concept able to be expressed by circumlocutions: to
descend becomes to come down/to go down, to wander becomes to go from place to
place without aim.
Here is a specimen:
Our
Father
in
heaven,
may your name be kept holy.
Let
your
kingdom
come.
Let your pleasure be done,
as in heaven, so on earth.
Give us this day bread for our needs.

And make us free of our debts,
as we have made those free who are
in
debt
to
us.
And let us not be put to the test,
but keep us safe from the Evil One.

Simple English. Another way of using English as lingua franca is Simple English, a
simplified form of the English language with the intention to make content more
understandable to those less familiar to the language, using only basic words. Simple
English arrived on Wikipedia10, from where we take some of the following notes.
<Simple English> follows some of the rules of Basic English, but is not so strict
about using only a certain number of words. Simple English is still changing, and
does not have only one word list. A good starting point to writing in Simple English
is to learn to write using Basic English words. This helps you write with a limited
vocabulary. Start with Basic English (BE) 850. Let us say that your readers know the
BE 850 words. If your writing sounds strange, or is not clear, use a less common
word. The less common word may be in BE 1500 or Voice of America (VOA)
Special English.
The example below shows why we do not insist on using only Basic English words.
The full English sentence is from Winston Churchill:
Full English: ―I have nothing to offer but blood, toil, tears, and sweat.‖ →
Basic English [BE 850]: ―... blood, hard work, drops from eyes, and body water.‖
- ‗Blood‘ is a BE 850 word.
- ‗Hard work‘ is good for those who understand English as their mother language.
But a learner could understand the word ‗hard‘ as ‗solid‘ or ‗difficult to
understand‘. Perhaps ‗much work‘ is better.
- ‗Drops from eyes‘ sounds strange to people whose mother language is English.
- ‗Tears‘ is a BE 1500 word, and you can use it. ‗Body water‘ also sounds strange
to a person whose mother language is English.
- ‗Sweat‘ and ‗perspiration‘ both sound better. ‗Sweat‘ is a more common word,
and you can use it by linking to the article on sweat. Often, for difficult words
that are from Latin (like ‗perspiration‘) there will also be a native (Old English or
Anglo-Saxon) word like ‗sweat‘ meaning the same thing, that is much more
common and basic, but this is not always the case.
Do:
- Write your words normally, as you would speak to another person.
- Look for your words in the word lists.
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If a word is a name, idiomatic (the meaning of the words is not clear from the
roots), or jargon (special words used by experts), then it should be described in
more detail. Linking to an article about the word can also help (for example,
Stephen Hawking is a cosmologist – someone who studies the structure of the
universe (stars and space)).
- Change to active voice (e.g., The bird was eaten by the cat → The cat ate the bird).
- Look for a Basic English verb in past, present or future only.
Do not:
- Use bad grammar and bad spelling.
- Use bad English: This is Simple English, not Bad English.
- Use idioms (words or phrases that mean something other than what they say).
- Use words you‘re not sure about without using a dictionary.
- Write in the second person.
How to translate English into Simple English:
- abandon → give up, leave alone;
- continuous → not ending, going on;
- contradict → to go against;
- individual → one, some;
- justified → lawful, right;
- luminescence → giving light;
- originate → come from;
- specific → special;
- taken aback → surprised and scared at the same time;
- translate → to turn one language into another language.
Globish. ―Dialecte planétaire du 3e millénaire, solution intégrée aux problèmes de
communication internationale‖. A basic form of English, to communicate worldwide
using only 1.500 words: this is the presentation emerging from the Official international
Globish site (http://www.globish.com/). Let‘s hear, directly from the worlds of Jean Paul
Nerriere, the French inventor of Globish, how his project grew up11:
In the late 1980s, I was a Vice President with IBM USA, more specifically in charge
of International Marketing. My job gave me the opportunity to travel a lot around the
world. I went very often to Tokyo and Seoul. I did my best to speak English there, and
so did my local counterparts with me. This is where I observed that my
communication with the Japanese and the Koreans was much easier and more
efficient than what could be observed between them and the American or British
employees who came with me to visit our operations in theses countries. Then, I
observed it was the same in all non English speaking countries. I came to the
conclusion that the language non Anglophones spoke together was not English, but
something which sounded vaguely like it, but in which we were better off than genuine
Anglophones. I refined the thinking, added more detailed observations, and made a
theory out of it: this is Globish, the worldwide dialect of the third millennium. English
is not really needed, Globish is enough to reach and enjoy fruitfully the ―threshold of
understanding‖ (which is what you need). […]
First of all, <Globish> is not a language. A language is the vehicle of a culture. It
carries a heritage coming from history. Actually it also shapes the way we think and
act, it is the DNA of a culture. Globish has no such ambition; it is only a tool to
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Table 3. Examples of simpler English
Difficult English

Simpler English

Include
1. Some countries, including Britain
and
France...
2. The Nearctic Ecozone includes
most of North America

For example, in
1. Some countries, e.g. Britain and ‗include‘ is not a common word.
France.
2. Most of North America is in the
Nearctic Ecozone.

Like
Fish like cod live in...
Carpets are like rugs.

For example / similar to
Fish, for example cod, live ...
Carpets are similar to rugs.

Passive
1.
He
is
known
as...
2.
It
is
considered...
3.
It
is
made
of...
4.
It
is
used
for...
5. The name given to ...
6. Men are divided into three sorts.
Reduced relative clauses:
1. The man walking past the door
was
Bob
2. The man given the letter was Bob
3. Antigua and Barbuda is an island
nation located in the eastern
Caribbean Sea
Since, so
1. The chalk comes out of the eraser
so it can be used again.
2. Since we can use geometry to
describe geometrical shapes...

Why is it simpler?

‗Like‘ has a lot of different
meanings: it can also mean ‗love‘,
‗similar‘ and ‗similar to‘. ‗For
example‘, the same as ‗similar to‘,
has just one meaning.
If you can use the active form, it
Active
1. People know him as... is easier for learners.
2. Many/some people think it is ...
3.
There
is
...
in
it
4.
We
use
it
for...
5. The name which we give to ...
6. There are three sorts of planets.
Full relative clauses, or rewriting:
1. The man who was walking past
the
door
was
Bob
2.
Bob
got
the
letter.
3. Antigua and Barbuda is an island
nation in the eastern Caribbean Sea

This
can
make
confusing
sentences: The horse raced past
the barn fell. It is also difficult for
learners to guess what is missing.

‗Since‘ has another meaning: He
has lived there since 1989.
‗So‘ can have many meanings: He
washed the eraser so the chalk
would come out; The eraser was
so
chalky
that
...
‗Because‘ has one meaning.
Learners usually learn ‗because‘
before ‗since‘ or ‗so‘.
In books of EFL, ‗such a‘ with
Such a
This sort
this meaning comes quite late.
A book with such a cover is a A book with this sort/type of cover ‗Such a‘ can also mean ‗very‘,
paperback.
is a paperback.
e.g.: It‘s such a big book!
‗Used to‘ can also mean ‗we use it
Used to
In the past / before
to ...‘: Nickel is used to make
John Brown used to live in London, In the past, John Brown lived in coins. ‗Used to‘ as a past form
but now he lives in York.
London...
comes very late in books on
Before, John Brown lived in English as a foreign language.
London
Learners usually know ‗would‘ as
Would
Past + often
in these examples: Would you like
As a boy, John Brown would go When he was a boy, John Brown a cup of tea? / I would buy one if I
fishing in the river.
often went fishing...
had
enough
money.
This past construction with
‗would‘ comes very late in
learners‘ books.
Because
1. Because the chalk comes out of
the
eraser,
it
can...
2. Because we can use geometry ...
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communicate internationally. It‘s simple, hence needs only a limited investment to
master it at the proper level. It‘s enough for whatever need you may have. It might
communicate internationally. It‘s simple, hence needs only a limited investment to
Esperanto, it‘s not artificial. It derives from the observation that some kind of English
Master it at the proper level. It‘s enough for whatever need you may have. It might
not be always elegant, but it serves its purpose. On top of that, as opposed to is
spoken everywhere. Instead of fighting this reality, and dreaming of something better,
it aims at taking advantage of it. It capitalizes on it. […]
The original book ―Parlez Globish‖ was published a year ago. It‘s not a manual. It
develops and demonstrates a theory, and gives only a beginning of the recipes to
make it work. It describes the potential consequences of this theory on English, and
on the other languages in the world. [...]
<Globish consists in> 1.500 words. The list can be downloaded from the website
www.jpn-globish.com. This is a lot, as many English words become other words,
which are then viewed as legitimate in Globish. For instance, ―care‖ gives you
―careful, carefully, carefulness, careless, carelessly, carelessness, uncaring‖, etc,…
Many words are missing though, on purpose to keep it light. For instance, you should
not use ―nephew‖, too complicated for many people in the world. Instead, you will
say ―the son of my brother‖, and you do not lose anything in terms of precision.
When you are used to it, it becomes automatic.
<Globish functions according to the rules of> the English grammar. Nothing else.
Globish is not incorrect English. It is ―English light‖. We recommend simple
sentences, but each of them is constructed along the usual rules. As they are shorter,
they are less convoluted.
The <main> goal <of Globish> is to spread, and become an official language which
would facilitate the life of everyone, and put everyone on a par. Globish is not easier
for an Englishman or an American than it is for me or you. Maybe, some day, it will
be accepted as a viable alternative by the European Union or the United Nations, or
other international bodies: it would increase their efficiency very fast, and to a great
extent. And the national languages like French could hardly complain: it leaves them
a great space in which to have a wonderful influence.
Table 4 is a specimen from President Obama‘s speech of January 20, 2009.
Broken English Between grotesque creativity and need of communication, broken
English is more and more heard everywhere, from tourism to scientific conferences.
Among the spread possibility of quotations, here is12 a provocation of Michael Swan,
writer specializing in English Language teaching and reference materials.
I Can Make Myself
Understood

Are you sposed, taximan?
I sposed, have three dwarfs.
Residual in Roma.
For my work
I insane the students.
I insane to a degree.
There Are Many
Complications.

Halloo, taxi.
Airport, please.
I sunny time.
I like your urb.
Here for congress.
Academic intercourse.
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Table 4. Specimen from President Obama‘s speech of January 20, 2009
English

Globish

My fellow citizens:
I stand here today humbled by the task before us,
grateful for the trust you have bestowed, mindful
of the sacrifices borne by our ancestors. I thank
President Bush for his service to our nation, as
well as the generosity and co-operation he has
shown throughout this transition.
Forty-four Americans have now taken the
presidential oath. The words have been spoken
during rising tides of prosperity and the still
waters of peace. Yet, every so often the oath is
taken amidst gathering clouds and raging storms.

My
friends
and
citizens:
I stand here today honoured and respectful of the
work before us. I want to thank you for the trust you
have given. And I remember the sacrifices made by
our ancestors. I thank President Bush for his service
to our nation, as well as for the spirit of giving and
cooperation he has shown during this change-over.
Forty four Americans have now been sworn in as
president. The words have been spoken during rising
waves of wealth and well-being and the still waters of
peace. Yet, every so often, these words of honour are
spoken surrounded by gathering clouds and wild
storms.
At these times, America has carried on not simply
because those in high office were skilled or could see
into the future. But it has been because We the People
have kept believing in the values of our first fathers,
and stayed true to the documents that created our
country..[…]
This is the beginning of our trust – the knowledge that
God calls on us to shape an uncertain future.
This is the meaning of our freedom and what we hold
true – why men and women and children of every
race and every belief system can join in celebration
across this wonderful public walk. And it is why a
man whose father less than sixty years ago might not
have been served food at a local restaurant, can now
stand before you. He will today be sworn in to the
most important and respected office of the president.
So, today, let us remember who we are and how far
we have travelled. In the year of America‘s birth, in
the coldest of months, a small group of nationalists sat
together around dying camp-fires on the edge of an
icy river.
The capital was empty -- all had left. The enemy was
coming forward. The snow was coloured with blood.
At a time when the outcome of our battle for change
was most in doubt, the father of our nation ordered
these
words
be
read
to
the
people:
―Let it be told to the future world... that in the depth
of winter, when nothing but hope and [honour] could
survive... that the city and the country, [awoken to]
one common danger, came [forward] to meet [it]‖.

At these moments, America has carried on not
simply because of the skill or vision of those in
high office, but because we, the people, have
remained faithful to the ideals of our forbears,
and true to our founding documents. […]
This is the source of our confidence - the
knowledge that God calls on us to shape an
uncertain destiny.
This is the meaning of our liberty and our creed why men and women and children of every race
and every faith can join in celebration across this
magnificent mall, and why a man whose father
less than 60 years ago might not have been served
at a local restaurant can now stand before you to
take a most sacred oath.
So let us mark this day with remembrance, of
who we are and how far we have travelled. In the
year of America‘s birth, in the coldest of months,
a small band of patriots huddled by dying
campfires on the shores of an icy river.
The capital was abandoned. The enemy was
advancing. The snow was stained with blood. At
a moment when the outcome of our revolution
was most in doubt, the father of our nation
ordered these words be read to the people:
―Let it be told to the future world... that in the
depth of winter, when nothing but hope and
virtue could survive... that the city and the
country, alarmed at one common danger, came
forth to meet [it]‖.
America. In the face of our common dangers, in
this winter of our hardship, let us remember these
timeless words. With hope and virtue, let us brave
once more the icy currents, and endure what
storms may come. Let it be said by our children‘s
children that when we were tested we refused to
let this journey end, that we did not turn back nor
did we falter; and with eyes fixed on the horizon
and God‘s grace upon us, we carried forth that
great gift of freedom and delivered it safely to
future generations.

America. In the face of our common dangers, in this
winter of our suffering, let us remember these words
always. With hope and honour, let us brave once
more the icy currents, and make it through what
storms may come. Let it be said by our children‘s
children that when we were tested we refused to let
our progress end, that we did not turn back nor did we
fall down.; and with eyes fixed on the distance and
God‘s goodness to help us, we carried forward that
great gift of freedom and delivered it safely to future
people.
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3.2. LATIN
The language of Cicero has never stopped to be used, and non only by ecclesiastic
institutions, till today: Just look at the emblematic translation of Henry Potter: Rowling
(2003). The Italian Astori (1995), author of a handbook of living Latin, gained, as cultural
provocation, reviews even in America (The Washington Post and The Los Angeles
Times), where classical languages have nowadays a big revival. Don‘t forget, among
much to say, that the Finland Presidency inserted also Latin in the links of the EU web
pages. To know the many opportunities to use Latin also in everyday life, see the
Wikipedia (Vicipaedia) pages lingua latina: http://la.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pagina_prima.
3.3. EUROPANTO
Que would happen if, wenn Du open your computero, finde eine message in esta
lingua? No est Englando, no est Germano, no est Espano, no est Franzo, no est
keine known lingua aber Du understande! Wat happen zo! Habe your computero
eine virus catched? Habe Du sudden BSE gedeveloped? No, Du esse lezendo la
neue europese lingua: de Europanto! Europanto ist uno melangio van de meer
importantes Europese linguas mit also eine poquito van andere europese linguas,
sommige Latinus, sommige old grec.
Here is a provocation in Europanto, the ‗creature‘ Diego Marani born, while working
1996 as a translator for the European Council of Ministers.13 Let‘s hear directly from his
words something about it.
Reading the satirical article in Europanto which I write regularly for the weekly
magazine in Belgium, ―Le Soir Illustré‖, many readers might think that this is a new
artificial language, constructed from the major European languages with the aim of
becoming a universal language. This is only partly true, however. Europanto is a
mixture of words and grammatical structures borrowed from a number of different
languages which anyone of average culture with a basic knowledge of English can
understand. But it is not a language, nor is it intended to become one. At least not yet.
Europanto is a linguistic code of conduct, a series of guidelines or ―precautions‖ to
be taken if we want to communicate with someone who does not speak the same
language as ourselves without using a specific lingua franca. [...]
Europanto is not an artificial universal language that can be used as an alternative to
Esperanto, nor is it intended to replace English in international relations. Making use
of past experience and new information technologies, it would not only be possible,
but also very easy, to codify a Europanto grammar, making Europanto another
artificial language like Esperanto. But that would be a mistake. Europanto would
become just another elitist language, spoken by a small group of enthusiasts, but
totally ignored by the rest of the world.
The dominance of English cannot be challenged. With the exception of a few small
areas that have been cut off from the processes of industrialization and globalization,
English has become the universal language of our time. Europanto has a different
goal. Rather than an artificial language, it is a system for the creation of a new
language of the future. It is intended to give voice to the frustrations of the vast
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majority of people who are forced to use English even though their command of the
language is not very good.
This can be achieved by speeding up the process of the internationalization of the
English language and by its isolation from the Anglo-American culture. Instead of
trying to compete with English, the aim is to cause the language to implode, to
destroy it from within. The mechanism is very simple. Nowadays, virtually everyone
knows a few words of English and is capable of putting together very simple
sentences, but most people are unable to speak the language properly because they
do not know all the nuances, the subtle differences in meaning that only a mothertongue speaker knows. In a conversation in English between two non-native speakers
with just a smattering of the language, the register is naturally very low and only the
basic message is communicated – often little more than could have been achieved by
gesticulating. But what would happen if the two speakers could enrich their
vocabulary with words from their own languages or from other important European
languages? The worst that would happen is that the level of understanding would
remain the same. If, however, the words used were similar to ones in the other
person‘s language or were somehow recognized, then their mutual understanding
would be enhanced. This is the mechanism on which Europanto is based.
The structure is essentially English, but the words are borrowed from other
languages [...]. The strength of Europanto is that it does not have to be studied: to be
able to read, write or speak the language, people use whatever linguistic knowledge
they already possess, i.e. a very basic knowledge of English and the other major
European languages which derives from their everyday experience. Europanto must,
clearly, borrow from the best known European languages and ―Europantize‖ above
all those words which are most likely to be recognized because they have a common
root or because they are frequently used. [...]
In conclusion, although it is not a language as such, Europanto does exist. But it is,
as yet, rather amorphous and any attempt to try and describe the language and write
down its grammatical rules would be rather like planting a seed and wanting to take
a photograph of the tree. Instead of wasting time on this futile pursuit, it is far more
useful at present to observe the development of the language and leave the analysis of
its forms until later. As in the case of all other languages: the language comes first
and the rules follow. [...]
It is clear that great things are going on in the Europanto laboratory and that a new
European lingua franca is being created in the most natural way from the magma of
multilingualism. Like any living creature, it will contain a number of flaws and
contradictions, but, unlike other universal languages, it will be successful because it is
being produced from the lowest levels. And just as Vulgar Latin replaced Latin at the
beginning of the first century, so Europanto, at the beginning of the third millennium, will
cause international English to implode and will prevail over European multilingualism.
(Quotation from: http://www.neuropeans.com/topic/europanto/what/more.php)
Specimen (the first one is a Romanic, the second one a Germanic version):
Und por eine bisschen divino help te bekriegen, here est de ―Pater Noster‖ in
Europanto™.Apprende quick und declame esta prayera desnog todag. May esse dat
God speake solo Europanto™ und por esta reason el never antoworde aan nos
prayeras!
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Notre Padre who est en la ciel,
may votre nombre est sanctificado.
Venga votre reino.
May votre voluntad est fatto,
comme en ciel, assim on la terre.
Da us notre pane de chaque giorno.
y pardonu notre deudas,
assim comment we pardonar notre deudoress.
y not induce us en tentasion,
mais free us del mauvais.
Amen

Vader nostro nel sky volante
teine name sancto esse
Teine
kingtum
komme.
teine
will
noman
discusse
Up el sky und in der mundo
nostro bread give nos allesdag
nostros debts forgive nos tambien
comme nos forgivons nostros debitors
Ne pushe nos in tentazion
aber
libera
nos
des
mal
Amen

4. WHICH FUTURE?
4.1. LE RAPPORT GRIN
Asked from the Haut Conseil de l‟Évaluation de l‟École to study the situation and
the costs of the present-day linguistic policies, Mr. François Grin14 produced the
document15 L‘enseignement des langues étrangères comme politique publique, supporting
the idea of three possible scenarios, so described in Table 5, concluding16:
- The frequent rejection against Esperanto make scenario 3 impassable, not viable.
- In a medium/long term we should prefer scenario 2 (plurilingualism): even if it is
not the most suitable, the reduction of unjust benefits to Anglophone countries is
however considerable.
- Scenario 2 contains some risks of instability and erosion favourable to English,
and this constitutes an argument for scenario 3.
Esperanto.17 Esperanto is a language introduced in 1887 by Dr. L. L. Zamenhof after
years of development. He proposed Esperanto as a second language that would allow
people who speak different native languages to communicate, yet at the same time retain
their own languages and cultural identities. Esperanto doesn‘t want to replace anyone‘s
language but simply serves as a common second language. Although there aren‘t a lot of
people who speak Esperanto in any one place, there are some almost everywhere and
over a hundred periodicals regularly published in Esperanto, and thousands of books,
both translated and original works. Esperanto has had continuous usage by a community
estimated at between 100,000 and 2 million speakers for over a century. Today,
Esperanto is employed in world travel, correspondence, cultural exchange, conventions,
literature, language instruction, television, and radio broadcasting. At least one major
search engine, Google, offers searching of Esperanto-related websites via an Esperanto
portal. The Esperanto Wikipedia contains over 113,000 articles, as of May 2009.
Patro nia, kiu estas en la ĉielo,
via
nomo
estu
sanktigita.
Venu
via
regno,
plenumiĝu
via
volo,
kiel en la ĉielo, tiel ankaŭ sur la tero.
Nian panon ĉiutagan donu al ni hodiaŭ.
Kaj pardonu al ni niajn ŝuldojn,

kiel ankaŭ ni pardonas al niaj ŝuldantoj.
Kaj ne konduku nin en tenton,
sed liberigu nin de la malbono.
(ĉar tia estas la regno kaj la forto
kaj la gloro, en eternecon / por ĉiam)
Amen
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Table 5. Comparison of the 3 scenarios
Scenario
and
linguistic
environment
1st Scenario:
everything
on English

General features

Languages to teach

Inter-linguistic communication mainly in 1st Language: English
English; inequities in favour of natif 2nd
Language:
any
English speakers; high risk of erosion of langauge
linguistic and cultural diversity in time.
2nd Scenario: Inter-linguistic
communication
in 1st Language (for France):
plurilinguism different European languages, heading English or German*
towards a small number of ―great‖ 2nd
Language
(for
languages,
particularly
the
three France): any language*
languages privileged by hypothesis Note 1: One of the two
(English – French – German); wider languages should be a
linguistic and cultural diversity, but risk Romance language
of instability resulting in the need for Note 2: Within this
adopting measures meant to favour teaching, also develop te
communicative contexts in non dominant receptive competence in
languages, particularly in other languages other Romance languages
than English.
rd
3 Scenario: Inter-linguistic communication mainly in 1st Language: Esperanto
Esperanto
Esperanto;
quasi-complete
equality 2nd
Language:
any
between locutors no matter the mother language
tongue.
*for the countries whose residents do not have English, French, or German as
monther tongues, the 1st and 2nd languages shouldbelong to the trio English-FrenchGerman to make sure the 2nd scenario ensures intercomprehension as well as the
others
4.2. VERTICAL MULTILINGUALISM BY THE INDIAN MODEL
Gobbo (2004) hops for a situation of triglossia as shown in Table 6: a local language
level, where people may cultivate whatever ‗mother language‘ they want (regional,
community, etc.); an official language level, where country membership implies
proficiency in (at least one of) the official language(s) of the country; a lingua franca
level, where is given strength to Europeanization.
Table 6. The 3-level scheme
Level
Local/Mother Language
Official Language(s)
(pan-European) Lingua Franca

Principle
personality
territoriality
propedeuticity

Identity
Core (very own group)
National (country members)
European (EU citizenship)

4.3. LANGUAGES AND FREEDOM OF THOUGHT
Also focusing on the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, we‘d like in conclusion to reflect on
the evidence below, from the pen of Ngugi wa Thiong‘o (Decolonizing the Mind, 1986):
How did we arrive at this acceptance of ‗the fatalistic logic of the unassailable
position of English17 in our literature,‘ in our culture and in our politics? [...] How
did we, as African writers, come to be so feeble in our claims on other languages,
particularly the languages of our colonization? [...]
Berlin of 1884 was affected through the sword and the bullet. But the night of the
sword and the bullet was followed by the morning of the chalk and the blackboard.
The physical violence of the battlefield was followed by the psychological violence of
the classroom. [...] In my view language was the most important vehicle through
which that power fascinated and held the soul prisoner. The bullet was the means of
the physical subjugation. Language was the means of the spiritual subjugation. Let
me illustrate this by drawing upon experiences in my own education, particularly in
language and literature.
[...] We spoke Gikuyu (the most widely spoken language in Kenya] in and outside the
home. I can vividly recall those evenings of storytelling around the fireside. [...] We
children would re-tell the stories the following day to other children who worked in
the fields picking the pyrethrum flowers, tea-leaves or coffee beans of our European
and African landlords.
The stories, with mostly animals as the main characters, were all told in Gikuyu. [...]
We therefore learnt to value words for their meaning and nuances. Language was not
just a string of words. It had a suggestive power well beyond the immediate and
lexical meaning. Our appreciation of the suggestive magical power of language was
reinforced by the games we played with words through riddles, proverbs,
transpositions of syllables, or through nonsensical but musically arranged words. [...]
The language of our evening teach-ins, and the language of our immediate and wider
community, and the language of our work in the fields were one.
And then I went to school, a colonial school, and this harmony was broken. The
language of my education was no longer the language of my culture. [... It was after
the declaration of a state of emergency over Kenya in 1952 (the Mau-Mau anticolonial rebellion)] that all the schools run by patriotic nationalists were taken over
by the colonial regime and were placed under District Education Boards chaired by
Englishmen. English became the language of my formal education. In Kenya, English
became more than a language: it was the language, and all the others had to bow
before it in deference.
Thus one of the most humiliating experiences was to be caught speaking Gikuyu in
the vicinity of the school. The culprit was given corporal punishment - three to five
strokes of the cane on bare buttocks - or was made to carry a metal plate around the
neck with inscriptions such as I AM STUPID or I AM A DONKEY. Sometimes the
culprits were fined money they could hardly afford. And how did the teachers catch
the culprits? A button was initially given to one pupil who was supposed to hand it
over to whoever was caught speaking his mother tongue. Whoever had the button at
the end of the day would sing who had given it to him and the ensuing process would
bring out all the culprits of the day. Thus children were turned into witch-hunters and

in the process were taught the lucrative value of being a traitor to one‘s immediate
community.
The attitude to English was the exact opposite: any achievement in spoken or written
English was highly rewarded. [In the colonial education system, which advanced by
qualifying exams,] nobody could pass the exam who failed the English language
paper no matter how brilliantly he had done in the other subjects. [...] English was
the official vehicle and the magic formula to colonial elitism.
In primary school I now read simplified Dickens and Stevenson.
[...] I started writing in Gikuyu language in 1977 after seventeen years of involvement
in Afro-European literature, in my case Afro-English literature. [...] I believe that my
writing in Gikuyu language, a Kenyan language, an African language, is part and
parcel of the anti-imperialist struggles of Kenyan and African peoples. In schools and
universities our Kenyan languages - that is the languages of the many nationalities
which make up Kenya - were associated with negative qualities of backwardness,
underdevelopment, humiliation and punishment. […] I do not want to see Kenyan
children growing up in that imperialist-imposed tradition of contempt for the tools of
communication developed by their communities and their history. I want them to
transcend colonial alienation.
[...] But writing in our languages per se [...] will not itself bring about the
renaissance in African cultures if that literature does not carry the content of our
people‘s anti-imperialist struggles to liberate their productive forces from foreign
control; the content of the need for unity among the workers and peasants of all the
nationalities in their struggle to control the wealth they produce and to free it from
internal and external parasites.
5. HOPE
Here follows the message from Mr Koïchiro Matsuura, General Director of
UNESCO, on the occasion of International Mother Language Day, 21 February 2009.
As the twelve months devoted to celebrating International Year of Languages have
come to an end, this year‘s International Mother Language Day, marked on 21
February 2009, signals the beginning of a new phase for reflection and assessment.
Ten years after the Day was proclaimed by the General Conference of UNESCO on
the proposal of Bangladesh, what conclusions can now be drawn?
One point must be made. After laying emphasis on each community‘s recognition of
its own mother tongue, the Day has increasingly drawn the international community‘s
attention to the foundations of linguistic diversity and multilingualism. It has also
become clear that languages, which form part of the identity of individuals and
peoples, are key to the Education for All and Millennium Development Goals.
A growing number of increasingly diverse stakeholders in governmental
organizations and civil society acknowledge that languages are central to all forms of
social, economic and cultural life. Links between multilingual education (involving
the mother tongue, national languages and international languages), education for
all and the Millennium Development Goals now constitute the pillars of any
sustainable-development strategy.
We do indeed hope that tangible results conducive to the use of mother languages and
to multilingualism will emerge under the impetus of the communication campaign

conducted by UNESCO during International Year of Languages 2008, and that these
challenges will continue to be the cornerstone of action taken by governments and
development agencies.
In addition to the interest aroused by the Year and the hundreds of language
promotion projects launched in 2008, the impact of the International Year of
Languages will be assessed in the coming months to gauge the importance of
languages to development, peace and social cohesion.
Accordingly, on this the tenth International Mother Language Day, I appeal for
action to ensure that the many declarations and initiatives announced in 2008 will be
followed up by specific sustainable measures.
I hope, in particular, that governments will introduce, in their formal and non-formal
education systems and their own administrations, measures designed to secure the
harmonious and fruitful coexistence of the languages of each country. We shall thus
succeed in preserving and promoting multilingual environments that show due
respect for all expressions of cultural diversity.
So let such a hope be ours.
NOTES
1.

2.

From the legal basis of the Regulation No 1/1958 to the Article 21 of the Union‘s
founding treaty, roles of language policy are promoting and maintaining peace in the
EU as a plank of the EU‘s cohesion, laying on two fundamental principles:
language right as a human right (citizens have a right to their language) and equity in
communication (equality of treatment between peoples and individuals). In the
Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe 2004, III, II-81 is written: ―Any
discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin,
genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other opinion,
membership of a national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual
orientation shall be prohibited‖. Or more: ―While committed to integration at
European level, the EU promotes the linguistic and cultural diversity of its peoples.
It does so by promoting the teaching and learning of their languages, including
minority and regional languages. The EU‘s ambitious goal, set out in a new Action
Plan, is that as many of its citizens as possible should speak one – and ideally two –
languages in addition to their mother tongue. The European Union as an organisation
now works with 20 official languages. This is because, in a democracy, the laws it
applies must be understandable to all its citizens. There can be no discrimination, for
instance, between the way people in big and small countries are treated. In their
dealings with the EU institutions, all citizens have the right to use their own national
language – as do their elected representatives in the European Parliament (from
Europe on the move, European Commission - Directorate General Press and
Communication, manuscript finalised in July 2004: Many tongues, one family.
Languages in the European Union). And in the Treaty of Amsterdam (art.2.11):
‗Every citizen of the Union may write to any of the institutions or bodies referred to
in this Article or in Article 4 in one of the languages mentioned in Article 248 and
have an answer in the same language.‘
The
whole
text
is
available
online:
http://europa.eu/lisbon_treaty/full_text/index_en.htm.

3.
4.

5.

For a good status quaestionis see Gobbo (2007).
Decisions on supporting regional and minority languages need to be based on a full
understanding of their status and the challenges they face. The European
Commission initiated a comprehensive study - ―Euromosaic‖ - of minority language
groups in the European Union. The Euromosaic study dates back to 1992, when the
Commission decided to examine the potential for expanding the use of regional and
minority languages, and the barriers they face in this respect. The study identified the
social and institutional variables that provide the context for the continuing use of a
language, and which create the conditions for expanding its use. The main variables
influencing this process were found to be family, education and community, along
with the institutional and legal frameworks in which languages are used. The
motivating forces involved language ―prestige‖ or the value of a language for social
mobility and cultural reproduction. The second main task of this study was to
examine the condition of different languages within this framework. The team
behind the study compiled more than 50 reports on regional and minority languages,
assessing the situation and condition of each language. A further study, using the
same framework, was completed following the 1995 enlargement of the EU, when
Austria, Finland and Sweden joined as Member States. This was followed in
September 2004 by an additional study, when Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia acceded to the
EU. The team of experts and scientists who carried out the study also drafted a
comparative summary providing a general overview of the situation in the Member
States that acceded in 2004 and a comparison with the fifteen pre-enlargement
Member States. The full range of Euromosaic reports provides a valuable overview
of the status of regional and minority languages in the EU. Reports outlining the
general language context of each new Member State can also be consulted. An
overview report, based on the study and published by the Commission in 1996 under
the title Euromosaic: The production and reproduction of the minority language
groups in the European Union, is available from the Office for Official Publications
of the European Communities. (from the official site).
From
the
official
presentation
(http://www.mercatoreducation.org/news/archive/read-about-mercator-in-23-languages/english):
―Generally speaking, the same problem is experienced by all European minority
languages: low status, parents who do not pass on their language to their children
because they feel that their children can only move up the social ladder if they speak
the majority language, and governments that are indifferent or sometimes even
rigidly opposed to minority languages. There are approximately 70 minority
languages in the 25 member states of the European Union. This translates into
approximately 45 million people who speak a minority language in addition to their
official national language. It would be a shame if Europe‘s minority languages were
to disappear. After all, language is more than a means of communication; it is also
about identity, culture and history. Mercator Education, a component of the
European Mercator Network, dedicates itself to European minority languages by
conducting research, providing a platform from which experiences can be exchanged
and information can be collected and disseminated. Important tools in all this are the
Mercator centres‘ websites (www.mercator-central.org). The European Commission
founded the Mercator Network at the end of the 1980s as one of its initiatives. The
network consists of three centres, each of which specialises in its own area of study:

6.

7.
8.

Mercator Legislation in Barcelona (Spain) studies linguistic rights and legislation
and the use of minority languages in public administration; Mercator Media in Wales
(United Kingdom) concentrates on minority languages in the media – from the press
to digital media – and Mercator Education in Leeuwarden (The Netherlands) focuses
on minority languages in education – from preschool centres to university education.
All of these three areas are important for the maintenance of minority languages.
[…] The teaching of minority languages is crucial in order to hand down a language
to the younger generation. It teaches children that a minority language is a language
in its own right and not merely meant for use in casual situations or at home.
Mercator-Education has initiated a variety of projects with respect to minority
languages in education. Some have been short-lived, while others have been running
for years and continue to do so. The two most important projects at present are the
Regional Dossiers and the Network of Schools. Through the publication of the
Regional Dossiers, Mercator Education has mapped out minority-language education
in the European member states. The dossiers are concise reports that provide factual
information on where a minority language is placed within the educational system of
the European member state concerned. Local authors, well versed on their local
situations, compile the reports. Over thirty such dossiers have now been written. The
layout of every dossier follows the same fixed pattern, which makes these booklets
suitable for comparative study. It is notable how many authors lament the fact that
the speakers of minority languages see their bilingualism as a source of
embarrassment when they ought to see it as something valuable. Mercator Education
set up the Network of Schools some years ago. In the interim, some 50 schools from
European minority-language regions have joined up to it. […] Mercator Education
hopes to be able to help strengthen the position of minority languages in Europe.
Ultimately, however, the responsibility for the continued existence of a language lies
with the speakers of that minority language themselves. If they do not consider their
own language to be important, if they do not cherish their bilingualism as something
of value, and if they no longer teach the language to their children and no longer
teach them to be proud of it, then the European Commission can support as many
projects as it likes to no avail.
For
a
closer
examination:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/scic/interpreting/tech_asymmetric_it.htm;
http://europa.eu.int/comm/scic/interpreting/tech_pivot_it.htm;
http://europa.eu.int/comm/scic/interpreting/tech_relay_it.htm;
http://europa.eu.int/comm/scic/interpreting/tech_relay_en.htm;http://europa.eu.int/co
mm/scic/thescic/history_it.htm.
See at least Crystal (1997) as one of the first voices concerning the topic.
Just some bibliography of a rich discussion in progress about the linguistic policies
in Europe: Ammon (2001), Calvet (1987, 1993, 1996, 1999, 2002), De Witte (2004),
Fidrmuc-Ginsburgh (2004), Gazzola (2002), Hagège (2000), Phillipson (2004),
Piron (1994), Selten (1997), Tsuda (2001), van Els (2001), van Parijs (2004). As it
appears through the given bibliography, linguistic democracy means also economic
equability. Here is shown the question by the words of Max de Lotbitière from The
Guardian Weekly of 17.10.08: ―Last month‘s European Day of Languages, the
Council of Europe‘s celebration of linguistic diversity and language learning has
prompted a controversial proposal to compensate EU countries for the cost of having
to learn English by taxing Britain and Ireland. Michele Gazzola, a researcher at the

9.
10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

economics languages and training observatory of Geneva, said that English speaking
countries gain huge financial advantages from not having to master Europe‘s main
language of communication. They should help to fund their neighbours‘ efforts to
learn English. Gazzola quotes a 2005 study that estimates the EK‘s savings on
language education, and profits from the sale of English language teaching materials
to the rest of Europe, at between $14bn and $23bn. His solution is simple: and the
controversial $7bn annual rebate that the UK receives from the EU budget and spend
the money on expanding the EU‘s interpreting and translation services or supporting
linguistically burdened researchers‖.
http://ogden.basic-english.org/basiceng.html,
http://www.basicenglish.org/institute.html.
The front page of the Simple English Wikipedia project is:
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page; an expanded description of the
project‘s
goals
and
the
simple
form
of
English
used:
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Simple_English_Wikipedia.
From an interview given in 2005 to Elia P. Pekica Pagon in Zagreb, chief editor for
the
Croatian
cultural
magazine
EPOHA
(http://www.jpnglobish.com/articles.php?lng=fr&pg=171).
Thank‘s to Andreea Varga (Banat University of Agricultural Science and Veterinary
Medicine, Timişoara) for the indication.
In Europanto Diego Marani published different articles, short stories and video clips.
Since his first novel in Europanto (1999), he is also a well known and appreciated
essayist and novelist: his most famous novel, Nuova grammatica finlandese, was
translated in different languages and received in Italy the Grinzane-Cavour literary
prize. See more on Europanto and EU in Astori (2009).
After a PhD in economics at the University of Geneva, François Grin has worked at
the Universities of Montréal and Washington (Seattle). From 1998 to 2001, he was
the Deputy Director of the European Centre for Minority Issues (ECMI) in
Flensburg, Germany. He is currently Professor of Economics at the School of
Translation and Interpretation (ETI) at the University of Geneva. He is also a visiting
professor at the University of Italian Switzerland in Lugano, where he teaches the
management of linguistic and cultural diversity. François Grin has specialised in
language economics, education economics, and policy evaluation in these areas. He
is the author of some 200 scientific publications and sits on the editorial board of
several journals in language policy and educational issues. He has carried out
research projects for international organisations (European Commission, Council of
Europe, World Bank Institute) and advises various national and regional
governments on language policy issues. He is the Deputy Coordinator of the
DYLAN research project on ―Dynamics of language and diversity management‖
funded by the European Commission under Framework Programme 6
(http://www.dylan-project.org).
You can find the document at: http://cisad.adc.education.fr/hcee/documents/rapport
Grin.pdf.
Here is his Conclusions générales: ―Le constat final peut sembler amer. La politique
que recommandait le Rapport de la Commission du débat national sur l‘avenir de
l‘École‘ est assurément la plus simple; on a toutefois pu voir, au fil de la présente
étude, que d‘un point de vue de politique publique, c‘est peut-être la plus mauvaise
des solutions. Ce n‘est pas, et de très loin, la meilleur marché; c‘est par ailleurs la

plus inéquitable; et elle condamne le français, et avec lui toutes les langues d‘Europe
sauf l‘anglais, à la provincialisation. Certains parleraient même d‘inféodation, avec
toutes les conséquences géopolitiques et culturelles incalculables que cela comporte.
Si une solution aussi peu attrayante est souvent recommandée, c‘est sans doute parce
qu‘elle résulte d‘une analyse effectuée à l‘intérieur d‘un cadre trop restreint. Étant
donné qu‘en l‘absence de coordination, il existe une forte incitation à converger vers
l‘anglais, il est effectivement tout à fait logique de recommander qu‘on l‘enseigne et
qu‘on l‘apprenne. Mais cela revient à ignorer toute la dynamique des langues. Celleci doit être prise en compte autant pour l‘analyse que pour la formulation de
recommandations. Le caractère très particulier de la langue, qui en tant qu‘outil de
communication donne naissance à des réseaux, mais qui est aussi un élément crucial
de l‘identité individuelle et collective, interdit les solutions simplistes. Il n‘est guère
surprenant, somme toute, que le fait de ne pas tenir compte (ou pas assez) de cette
complexité puisse conduire à des choix inefficaces en termes d‘allocation des
ressources, injustes en termes de distribution des ressources, dangereux pour la
diversité linguistique et culturelle, et très préoccupants en termes géopolitiques, tout
en ayant l‘apparence trompeuse de l‘évidence.Il est donc nécessaire, pour sortir de
l‘impasse, d‘élargir le cadre de la réflexion et de repenser la question de
l‘enseignement des langues étrangères avec une logique plus vaste, dans laquelle un
plus grand nombre de paramètres puissent être réexaminés. L‘une des conséquences
les plus importantes d‘un tel élargissement est qu‘il replace la possibilité d‘une
coordination entre États au centre de l‘élaboration des stratégies. Dès que le cadre est
ainsi élargi, le problème change du tout au tout: s‘il n‘est pas facile, il devient
soluble – pour le plus grand bénéfice du contribuable, de la justice sociale, et de la
diversité des langues et des cultures‖.
17. Thanks to Renato Corsetti, former President of the Universala Esperanto Asocio and
President of the Itala Esperanto-Federacio, for redacting this chapter. For more
information
in
English,
see
http://www.esperanto-usa.org/node/3
and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esperanto.
18. Nothing against the wonderful language of Shakespeare, ‗English‘ means in the
present approach every language becoming hegemonic and imperialist over other
cultures.
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